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AGL

Above Ground Level LT Local Time

AHS

Airborne Hyperspectral Scanner

AROME

Application of Research to Operations at Mesoscale

ATBD

Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents

CASA

Construcciones Aeronauticas S.A.

CCD

Charge-Coupled Device

CCI

Chlorophyll Content Index

CEFLES2

CarboEurope FLEX Sentinel-2

CERES

CarboEurope Regional Experiment Strategy

CEST

Central European Summer Time

CHRIS Proba Compact High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer, Project for OnBoard Autonomy
CIR

Colour Infra-Red

DAC

Direction de l’Aviation Civile

DEM

Digital Elevation Model

DN

Digital Number

ENAC

Ente Nazionale per l'Aviazione Civile

ERA

Environmental Research Aircraft

ESA

European Space Agency

EST

European Summer Time

ESU

Elementary Sampling Unit

EUFAR

European Fleet For Airborne Research

fAPAR

Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation

FLD

Fisher Linear Discriminant

FLEX

Fluorescence Explorer

FLIDAR

Fluorescence Light Detection and Ranging

FOV

Field of View

FR

Frame Rate

FTP

File Transfer Protocol

FVC

Fractional Vegetation Cover

FWHM

Full Width Half Maximum

GA

Galileo Avionica

GCP

Ground Control Point

GCU

Global Change Unit (University of Valencia)

GIFOV

Ground Instantaneous Field of View
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GIS

Geographic Information System

GLCC

Generic Land Cover Classification

GMES

Global Monitoring of Environment and Security

GCP

Ground Control Points

GPDS

Grupo de Procesado Digital de Señales (University of Valencia)

GPP

Gross Primary Productiviy

GPS

Global Positioning System

GSD

Ground Sample Distance

HDRF

Hemispherical Directional Reflectance Factor

HYPER

Galileo Avionica's Hyperspectral Instrument

IBIMET

Istituto di Biometeorologia

IFAC

Istituto di Fisica Applicata (“Nello Carrara”)

IFOV

Instantaneous Field of View

INRA

L’Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique

INTA

Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aerospacial

LAI

Leaf Area Index

LST

Local Solar Time

LT

Local Time

LWIR

Long Wavelength Infra-red

MAS

MODIS Airborne Simulator

MFP

Mobile Flux Platform

MIVIS

Multispectral Infrared and Visible Imaging Spectrometer

MODIS

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

MSI

Multispectral Instrument (Sentinel-2)

MSL

Mean Sea Level

MTA

Mean Tilt Angle

MWIR

Medium Wavelength Infra-red

N/A

Not Available

NAOC

Normalized Area Over the Curve

NDVI

Normalised Difference Vegetation Index

NIR

Near Infra-red

PAR

Photosynthetic Active Radiation

PI

Principal Investigator

RCR

Remote Cosine Receptors

RGB

Red Green Blue (color combination)

ROI

Region of Interest

SIM.GA

Sistema Iperspettrale Multisensoriale of Galileo Avionica
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SPOT

Satellite Pour l'Observation de la Terre

SSD

Spatial Sampling Distance

SWIR

Short Wavelength Infra-Red

TAS

True Air Speed

TES

Temperature and Emissivity Separation Method

Tint

Integration or exposure time

TIR

Thermal Infra-Red

TOC

Top of Canopy

TTL

Through-the-lens

UNIMIB

Università degli Studi di Milano

UTC

Universal Time Coordinated

UTM

Universal Transverse Mercator

UVAL

University of Valencia

VNIR

Visible and Near Infra-Red

WGS84

World Geodetic System 1984
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1 OVERVIEW OF THE CAMPAIGN
In the framework of its Earth Observation Envelope Programme, the European
Space Agency (ESA) coordinates a number of ground‐based and airborne
campaigns
to
support
geophysical
algorithm
development,
calibration/validation and the simulation of future spaceborne earth observation
missions for applications development related to land, oceans and atmosphere.
This document deals with the development and data acquisition aspects of two
interrelated ESA‐backed experimental campaigns carried out in support of
forthcoming GMES and Earth Explorer missions. The campaigns operated in
conjunction with CERES (CarboEurope Regional Experiment Strategy) and add
to its findings.
CERES provided validation of photosynthesis estimates based on ground and
airborne eddy flux measurements of plant mediated exchange processes
(photosynthetic CO2 uptake, evapotranspiration and energy budget).
FLEX experiment provided airborne measurements of solar induced
fluorescence and extensive ground‐based measurements of leaf‐level processes
in support of the candidate Earth Explorer Mission, FLEX.
Sentinel2 experiment supported the on‐going preparation of the GMES
Sentinel‐2 mission
Thus, CEFLES2 (CarboEurope, FLEX and Sentinel‐2) was conceived as a
collective multi‐objective campaign exploiting synergies between the three
experiments to be collocated in the Les Landes region of France during the
period April to September 2007. It focused on various landscape types, including
urban, agricultural and forested areas.

1.1 CERES
BACKGROUND
The CarboEurope Regional Experiment Strategy (CERES) is co‐funded by several
groups to quantify sources and sinks of carbon at global and regional scales.
Several aircraft were deployed to sample CO2 concentration and fluxes over the
area whilst fixed stations observe these and meteorological conditions.
(Mesoscale) meteorological modelling tools were used to plan the experiment
and flight patterns and improve the results.
The first CERES campaign took place in 2005. The second campaign was carried
out in Les Landes for two periods in April and September 20071[33].

1

See carboregional.mediasfrance.org/index
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OBJECTIVES
The Regional Experiment of CarboEurope‐IP produced aggregated estimates of
the carbon balance of a region that can be meaningfully compared with those
obtained from the smallest downscaled atmospheric measurements and larger
continental‐scale inversions.
In this campaign the objectives seeked are:
•

To determine the spatially explicit regional balance of CO2 over an area
(300×300km) in Southwest France at a typical model grid resolution of
2km every day for a whole year based on atmospheric and ground‐based
measurements;

•

To provide combined datasets of concentrations, fluxes and remote
sensing acquisitions with the highest possible density for developing
innovative downscaling and upscaling methods to quantify the carbon
balance at the regional scale within a multiple‐constraint framework.

1.2 FLEX Experiment
BACKGROUND
The Candidate Earth Explorer Mission, FLEX (Fluorescence Explorer), proposes
to observe global photosynthesis through the measurement of fluorescence.
The FLEX mission will globally map and monitor the steady‐state chlorophyll
fluorescence activity in terrestrial vegetation. Chlorophyll fluorescence is a
sensitive indicator of photosynthetic function in both healthy and physiologically
stressed vegetation. Fluorescence can be used as a powerful non invasive marker
to track the status, resilience, and recovery of photochemical processes. It also
provides information on the overall photosynthetic performance which relates
to the global carbon cycle. The early responsiveness of fluorescence to
atmospheric changes, soil composition effects and the plant water balance, as
well as to atmospheric chemistry and the effect of human land usage make
fluorescence a useful biological indicator in understanding Earth system
dynamics.
The FLEX experiment obtained direct vegetation chlorophyll fluorescence
measurements, as well as supplementary measurements to help in the
interpretation of the fluorescence signal and to define the specifications for a
future space instrument.

OBJECTIVES
The objective within the CEFLES2 campaign was to collect quality and
coordinated airborne optical and in‐situ measurements to generate spectrally,
geometrically and radiometrically representative imagery/transects that
address the specific needs of FLEX mission preparatory studies, notably:
10
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•

To measure vegetation fluorescence over a variety of targets (mostly over
natural vegetation) to determine reference signal levels and relative
variability;

•

To establish a relationship between measured levels of fluorescence
emission and plant photosynthesis, and ultimately CO2 fluxes between the
surface and atmosphere;

•

To integrate airborne and ground measurements to provide well
calibrated photosynthesis responses to light, temperature and other
variables;

•

To analyse the performance of fluorescence detection and define space
observation techniques and quantitative requirements in terms of
effective fluorescence retrieval.

The CEFLES2 campaign has acquire data in agricultural, grassland and forest
areas during three measurement windows between spring and late summer,
thus encompassing a large fraction of the vegetation cycle of the different land
covers and crops. These data allow extensive and spatially resolved validation of
photosynthesis estimates derived from remote sensing fluorescence
measurements obtained using the AirFlex instrument.
Validation data has been provided by extensive ground measurements of plant
mediated exchange processes (photosynthetic CO2 uptake, evapotranspiration
and water use efficiency) and by the CarboEurope aircraft fleet that operated as
part of the CERES experimental campaigns in Les Landes in April and September
2007.
Aircraft equipped with airborne eddy covariance equipment measured surface
flux data over a period of several weeks during each measurement period and
provided high‐resolution data of Net Ecosystem Carbon Exchange at regular
intervals. Gross Primary Productiviy (GPP) has been estimated from leaf‐level
gas exchange, eddy covariance stations and by flux partitioning and finally
compared with concurrent photosynthesis and GPP estimates obtained from
AirFlex.

1.3 Sentinel-2 Experiment
BACKGROUND
The Sentinel‐2 Experiment addressed technical objectives derived from the on‐
going definition of Sentinel‐2, one of a series of ESA missions comprising the
space segment of the GMES programme. It has also contributed to data
exploitation studies.
Development of the GMES Sentinel2 mission is currently in Phase B1. Sentinel‐
2 is a multispectral optical imaging mission for global land observation at high
resolution to provide enhanced continuity of data so far provided by SPOT‐5 and
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Landsat‐7. Data on vegetation, soil and water cover will be used to monitor land,
inland waterways and coastal areas, and will provide atmospheric absorption
and distortion data corrections, as required by the GMES user community[34].
The experiment will provid feedback to the Agency on key issues related to the
definition of acceptable compression ratios for each spectral band of Sentinel‐2’s
Multispectral Instrument (MSI) and to the definition of the Level‐1 processing
algorithms and Level‐2 Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents (ATBDs).

OBJECTIVES
The Sentinel‐2 Experiment aimed to validate the mission concept (i.e. spectral
channels, spatial resolution, etc.) and derive example products.
The objective within the context of CEFLES2 was to collect quality and
coordinated airborne hyper‐spectral and in‐situ measurements to generate a
spectrally, geometrically and radiometrically representative dataset to address
the specific needs of the Sentinel‐2 mission definition, notably:
•

Determination of acceptable compression ratios for each spectral band;

•

Analysis of the performance of potential geo‐biophysical retrieval and
land cover classification algorithms, and the effect that data compression
has on these;

•

Evaluation of the accuracy achievable with simulated data.

It is essential that the output data from this campaign can be fed into the Level
1a/b/c Ground Prototype Processor and System Performance Simulator, which
will be developed within Sentinel‐2 Phase B2/C/D/E1.
The period April until September 2007 was considered to optimise good weather
conditions and different crop growth stages and conditions. During this period,
three airborne optical surveys have been deployed to cope with the campaign
objectives, at the beginning, the maximum and after the end of the vegetation
growing cycle.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
2.1 Measurement Locations

CEFLES2 measurement activities were carried out in conjunction with the CERES
campaign and are therefore planned within the same study area, which is
constrained within a rectangle stretching from Bordeaux to Toulouse in
Southwest France, and at some of the same sites. The majority of sites lie in the
Les Landes forested area and the adjacent intermediate zone, in the transition
between forested and cultivated areas (see Figure 2.1).
Some restrictions affect the site selection. For CEFLES2 study area requirements
are not fulfilled by the CERES sites, alternative/nearby sites had to be considered
to complete the data acquisitions. For the FLEX Experiment, field targets must be
homogenous over a minimum area, in order to ensure that airborne and ground
measurements coincide and relate to the same surface cover.
For the Sentinel‐2 Experiment, the priorities and requirements for suitable test
sites are relatively restrictive. Overlooking the details, the Sentinel‐2 experiment
requires in first priority agricultural and natural vegetation test sites.

Le Bray

Sain Laurend du

Marmand
Clairac
Oak forest

Villeneuve sur Lot

Figure 2.1 Ground measurement sites in the Les Landes area and HYPER flight lines; SRTM digital
elevation model as background

2.1.1 MARMANDE
An area of agricultural fields near Marmande was the main focus of FLEX
measurement activities during all three campaigns as well as the site of the most
intensive CERES and Sentinel‐2 measurements.
The site comprises large fields of different agricultural crops, mainly winter
wheat and maize on flat land in the Garonne valley bottom (Figure 2.2).
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A (solar‐powered) flux tower is already installed in the middle of one of the
maize fields (see Figure 2.3). There is no nearby electricity supply, so, generators
were necessary to power the field instrumentation.
The Marmande site contains the two intensive measurement fields (winter
wheat (MW1) in April and corn (MC1) in September. A full characterization of
these fields was performed. Additionally, three wheat fields were characterized
with structural and spectrometric parameters in April (Mission 1). In June
(Mission 2), four corn fields, two potato fields and one sunflower field were
structurally and biochemically characterized. In September (Mission 3), ten corn
fields, two bean fields and some more vegetation species were fully
characterized. A total of 23 ground measurement fields were located in this area
(Figure 2.3). For a detailed survey of fields and acquired vegetation parameters
see Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Marmande measurement location showing a corn field in September.

flux tower

Figure 2.3 Ground measurement fields in the Marmande site during the April, June and September
campaign; a false color SPOT5 image composite from April 2007 as background. White box
corresponds to HYPER imaging area
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Table 2.1 Ground measurement fields in Marmande. (Proj: GEO, LAT/LON, WGS 84)
ID
8
24
40
41
25
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
26
27
28
29
32
33
36
37
38

CENTER X

NAME

SPECIES

MW1
MW2 (A) = MB1 (S)
MW3
MW4
MB2
MC1
MC3
MC4
MC5
MC6
MC8
MC9
MC10
MC11
MC12
MC26
MSF2
MP5
MP6
MR
MK
MSO
MBU
MG1
MBS1
MBS2
MBS3
MBS4
OAK

WINTER WHEAT
BEAN / WINTER WHEAT
WINTER WHEAT
WINTER WHEAT
BEAN
CORN
CORN
CORN
CORN
CORN
CORN
CORN
CORN
CORN
CORN
CORN
SUNFLOWER
POTATO
POTATO
RAPESEED
KIWI
SORGHUM
BURNED GRASS
GRASS
BARE SOIL
BARE SOIL
BARE SOIL
BARE SOIL
OAK FOREST

0.19821697129
0.19614232059
0.20852357000
0.21032514704
0.21309485129
0.19597702231
0.19920197865
0.19414044061
0.19761708297
0.19959402676
0.20620095223
0.20557863743
0.21159946583
0.21527682343
0.21496652225
0.19194670900
0.23695237305
0.23433168454
0.22383934306
0.24348754724
0.22396563701
0.25774780362
0.26705488500
0.27020441149
0.08533187373
0.10307928618
0.23166343534
0.21807007484
0.19426549499

CENTER Y
44.45720739340
44.46113429130
44.45516943038
44.45081682740
44.46015763850
44.46496787390
44.46324875850
44.45673831090
44.45467625000
44.45606433200
44.45147775490
44.45528712730
44.45478205060
44.45335901620
44.45000725450
44.46139246240
44.44243767640
44.44292024450
44.44606463290
44.42806621180
44.45133956895
44.43443606917
44.42823590577
44.43245544778
44.51341943359
44.50868569021
44.44488126815
44.45045709716
44.37664969228

2.1.2 CLAIRAC
Clairac is an undulating agricultural cultivated area (Figure 2.4). In the Clairac
site, two winter wheat fields were characterized in April. One of them was fully
characterized twice, the other only once (Figure 2.5 and Table 2.2 bellow; Table
3.2, in Section 3.1).
Table 2.2 Ground measurement fields in Clairac (Projection GEO, LAT/LON, WGS 84)
ID

NAME

1 CW1
2 CW2
3 CW3

SPECIES
WINTER WHEAT
WINTER WHEAT
WINTER WHEAT

X
0.40726767017
0.40557351565
0.40994656925

Y
44.37344903790
44.37155697270
44.37043022740
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Figure 2.4 Clairac measurement location showing a winter wheat field in April.

Figure 2.5 Ground measurement fields at Clairac in April campaign; a false color SPOT5 image
composite from April 2007 as background. White box corresponds to HYPER imaging area.

2.1.3 LE BRAY
The pine forest in Le Bray is a very well investigated forest site (Figure 2.6,
Figure 2.7). A CERES flux tower is located in the center of this site. During the
three campaigns, it was possible to characterize the canopy structurally and to
acquire some gas exchange measurements and leaf reflectance/transmittance
spectrometric measurements (see Table 2.3 bellow and Table 3.2, in Section 3.1).
Furthermore, a spectrometer was mounted at the top of the tower. Reflectance
measurements from about two crowns were acquired continuously during all
three campaigns.
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Table 2.3 Le Bray pine forest (Projection GEO, LAT/LON, WGS 84)
ID

NAME

7 LBP

SPECIES
PINE

X
Y
-0.76943856185 44.71715136740

Figure 2.6 Le Bray pine forest in September.

Figure 2.7 Le Bray forest site in the April, June and September campaigns; a false color SPOT5 image
composite from April 2007 as background. White box corresponds to HYPER imaging area.

2.1.4 DECIDUOUS FOREST
The deciduous forest is located a few kilometers southeast of the Marmande site
(Figure 2.8 and Table 2.4), and there is no tower available (CO 2 flux nor any
other). This deciduous forest complements the line over the Le Bray flux tower
17
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as well as Le Cap Sud, which are evergreen forests. The forest is very
heterogeneous from its species composition and structure (Figure 2.8). Access to
canopy was impossible as no tower was found (when contacted to INRA it was
confirmed, there was not any tower or platform in this area). Using an elevated
platform (cherrypicker) was limited to the roads in the forest with
heterogeneous understory. According to this, it was impossible to measure from
the top of the canopy, therefore only a characterization of tree distribution,
height and trunk perimeter at breast height, LAI, leaf reflectance of the dominant
species and expanding understory reflectance measurements could be
performed. The rest has to be linked by modeling.
Table 2.4 Deciduous forest near Marmande. (Projection GEO, LAT/LON, WGS 84)
ID NAME
38 OAK

SPECIES
OAK FOREST

X
0.19426549499

Y
44.37664969228

Figure 2.8 Deciduous forest in September.

Figure 2.9 Deciduous forest near Marmande measured in June and September; a false color SPOT5
image composite from April 2007 as background. The white box corresponds to HYPER imaging
area.
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2.1.5 SAINTLAURENTDUBOIS
It proved complicated to have overpasses over the Couhins site of INRA. Thus, it
was established an alternative vineyard site near Saint‐Laurent‐du‐Bois (that is
in the centre of the flight lines Figure 2.11). The fields were very good for
measurements, they were well maintained, different kinds of soil and understory
background existed and the rows were differently orientated (Figure 2.10). The
farmer was very cooperative and thus, this vineyard was included as a good
vineyard site for the ground measurement. Two vine fields were structurally,
biochemically and physiologically characterized (Table 2.5).
Table 2.5 Vineyard near SaintLaurentduBois. (Projection GEO, LAT/LON, WGS 84)
ID

NAME

5 V1
6 V2

SPECIES
VINEYARD
VINEYARD

X
Y
-0.16315077082 44.65327155650
-0.16502288046 44.65202050520

Figure 2.10 Vineyard in September.
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Figure 2.11 Vineyard near SaintLaurentduBois, measured in September; a false color SPOT5
image composite from April 2007 as background. White box corresponds to HYPER imaging area.

2.1.6 VILLENEUVE SUR LOT
In April (Mission 1), the TERFLEX was installed at the airport of Villeneuve sur
Lot. To ensure a cross‐calibration of instruments and to capture an additional
vegetation species for the FLEX experiment, a full characterization of the
grassland was performed (Figure 2.12, Figure 2.13 and Table 2.6 bellow, Table
3.2, in Section 3.1).
Table 2.6 Grassland at the airport Villeneuve sur Lot. (Projection GEO, LAT/LON, WGS 84)
ID

NAME

4 VG1
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GRASS

X
0.76497785561

Y
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Figure 2.12 Grassland measured at the airport in Villeneuve sur lot in April.

Figure 2.13 Villeneuve sur Lot airport.
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2.2 Generic Land Cover Clasification
2.2.1 LAND USE MAP FROM CORINE
A first land use map, from CORINE classification, and for the whole CEFLES2 test
site study area was provided within the overall context of CarboEurope before
the Mission1 field campaign started. It covered about 250km (W/E) * 150km
(S/N).
As it can be seen in Figure 2.14, the part west of the map incuded Les Landes
forest. The rest of the classes included in the CORINE classification refered to
different crops fields, excepting for the Garonne river valley area, in which there
were fruit trees, and the large “Bordeaux” vineyards.

Figure 2.14 CORINE Classification map for the CEFLES2 study area.
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2.2.2 LAND USE FROM SPOT IMAGE
To carry out the generic land cover classification (GLCC) of the whole study area,
three SPOT‐4 images, enough to cover Le Bray and the fields of Marmande, were
acquired within the days of the Mission 1 of CEFLES2 field campaigns. This data
will be integrated in a GIS environment that allows easier identification and
localisation of the measurement locations for all the users.

Figure 2.15 SPOT 4 quicklooks overlapped to the test sites map locations.

2.2.3 LAND USE FROM AHSINTA QUICKLOOKS
Within the framework of CEFLE2 field campaigns, during Mission 2 and 3
(respectively June and September 2007), and in order to address the technical
objectives of the Sentinel‐2 experiment, a detailed land use map from the
overflown areas was completed by a team compossed by members from the
University of Valencia and the Jülich Forschung Zentrum. The quicklooks
provided by AHS‐INTA during Mission 1 (April 2007) were the baseline to define
this land use cover map, updating the quicklooks information from Mission 2 to
complete the Mission 3 classification.
By driving through the different selected areas, the maximum number of
surfaces, fields and species available, were classified and identified. The main
areas detailed in the map were focused on the intensive test site at Marmande
and the nearest regions located in the north‐west until Sainte‐Bazeille and south‐
east of Marmande, arriving to Clairac and Lafitte‐sur‐Lot, through Tonneins
The classification code is included in Figure 2.16. A first code was fixed during
June CEFLES2 field campaign, and changes identified on the field in September
were updated and coded in the final version of the land cover classification. GPS
photocamera was used to complete the general information.
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Field
Code
A
AF
B
BS
BX
C
CI

Marmande test site area
Mission 2

Updated classification for Marmande test site
area during Mission 3

F
G
GH
GY
H
K
L
M
O
P
PL
S
SF
SO
SW
U
V
VY
W
WX
X

Species
Trees
Fruit trees
Beans
Bare soil
Box
Containers
Corn
Cannabis
indica
Fruits
Grass
Greenhouse
Yellow grass
High grass
Cabbage
Lake
Melons
Onions
Potatoes
Plastics Foils
Soil
Sunflowers
Sorghum
Strawberry
Unknown
Vine
Vine yards
Wheat
Wheat
+
mixture
Wild grass

Figure 2.16 Two examples of the classified fields code overlapped to the AHSINTA quicklooks (left
and centrum) and the different species classified and coded during the fields campaigns (right).

A total amount of 462 surfaces, mainly corn (106 fields were classified) and
wheat, were identified, classified and coded.
Although this procedure was not carried out for Mission 1, the main crops within
the in‐situ study areas were identified. It included wheat, rape, strawberries
(mainly under greenhouses), and early corn. A complete classification can be
found at the ftp site.

2.2.4 LAND USE GIS
The landuse classification obtained by on‐site survey has been corverted to GIS
format, with the contour of each field digitized as polygons. Each field has
associated its Field ID (consistent with the prior land use table) and the crop
type.
The field contours were drawn leaving some margin from the field’s limits in
order to avoid edge effects in any future use of the imagery data based on this
GIS layer, especially for ground truth in classification.
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Figure 2.17 Complete landuse map in GIS format, derived from the field survey.

Figure 2.18 Detail of the GIS landuse map over the Marmande test site. Background corresponds to
April’s AHS high image.
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3 CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES AND DATA
A multitude of vegetation specific ground measurements were acquired during
the three campaigns (CEFLES2 missions). These include structural parameters
(leaf area index, canopy height, fcover), biochemical characterizations
(chlorophyll, water and dry matter content), physiological parameters (PAM
fluorometry, gas exchange) and standard field spectroscopy. As species of major
interest, winter wheat was chosen in April (Mission 1) and corn in September
(Mission 3). Additionally, investigations were expanded to rapeseed, grassland
and pine in Mission 1, corn, potato, sunflower and pine in Mission 2 and bean,
kiwi, vine and oak forest in Mission 3. The intensive measurement site was
Marmande during the whole CEFLES campaign. Further test sites were located in
Clairac, Le Bray, and Saint Laurent du Bois. The following chapter gives an
overview of the individual test sites and the sampling strategy schemes including
first results from the data analysis. The ground measurements support the
CERES, FLEX and Sentinel‐2 experiments.

3.1 Overview of the measurements

The following table gives an overview of the methods and approaches of ground
parameters that will be used in both components of the campaign.
Table 3.1 List of Insitu measurements
ID
PAM

In-situ measurement
Efficiency of light
reaction (leaf level)

PAM

Cardinal points of light
response characteristics

GAS

Photosynthetic CO2
uptake rate and water
evapo-transpiration

BIOCHEM.

Chlorophyll content

STRUC

Leaf optical properties

SPEC(O);
FLIDAR

Fluorescence ratio

Steady state
SPEC(A);
fluorescence
SPEC(O);
SPEC(DC)
BIOCHEM. Cw (Leaf Water Content);
Cdm (Leaf Dry Matter
Content)
STRUC.

Plant structural
parameters

STRUC.

LAI (Leaf area index)

Definition
Efficiency of light reactions was
determined as ΔF/Fm' over a representative
sample of leaves within the canopy.
Additionally electron transport rate (ETR)
and
non-photochemical
protection
mechanisms (NPQ) was quantified
Spot measurements of fluorescence
parameters
were
fitted
using
a
photosynthesis model and maximum
electron transport rate (ETRmax), initial
slope of photosynthesis, and light of
saturation (PFDsat) were determined
(definitions: Rascher et al. 2000)
Rate of photosynthetic CO2 uptake and rate
of H2O release were quantified by leaf
level gas-exchange at a representative
number of leaves being exposed to the
prevailing range of light intensities
Leaf chlorophyll content was quantified at
a representative number of leaves within
the canopy using the SPAD. For calibration
of SPAD data chlorophyll content was
determined biochemically by pigment
extraction
Leaf
absorption,
reflectance
and
transmittance were quantified using a field
spectrometer and a integrating sphere
Fluorescence emission at 690 and 740 nm
were quantified at a representative number
of leaves within the canopy
Emitted fluorescence signal
The amount of water and leaf dry matter in
weight per unit of leaf surface were
measured in the lab on fresh and oven dried
leaves
Vegetation height that will be used for the
canopy radiative transfer modelling was
determined in the field.
LAI is the area of foliage per unit area of
ground. Actual LAI could be quantified in
the field by an indirect method measuring
light absorbance within the canopy.

Measurement Method
Chlorophyll fluorescence
measurements according
to the saturating light
pulse method (Mini-PAM
and PAM-2000)
Fitting of fluorescence
parameters to mechanistic photosynthesis model

leaf level gas-exchange
(LICOR 6400)

leaf-level
absorbance
measurements in the red
and near-infrared (SPAD)
and biochemical pigment
extraction
integrating sphere (Licor
1800) and ASD FieldSpec
Custom made hand-held
instrument
Standard
spectrometry
(ASD Field Spec; Ocean
Optics; Robotic Arm)
Leaf samples in the field
and drying and weighing
in the lab.
Basic
allometric
measurements
Field LAI measurements
with the LAI-2000
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Table 3.2 Overview of acquired parameters and sampled fields during the tree campaigns. A = April; J = June; S =
September; the brackets indicate the count of measurement days
NAME

SITE

SPECIES

SPEC (DC)

GAS

PAM

SPEC(A)

SPEC(O)

BIOCHEM.

STRUC.

FLIDAR

CW1

CLAIRAC

WINTER WHEAT

-

A(2)

A(2)

A(2)

-

A(2)

A(2)

-

CW2

CLAIRAC

WINTER WHEAT

-

A

A

A

-

A

A

-

MW1

MARMANDE

WINTER WHEAT

A(5) J S

A(5)

A(5)

A(5)

A(3) *

A(5)

A(5)

A(3)

MW2

MARMANDE

WINTER WHEAT

-

-

-

A

-

-

A

-

MW3

MARMANDE

WINTER WHEAT

-

-

-

A

A(1) *

-

A

-

MW4

MARMANDE

WINTER WHEAT

-

-

-

A

A(1) *

-

A

-

GRASS

-

A

A

A

-

A

A

-

VINE

S

S

S

-

-

S

S

-

VINE

S

-

S

-

-

S

S

-

JS

JS

S(6)

VG1
V1
V2

VILLENEUVE
SUR LOT

SAINT LAURENT
DU BOIS

SAINT LAURENT
DU BOIS

MC1

MARMANDE

CORN

J(2) S(6)

S(3)

S

S

S(6)

MC2

MARMANDE

CORN

-

S

S

S

-

S

S

-

MC4

MARMANDE

CORN

-

S

S

S

-

JS

JS

-

MC5

MARMANDE

CORN

-

S

S

S

S

JS

JS

-

MC6

MARMANDE

CORN

-

S

S

S

-

S

S

-

MC8

MARMANDE

CORN

-

-

S

S

S

S

S

-

MC9

MARMANDE

CORN

-

-

-

S

-

S

S

-

MC10

MARMANDE

CORN

-

-

-

S

-

S

S

-

MC11

MARMANDE

CORN

-

-

S

S

J*

JS

JS

-

MC12

MARMANDE

CORN

-

-

S

S

J*

S

JS

-

MC26

MARMANDE

CORN

-

-

S

S

-

S

S

-

MP5

MARMANDE

POTATO

-

-

J

-

-

J

J

-

MP6

MARMANDE

POTATO

-

-

J

-

-

J

J

-

MP11

MARMANDE

POTATO

-

-

-

-

J*

-

-

-

MP12

MARMANDE

POTATO

-

-

-

-

J*

-

-

-

MSF2

MARMANDE

SUNFLOWER

-

S

J

S

S

JS

S

-

MR

MARMANDE

RAPESEED

-

A

A

A

-

A

A

-

MB1

MARMANDE

BEAN

-

S

-

S(2)

S

S

S

-

MB2

MARMANDE

BEAN

-

S

-

-

-

-

-

-

MK

MARMANDE

KIWI

-

S

-

S

S

S

S

-

LBP

LE BRAY

PINE

AJ S

-

-

-

-

-

S

-

OAK

MARMANDE

OAK FOREST

-

-

-

S

-

S

S

-

OAK

MARMANDE

OAK FOREST

-

-

-

S

-

S

S

-

(*) MEASUREMENTS ACQUIRED SIMULTANEOUSLY TO SPEC(A)
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3.2 Leaf-level
3.2.1 BIOPHYSICAL PARAMETERS
3.2.1.1CHLOROPHYLL CONTENT
The leaf chlorophyll content was measured with the Chlorophyll Meter SPAD502
(Figure 3.1). Observation of changes in chlorophyll content has applications in
basic photosynthesis research. The chlorophyll meters illustrate changes in
chlorophyll content, which can be correlated to plant health and condition. This
data can even be used to compliment chlorophyll fluorescence and gas analysis
measurements. Chlorophyll has several distinct optical absorbance
characteristics that the chlorophyll meters exploits to measure relative
chlorophyll concentration without destructive sampling. Strong absorption
bands are present in the blue and red but not in the green or infrared bands,
hence the green appearance of a leaf. By measuring the amount of energy
absorbed in the red band an estimate of the amount of chlorophyll present in the
tissue is possible. Measurements in the infrared band show absorbance due to
cellular structure materials. By using this infrared band to quantify bulk leaf
absorbance, factors such as leaf thickness can be taken into account in the CCI
(Chlorophyll Content Index) value.
The SPAD readings are relative measurements, hence calibration measurements,
using laboratory analysis methods, are necessary. Therefore leaf disks were cut
with a standardized cork borer, placed in plastic tubes and frozen and stored in
liquid‐nitrogen.
Leaf pigments were later extracted in laboratory using the method after
Lichtenthaler with acetone in the presence of Na ascorbate and stored as
described previously (Abadía and Abadía 1993). Pigment extracts were thawed
on ice, filtered through a 0.45 μm filter and analyzed by an isocratic HPLC
method based on that developed by De Rivas et al. (1989). Two steps (instead of
three) were used: mobile phase A (acetonitrile: methanol, 7:1, v:v) was pumped
for 3.5 min, and then mobile phase B (acetonitrile :methanol: water: ethyl
acetate, 7:0.96:0.04:8 by volume) was pumped for 4.5 min. To both solvents
0.7% (v:v) of the modifier triethylamine (TEA) were added (Hill and Kind 1993)
to improve pigment stability during separation. All chemicals used were HPLC
quality. The column was equilibrated before injecting each sample by flushing
with mobile phase A for 5 min. The analysis time for each sample was 13 min,
including equilibration time.
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Figure 3.1 Chlorophyll Meter SPAD502.

Data were acquired for winter wheat during five days in April and once for
rapeseed and grassland. Leaf measurements of gas exchange, PAM fluorometry
and leaf reflectance/transmittance measurements were acquired simultaneously
at the identical position of the leaf for all species in April (Mission 1). In June
(Mission 2), the SPAD measurements were performed independently from other
physiological or structural measurements. Five corn fields, two potato fields and
one sunflower field were investigated. In September (Mission 3), four different
species were measured parallel to canopy reflectance measurements. The major
focus lies on the characterization of corn, whereas ten different corn fields were
characterized.
An intercomparison between the instruments of the Humboldt‐Universität zu
Berlin, the Forschungszentrum Jülich and the University of Valencia was
performed during the end of the September campaign on sunflower, bean and
corn.
70.00

SPAD-readings [rawDN]

60.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00

M W1_19.04.2007
CW1 18.04.2007

0.00
0

10

20

30

40

50

number of measurements

Figure 3.2 SPAD readings for winter wheat. Comparison of different points in time of the same field
(left) and of different fields at the same time (right).
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Table 3.3 Overview of SPAD measurements during the three campaigns
SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BEAN

-

-

MB1

CORN

-

MC1,4,5,11,12

MC1,2,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,26

GRASSLAND

VG1

-

-

KIWI

-

-

MK

OAK FOREST

-

-

OAK

SUNFLOWER

-

MSF2

MSF2

PINE FOREST

-

-

-

POTATO

-

MP5, MP6

-

RAPESEED

MR

-

-

VINE

-

-

V1, V2

WINTER WHEAT

CW1,CW2,MW1

-

-

3.2.1.2DRY BIOMASS AND WATER CONTENT
This is the mass of plant material within a defined area divided by the area size
(kg·m‐2). For taking the dry and fresh matter content measurements, cut a
number of leaves (3 per ESU) from a pre‐defined sampling area (normally the
field area) and place into separate containers (plastic, bags, etc.). Weigh each
component within a few hours (preliminary test can be used to determine
permissible elapsed time) simultaneously to digital photographs acquisition of
the leaves over squared paper for posterior determination of the area (Figure
3.3). Dry the plants at 70°C until constant weight is reached and weigh again.
From the two masses and the known sampled area, wet and dry biomass can be
calculated.

Figure 3.3 Area estimation by means of digital photos and squared mm paper.

Water content is calculated as the percentage of wet (or dry) mass, or per unit
area (volume) when biomass (biomass and height) are known. This parameter is
the mass of water in a plant sample divided by the mass of the entire plant
sample before drying (i.e. on a wet biomass basis). Units are percent or
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dimensionless, although when plant height and/or biomass are known, water
content can also be expressed in kg/m3 or kg/m2, respectively). It is given from
the biomass evaluation procedure directly, for each one of plant components.
Nine different vegetation types were characterized within the three campaigns
of the CEFLES2 campaign.
Table 3.4 Sampling strategy for wet and dry mass estimation.
SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BEAN

-

-

MB1

CORN

-

MC1,4,5,11,12

MC1,2,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,26

GRASSLAND

VG1

-

-

KIWI

-

-

MK

OAK FOREST

-

-

-

SUNFLOWER

-

MSF2

MSF2

PINE FOREST

-

-

-

POTATO

-

MP5, MP6

-

RAPESEED

MR

-

-

VINE

-

-

V1, V2

WINTER WHEAT

CW1,CW2,MW1

-

-

3.2.1.3SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE AND TRANSMITTANCE
There were two instruments deployed in the field to measure leaf reflectance
and transmittance in the spectral domain. One integrating sphere, operated by
the personel from Humbolt University of Berlin, that provided a standard
measuremente of these parameters. And an experimental leaf clip developed by
the team from University of Valencia, that allows for quick measurements using
natural illumination. This new device was first used on field for this campaign. In
both cases the spectrometer used was an ASD FieldSpect Pro.

ASD FIELDSPEC PRO WITH A LICOR 1800 INTEGRATING
SPHERE
Leaf reflectance and transmittance was measured, by members of the Humboldt
University of Berlin, using an ASD FieldSpec Pro combined with a Licor 1800
integrating sphere. The quantities of these parameters can be used to calculate
the PAR radiation to correct the PAM‐measurements.
Moreover, using empirical models or radiative transfer modeling, biochemical
parameters like chlorophyll, water and dry matter content can be estimated. This
enables the opportunity to cross check the biochemical measurements.
For Mission 1 (April campaign) the reflectance and transmittance measurements
were acquired simultaneously to the physiological, structural and biochemical
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characterizations of the different species. For winter wheat MW1 five day‐
courses are available (three to four cycles per day).

Figure 3.4 Insitu measurements of leaf reflectance and transmittance using an integrating sphere

FLUORT EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
Measurements of leaf reflectance and transmittance, and fluorescence were
made on several crop types. These measurements were carried out by the
Laboratory for Earth Observation (LEO) from University of Valencia, by means of
one ASD FieldSpecPro Spectroradiometer, which records radiation from 350‐
2500nm.
They where collected by using an attachement: a new experimental device
(named FluoRT) for the ASD that allows measuring leaf reflectance and
transmittance as well as up/down‐welling fluorescence (detailed in Section
3.2.2.1).
The FluoRT is a hand‐held device that can be attached to the optical fibre of an
ASD FieldSpec Pro Spectroradiometer. The device consists in a dark chamber
with a leaf clip to hold the sample; an opening for solar illumination with an
alignment mark to keep the sample fully lighted; and two ports for the
spectrometer’s fiber optics, which can be positioned above the leaf for
reflectance measurement or below for transmittance measurement while the
opposite side is tightly closed to act as a dark background.
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Figure 3.5 FluoRT device

It is important to note that during Mission 1 (April 2007) a first version of this
device could not be used due to the leaf sizes at sampling crops. They were too
small for the measuring area. Nevertheless it was possible to make a comparison
of the measurements obtained with this instrument to those obtained using an
ASD FieldSpec Pro combined with a Licor 1800 integrating sphere, by using a
large enough leaf (not from the regular measurements). In Mission 2 (June 2007)
the device broke in two and no measurement was possible. In Mission 3
(September 2007) a new improved version of FluoRT was built, more robust and
with a smaller measuring area.
During Mission 1 (April 2007) FluoRT data were compared to results obtained
from ASD FieldSpec Pro combined with a Licor 1800 integrating sphere by
sampling a leaf large enough to carry out the experiment (Figure 3.6). There are
some small differences between both measurements. The integrating sphere
produces a measure of full hemispherical radiance, i.e. albedo; whereas the new
device is limited to directional radiance in a cone of 26°, thus affected by non‐
lambertian reflectance. This is the tradeback for an easy‐to‐carry, fast‐to‐operate
system. The measurements show good agreement, and FluoRT data can be
considered adecuate.

Figure 3.6 Typical reflectance and transmittance spectra of photosynthetic active vegetation,
comparisson measurement using Integrating Sphere (left) and experimental FluoRT (right).
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Table 3.5 Sampling strategy for leaf reflectance and transmittance measurements.
SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BEAN

-

-

MB1†

CORN

-

-

MC1†, MC2,3,4,5,24*

GRASSLAND

VG1

-

-

KIWI

-

-

AF1*

OAK FOREST

-

-

-

SUNFLOWER

-

-

SF2*

PINE FOREST

LBP

LBP

-

POTATO

-

-

-

RAPESEED

MR

-

-

VINE

-

-

V1†

WINTER WHEAT

CW1, CW2, MW1

-

-

ZUCCHINI

†
* Measured with FluoRT; Measured with both instruments

Z/U7*

3.2.2 FLUORESCENCE/PHOTOSYNTHESIS MEASUREMENTS
3.2.2.1FLUORESCENCE EMISSION SPECTRUM
Validation of the fluorescence retrieved from the airborne instruments requires
known fluorescence emission values. Besides, some algorithms for fluorescence
retrieval from airborne data require the characterization of the fluorescence
emission spectrum at the leaf level.

SPECTROFLUOROMETER:
LMD
OUTDOORS
FLUORESCENCE EMISSION SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS
Ground measurements of fluorescence spectra were daily recorded at the leaf
level, in the fields, around solar noon and simultaneously with the Piper Seneca
overflights. The measurements were performed during April, June and
September 2007 on grass, wheat, corn and bean leaves on different experiment
sites. The aims of these measurements were to provide information on:
Chlorophyll fluorescence shape and amount on different targets scanned by
AirFlex.
Fluorescence ratios in the depth of the band and out of the bands, at 687 and 760
nm, to provide correction factors for AirFlex measurements.
F687/F760 (and F687/F740) fluorescence ratios. These ratios give indications
on chlorophyll content. They are one of the major fluorescence signatures of the
vegetation.
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Chlorophyll fluorescence variability during the day, as several flights at different
daytime have been held during the campaign.
Fluorescence variability with chlorophyll content.
Chlorophyll fluorescence variability with PAR.
Variability between the adaxial and abaxial side of leaves, and also variability
with leaf position (or elevation).
This information on fluorescence are very important for airborne passive
measurement in the oxygen absorption bands.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Although fluorescence emission spectra are routinely recorded under laboratory
conditions, commercial systems able to perform outdoor measurements, under
full sunlight illumination, are not available. To fulfill this need, the LMD team
developed a portable spectrofluorometer to perform measurements under full
sunlight illumination (see below). This spectrofluorometer was built around a
HR2000+ spectroradiometer, from Ocean Optics.
It consists of four main components: the spectroradiometer, a fiberoptic coupled
to a high‐pass filter and a shutter for dark subtraction, an illuminating device
based on a lens and a low‐pass optical filter and a PC laptop. The focusing power
of the lens is adapted to the filter bandpass so that the intensity of the filtered
light at the focused spot is equal to the natural outdoor sunlight intensity. In this
manner a fluorescence spectrum under natural environmental conditions can be
obtained. Dedicated software developed in visual basic allows data monitoring
and recording (via the USB interface), and control of the instrument (also via
RS232 bus). The spectrofluorometer uses solar panels to provide electricity
power, and therefore has several hours of autonomy.
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Figure 3.7 Setup of the fluorescence spectra measurement developed by the LMD team. The
sunlight is used as the excitation source in the blue. The light attenuation introduced by the blue
lowpass filter is exactly compensated by the light concentration operated by the lens. As a result,
the analysed part of the leaf is under the same illumination as outside (out of the chamber).

Thanks to this instrument, fluorescence measurements are therefore available
from 660 to 870 nm. Photographs of the instrument are available below.

Figure 3.8 Photograph of the spectrofluorometer showing the optical head, with the excitation filter
(blue), the fiberoptic and the laptop computer. In this experiment, the sample was a corn leaf.
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'A4_PAR1030_Chl41.5_120907_10h17'
'A6_PAR1059_Chl43.6_120907_10h24'
'A2_PAR1128_Chl32.1_120907_10h37'
'B2_PAR1430_Chl37.7_120907_11h23'
'B4_PAR1466_Chl45.7_120907_11h31'
'B6_PAR1457_Chl48.4_120907_11h38'
'C2_PAR1650_Chl33.1_120907_12h24'
'C4_PAR1850_Chl50.0_120907_13h11'
'D2_PAR1820_Chl35.5_120907_14h53'
'D4_PAR1655_Chl41.2_120907_15h10'
'D6_PAR1670_Chl48.8_120907_15h27'
'E2_PAR1290_Ch37.1_120907_16h35'
'E4_PAR1220_Ch44.3_120907_16h54'
'E6_PAR1180_Chl57.5_120907_17h11'

20

15

10

Corn plants A, B, C, D & E

Adaxial corn leves N° 2, 4 & 6

Black body & filter corrected
5

0
500

600

700

800
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Figure 3.9 Examples of fluorescence spectra under natural condition, showing the time course of
fluorescence emission during the day.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
HR2000+ (SN: HR+C0111) spectroradiometer, from Ocean Optics (Florida, USA):
Spectral resolution: 2 nm (FWHM), from 188.04 to 1095.14 nm (2048
pixels)
Dynamic range: 16000 counts (14 bits)
Integration time: from 1 ms to 10 s
Entrance slit: 50 µm
The fiberoptics, from Ocean Optics (Florida,USA):
Numerical aperture: 0.22
Core diameter: 1mm
The optical filter:
Low‐pass filter (excitation): Corning 496 (5 mm) (Schott)
High‐pass filter (detection): RG665 (5 mm) (Schott)

CALIBRATION
The spectroradiometer has been calibrated in the laboratory with a standard
blackbody (LI‐Cor 1800‐02,NE,USA). The aims of this calibration were to correct
the linearity of the spectroradiometer, and also to provide a transfer function of
the instrument that we used to correct the raw fluorescence spectra. The
spectroradiometer was also spectrally calibrated using a Hg‐Ar standard lamp
(CAL‐2000, Micropack, Germany).

MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL
Fluorescence measurements were carried out during April, June and September
2007, and consisted on the measurement over different types of cultivated fields
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(wheat, corn and bean), and also on grass fields. Fluorescence spectra were daily
recorded at the leaf level, in the field (different experiment sites), around solar
noon and during the flight passes (see Table below).
Before measurements, the plants were cut and the leaves were introduced in the
optical head of the instrument. The recording of spectra is instantaneous,
however around 15 minutes were needed to readapt the leaf to the ambient
light. In order to avoid any water stress of leaves, comparatives measurements
were done with plants cut into water and others cut without water. The
measurements were performed on the adaxial side of leaves, but also on the
abaxial side with leaves from different position (or elevation).
The integration time of the measurements was adapted for each measurement in
order to use the maximal dynamic range of the spectroradiometer. Chlorophyll
content and Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) were systematically
recorded with a chlorophyllmeter (SPAD‐502, Minolta) and a quantum‐meter,
respectively.
List of measured parameters
•

Fluorescence spectrum

•

Chlorophyll content

•

PAR

•

Day and time of measurements

•

Temperature of the Spectroradiometer

CORRECTED PARAMETERS
All fluorescence spectra were corrected by the transfer function of the
spectroradiometer and also by the transmission spectrum of the detection filter
(RG665).
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Table 3.6 Summary of fluorescence spectra measurements and available data.

LEAF FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA USING FluoRT LEAFCLIP
Measurements with FluoRT (instrument described in Section 3.2.1.3) were
performed with the main objective of obtaining at‐ground reference spectra of
leaf fluorescence emission at selected crops for validation of the remote sensing
fluorescence estimations. The other objective of these measurements is to
characterize the optical properties of the leaves (reflectance and trasmittance)
that allow knowing the amount of radiation absorbed. In order to complete the
biophysical characterization of the samples, the measurements were collected
simultaneously to the LICOR 6400 gas‐exchanger.
It is important to note that during Mission 1 (April 2007) a first version of this
device could not be used due to the leaf sizes at sampling crops. They were too
small for the measuring area. Nevertheless it was possible to make a comparison
of the measurements obtained with this instrument to those obtained using an
ASD FieldSpec Pro combined with a Licor 1800 integrating sphere, by using a
large enough leaf (not from the regular measurements). In Mission 2 (June 2007)
the device broke in two and no measurement was possible. In Mission 3
(September 2007) a new improved version of FluoRT was built, more robust and
with a smaller measuring area; and it was used to make the measurements here
described.
The fluorescence validation measurements were performed in the intensive
measurement site of Marmande, trying to cover the maximum number of species
and fields at different geographic points inside the fields, where the measured
leaves were selected randomly at each point (Table 3.7). This device was also
applied within the context of the experiments carried out by the Meroni‐
Colombo(UNIMIB) and Agati (CNR‐IFAC) teams.
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The measurement protocol consist on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

measurement of the incoming radiation by clipping a white reference
(wr),
the white reference with the cyan filter (wr +flt),
the leaf fluorescence emission with the filter (ChF‐up leaf + flt),
the leaf reflected radiance without filter (rfl leaf),
measurement of the transmitted radiance of the leaf (down leaf) and the
downwelling fluorescence emission of the leaf with filter (ChF‐down leaf
+ flt)
and, once more time before finishing, the incoming radiation with the
white reference with and without filter.

Figure 3.10 shows the spectra collected during one complete acquisition. The
measurements are taken at the sun illuminated part of the leaf. Irradiance,
reflected and transmitted radiance allow estimating leaf reflectance,
transmittance, PAR and APAR. Filtered measurements provide the emmited
fluorescence from both sides of the leaf.
The leaves were chosen depending on the plant specie and the experiment
protocol. For corn plants, the leaves were numbered from the top to the bottom
and the measured leaves were the first, the second, the fourth, the sixth and the
eighth. Nevertheless the eighth was sometimes in the shadow and was rejected
as direct sunlight was required for the measurement. In the other species, leaves
from the top of the canopy were chosen randomly at different geographic points
of the fields in order to characterize the maximum number of leaves and fields,
and in coordination with the gas‐exchanger to intercompare results.
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Figure 3.10 Example of spectra collection during one measurement with FluoRT
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Figure 3.11 FluoRT retrieved parameters: up/downwelling fluorescence (left); apparent and true
reflectantace/transmittance (right)

The fluorescence validation measurements were performed during the FLEX
(but not during AHS/Hyper flights) flight days coordinated with other type of
fluorescence measurements, at different fields and species, inside the track of the
flight lines.
The first three days of experiment, measurements were focused on corn fields
MC2/3, MC4 and MC1: the 9th and the 10th of September measurements were
made surrounding the place where the gas‐echanger was working, and
alternating this measurements with light penetration measurements; the 12th of
September measurements were carried out in coordination with the
experiments of Meroni‐Colombo(UNIMIB) and Agati(CNR‐IFAC)’ s teams in
order to characterizing the impact of water stress in the fluorescence emission of
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corn. The next days of September the measurements were collected at fields
from different species: kiwi, sunflower, bean (during the 13th of September).
The same protocol was followed for all the fields, taking one measure at leaf
level, placed on each one of the spots where the gas‐exchanger was measuring.
The 16th of September, the measurements protocol changed, as it was necessary
to optimize the time of measurement, trying to measure the most fields as
possible. 5 leaves in total were measured from 3 different spots from corn field
MC5, bean field B2 and the zucchini field, and only one leaf was measured
simultaneosly to the gas‐exchanger measurement. The 20th of September the
same protocol was repeated in a vineyard field (Saint‐Laurent‐du‐Boius test
area) simultaneously to PAM (see section 3.2.2.2) and Chlorophyll Content (see
section 3.2.1.1) measurements. Table 2.1 summarizes FluoRT sampling details
for the Mission 3.
Table 3.7 Summary of FluoRT measurements
DATE

FIELD

LAT N

LONG E

TIME (LT)

MEASUREMENTS

A total of 10 leaves sampled in 3
09/09/2007
Corn MC2/3
44°27'48
0°11'55
11:00
points around the gas-exchanger
sampling point
8 leaves sampled in 2 points around
10/09/2007
Corn MC4
44°27'27
0°11'40
14:20
the gas-exchanger sampling point
12/09/2007
Corn MC1
44°27'50
0°11'47
12:15
UNIMIB experiment*
12/09/2007
Corn MC1
44°27'51
0°11'48
11:00
CNR-IFAC experiment**
13/09/2007 Kiwi AF1 (K1)
44°27'4
0°13'22
11:05
3 sampling points/8 leaves per point
13/09/2007
Sunflower SF2
44°26'33
0°14'10
13:05
3 sampling points/8 leaves per point
13/09/2007
Beans B/C24
44°27'33
0°12'28
15:30
3 sampling points/8 leaves per point
16/09/2007
Corn MC5
44°27'18
0°11'50
13:00
5 leaves sampled
16/09/2007
Beans B/W1
44°27'36
0°11'47
13:57
5 leaves sampled
16/09/2007
Zucchini Z/U7
44°26'53
0°12'30
14:48
5 leaves sampled
20/09/2007
Vinyard
15:47
5 leaves sampled
method*: 6 plants in a row near UNIMIB-team experiment in coordination with the gas-exchanger sampler,
3 stressed (st) and 3 non stressed (nst) plants, 1,2,4,6 leaves/plant at different height level, twice
method**:2 plants near CNR-IFAC laser ‘s experiment, 1stressed (st) and 1 non stressed (nst), 1,2,4,6
leaves/plant at different height level, 1st time and 2nd time only stressed plant.

3.2.2.2PAM FLUOROMETRY
Efficiency of light reactions of photosynthesis were measured on the level of
single leaves using the miniaturized Fluorescence Yield Analyser (Mini‐PAM) of
H. Walz (Effeltrich, Germany) with a leaf clip holder described by Bilger,
Schreiber and Bock (1995) (Figure 3.12). Spot measurements of photosynthetic
photon flux density (PPFD, λ = 380 nm to 710 nm) were taken inside the
measuring field by the micro‐quantum sensor of the Mini‐PAM. Effective
quantum yield of PS II (ΔF/Fm') was calculated as (Fm' ‐ F) / Fm', where F is
fluorescence yield of the light adapted sample and Fm' is the maximum light‐
adapted fluorescence yield when a saturating light pulse (800 ms duration,
intensity ≈ 4000 µmol m‐2 s‐1) was superimposed on the prevailing
environmental light levels. The apparent rate of photosynthetic electron
transport (ETR) of photosystem II (PS II) was obtained as
ETR = ΔF/Fm' · PPFD · 0.5 · α, where the factor 0.5 assumes equal excitation of
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both photosystems; the absorption factor α was derived from leaf level optical
measurements using an integrating sphere.
Light within the canopy constantly changed and showed patches of varying
intensity. Thus, leaves were exposed to rapid changes in PPFD of various
duration and intensity, which could not be determined analytically. ΔF/Fm' and
ETR values dynamically adapt primarily to these changes in light intensity, but
may also reflect manifold underlying physiological mechanisms. Additional
parameters, such as maximum apparent electron transport rate (ETRmax) and
saturating photosynthetically active radiation can be derived from light‐
response curves.
In general, measurements of light‐response curves lead to a deeper insight into
characteristic parameters of a plant species, which are not related to the
momentary ambient light conditions, but rather to the ontogeny of a leaf and to
the range of physiological plasticity of a plant. In order to obtain light response
characteristics, about 100 randomly distributed spot measurements were
recorded within a field and plotted over PPFD. Light dependency data plotted in
such way were mathematically fitted using single exponential functions to
quantify the characteristic cardinal points of photosynthesis (Rascher et al.
2000).
First results, detailed in Section 4.2.2, show the validity of the approach and day
courses measured in April in the wheat field show diurnal variations in cardinal
points of photosynthesis as well as an acclimation of the photosynthetic
apparatus due to the transition to a longer lasting sunny period that started on
April 19 (Figure 4.3).
Table 3.8 Measurements of PAM Fluorometry.
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SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BEAN

-

-

-

CORN

-

-

MC1,2,4,5,6,8,11,12,26

GRASSLAND

VG1

-

-

KIWI

-

-

-

OAK FOREST

-

-

-

SUNFLOWER

-

MSF2

-

PINE FOREST

-

-

-

POTATO

-

MP5, MP6

-

RAPESEED

MR

-

-

VINE

-

-

V1, V2

WINTER WHEAT

CW1,2, MW1

-

-
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Figure 3.12 MiniPAM which was used to quantify light reactions of photosynthesis in the field. The
open leaf clip holder allows a non destructive sampling of a large number of leaves in a canopy
under prevailing environmental conditions.

3.2.2.3GAS EXCHANGE
Leaf level gas exchange was measured using the LI‐COR 6400 (LI‐6400) (Figure
4.10). Net photosynthesis rates are expressed as rates of CO2 uptake per m2 leaf
area (µmol CO2 m‐2 s‐1). Gas exchange in the LI‐COR 6400 is measured in an
open‐mode design. In the open mode an air‐flow is moved through a controlled
atmosphere surrounding a plant leaf enclosed in an assimilation chamber.
Thus, the CO2 level of the air is maintained steady‐ state. More importantly,
environmental parameters can be precisely controlled to create the
environmental conditions desired. For example, the temperature of the chamber
block is controlled by Peltier coolers and was set to follow ambient air
temperature. Light can be adjusted at any level from 0 to more than 2000 umol
m‐2s‐1, and CO2 from 0 to 2000umolm‐2s‐1 as well. Artificial light is optionally
supplied by a “cold” lamp (LED type, 670 nanometers). Light was controlled in
two modes; either a clear chamber was used to record [CO2] uptake rate under
ambient conditions or the light source was used to record light response
characteristics of the different plants.
From a variety of measurements at different leaves in each field were taken and
leaf [CO2] uptake rate, H2O evapotranspiration rate, stomatal conductance and
leaf internal [CO2] concentration were quantified using the equations of
Farquhar and van Cammerer.
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Table 3.9 Leaflevel gas exchange measurements.
SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BEAN

-

-

MB1,2

CORN

-

-

MC1,2,4,5,6

GRASSLAND

VG1

-

-

KIWI

-

-

MK

OAK FOREST

-

-

-

SUNFLOWER

-

-

MSF

PINE FOREST

-

-

-

POTATO

-

-

-

RAPESEED

MR

-

-

VINE

-

-

V1

WINTER WHEAT

CW1,2, MW1

-

-

Figure 3.13 LI6400 portable gas exchange measurement system.
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3.3 Canopy-level
3.3.1 BIOPHYSICAL PARAMENTERS
3.3.1.1STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS
Leaf Area Index (LAI)
Leaf Area Index (LAI) and leaf mean tilt angle (MTA) measurements were
performed with a LI ‐COR LAI 2000 instrument, which works by comparing the
intensity of (diffuse) incident illumination measured at the bottom of the canopy
with that arriving at the top (LI‐COR technical report; Welles and Norman,
1990). The LAI 2000 is a portable instrument that does not require additional
data acquisition and processing. Incident light is recorded over five concentric
angular rings, each of approximately 15° in width (giving a nearly hemispherical
field of view) (7°, 23°, 38°, 53° and 67°). LAI is estimated by calculating the
probability of a photon penetrating to a depth z in the canopy (under various
assumptions regarding the arrangement and radiometric properties of scattering
elements in the canopy), and comparing this with the measured radiance at the
bottom of the canopy. The angular integral of this property (over all zenith
angles) is approximated as a weighted summation over the five concentric
angular rings of the instrument.

Figure 3.14 LAI2000 Plant Canopy Analyzer (source: www. licor.com)

The manufacturer's recommendations were followed in developing a
measurement plan. To reduce the effect of multiple scattering on LAI‐2000
measurements, the instrument was operated near dusk and dawn (6:30‐9:30am;
6:30‐8:30pm) under diffuse radiation condition in April and June, using one
sensor for both above and below stand measurements. In order to prevent
interferences by the operator, the sensor field of view was limited with a 180°
view‐cap.
It was necessary to expand the operation time to the entire day due to the high
number of measurements that had to be performed in September. The
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manufacture proposes an alternative protocol to measure under direct sun
condition. Thereby, it had to be ensured that the sensor is shaded by the
operator and that the sun and the operator are masked by a 180° view cap. All
measurements were performed under clear sky conditions. Four instruments
were used during the whole September campaign. One instrument collected the
radiation above the canopy each minute. The second instrument was placed in
the field to collect the radiation below the canopy each minute. These readings
will be used to derive a LAI day course to correct possible underestimations of
the LAI, induced by illuminated leaves. The third and fourth instruments were
used by the mobile field teams to get the below readings. After the campaign all
cross‐ calibrations of the four instruments were carried out.
Above and below measurements were azimuthally oriented opposite to the sun
azimuth angle. LAI measurements were taken with the instrument held a few
centimeters above the soil in the different vegetation canopies (bean, corn, kiwi,
potato, sunflower, rapeseed, winter wheat and vineyard). One measurement of
ambient light was made with the sensor extended upward and over the top of
the canopy at arm’s length. Eight below‐canopy readings were then made. This
pattern was repeated three times per spot, and the resulting twenty‐four
samples comprise one full set of measurements. In the cases that two sensors
were used, during the post processing above and below readings were merged
with the option “closest in time”.
Finally, each centre of the LAI‐2000 transects were geolocated by using GPS
measurements. This protocol yielded a low Standard Error of measurement to
assure 90% to 95% confidence interval. The data for both sensors were recorded
with a time stamp on attached data loggers and then dumped to a computer
through an integral RS‐232 port for analysis.

Figure 3.15 Protocol to measure LAI DATA for each point is given by 3 repetitions of 8
measurements (Semi radius r @ 5 m). For each repetition, 1 abovecanopy measurement in the
center of sector was taken.

Eleven vegetation types were characterized during the three campaigns within
the CEFLES2 campaign. In total 117 LAI measurements were performed using
four LAI‐2000 instruments. In detail, 43 measurements were taken in corn, 24 in
winter wheat and 30 in different crop fields and 20 in a pine and a deciduous
forest.
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Table 3.10 LAI measurements per species. Measurements were performed at four points per species
and field. In the forest sites, ten measurements were acquired per site, in the vineyards one
measurement per field
SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BEAN

-

CORN

-

MC1,4,5,11,12

MC1,2,4,5,6,8,10,11,12,26

GRASSLAND

VG1

-

-

KIWI

-

-

MK

OAK FOREST

-

-

OAK

SUNFLOWER

-

MSF2

-

PINE FOREST

-

-

LBP

POTATO

-

MP5, MP6

-

RAPESEED

MR

-

-

VINE

-

-

V1, V2

WINTER WHEAT

CW1,2,MW1,2,3,4

-

-

MB1

4.50
4.00

leaf area index

3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
12.00

13.00

14.00

15.00

16.00

17.00

18.00

19.00

20.00

time [hh.mm]

Figure 3.16 Day course of LAI in a corn field and fitted polynomial (2nd order)
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Figure 3.17 Distribution of the LAI of the vegetation species; mean +/ std (this compilation includes
measurements form April, June and September)

Fraction of green vegetation cover and vegetation height
FVC will be evaluated from a digital picture, taken vertically and at a constant
height, with the sun in such a position that shadows are minimal. In order to
obtain the green vegetation cover fraction a classification of the image will be
performed. Fractional cover of green vegetation measurements were performed
over 117 plots during the three campaigns. Each of them were acquired parallel
to the LAI measurements and consisted of: (i)Digital picture taken at nadir or by
hemispherical photography (in the forest sites); (ii) Height of the crop and (iii)
GPS coordinates.
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Table 3.11 Measurements of fcover and canopy height. For each species and field four point
measurements were performed.
SPECIES

JUNE

BEAN

APRIL
-

SEPTEMBER
MB1

CORN

-

MC1,4,5,11,12

MC1,2,4,5,6,8,10,11,12,26

GRASSLAND

VG1

-

-

KIWI

-

-

MK

OAK FOREST

-

-

OAK

SUNFLOWER

-

MSF2

-

PINE FOREST

-

-

LBP

POTATO

-

MP5, MP6

-

RAPESEED

MR

-

-

VINE

-

-

V1, V2

WINTER WHEAT

CW1,2, MW1,2,3,4

-

-

Figure 3.18 Hemispherical photographs in the deciduous (left) and pine forest (right) to derive
fractional cover
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Figure 3.19 Nadir photography of potato to derive fractional cover.

3.3.1.2SPECTRAL CHARACTERIZATION
Spectral characterization of top of canopy and bare soil surface are necessary for
two purposes: derivarion of biophysical parameters from spectral shape; and
calibration/validation of remote sensing data.
To carry out these measurement ASD spectro‐radiometers from Univ. of
Valencia, Forschungszentrum Jülich, and Humboldt Univ. of Berlin.

INTENSIVE VEGETATION MEASUREMENTS
Nine different vegetation types were spectrally sampled using the following
approach. Within each field, the measurement team moved around to pass over
areas representative of the natural variability (when the crop allows), stopping
at four points (to be localised using GPS) where three surface area reflectance
measurements were taken. For each measurement, five readings were taken,
bracketed before and after with five readings using a white reference (total of 9
to 15 measurements). These measurements (preferably taken using a tripod) are
considered to be the most accurate, as the time to take them is very short and the
white references ensure that possible rapid changes in illumination are taken
into consideration. However, they cover an area smaller than 1m2, which is not
always sufficient to characterise a particular surface cover type (for example,
crops planted in rows spaced at >1m).
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Table 3.12 Sampling strategy for canopy reflectance measurements
SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BEAN

-

-

MB1

CORN

-

MC1,4,5,11,12

MC1,2,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,26

GRASSLAND

VG1

-

-

KIWI

-

-

MK

OAK FOREST

-

-

-

SUNFLOWER

-

MSF2

MSF2

PINE FOREST

-

-

-

POTATO

-

MP5, MP6

-

RAPESEED

MR

-

-

VINE

-

-

V1, V2

WINTER WHEAT

CW1,2,3 MW1,2,3,4

-

-

ROBOTIC ARM
To understand the variations in the daily course of canopy reflectance,
fluorescence and vegetation indices, an ASD FiedSpec was mounted above
canopy. A robotic arm (Figure 4.55) moved the fibreoptic of the instrument
continuously from a Spectralon White Reference (WR) to a canopy area 1 (45°),
then back to WR, canopy area 2 (90°), WR, area 3 (135°), WR, area 4 (180°), WR,
area 1, and so on. At each position 10 single spectra were recorded. Integration
time was adjusted to light conditions and 25 individual spectra were averaged in
the ASD. The daily courses for winter wheat where acquired in the way
described above, without the robotic arm.
Table 3.13 Day courses measured with a robotic arm
SPECIES

DATE [DD.MM 2007]

TIME

SENSOR

WINTER WHEAT (MW1)

19.APRIL

7:30-17:00

ASD FIELDSPEC II

WINTER WHEAT (MW1)

21. APRIL

10:45-19:27

ASD FIELDSPEC III

PINE FOREST (LBP)

29. JUNE

15:43-17:50

ASD FIELDSPEC III

CORN (MC1)

29. JUNE

10:46-16:12

ASD FIELDSPEC III

CORN (MC1)

30. JUNE

15:06-20:22

ASD FIELDSPEC III

CORN (MC1)

05. SEPTEMBER

7:52-19:48

ASD FIELDSPEC III

CORN (MC1)

06. SEPTEMBER

7:48-20:22

ASD FIELDSPEC III

CORN (MC1)

07. SEPTEMBER

10:06-18:53

ASD FIELDSPEC III

CORN (MC1)

08. SEPTEMBER

13:48-18:16

ASD FIELDSPEC III

CORN (MC1)

10. SEPTEMBER

14:48-17:17

ASD FIELDSPEC III

CORN (MC1)

12. SEPTEMBER

09:33-18:06

ASD FIELDSPEC III

VINEYARD

06. SEPTEMBER

12:47-17:08

ASD FIELDSPEC III

VINEYARD

07. SEPTEMBER

10:29-15:17

ASD FIELDSPEC III

BARE SOIL (MW1)

13. SEPTEMBER

10:45-17:55

ASD FIELDSPEC III
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Figure 3.20 Robotic arm installed above bare soil (top), in corn field (middle) and at the top of
LeBray tower (bottom).

PREPROCESSING
MEASUREMENTS

AND

QUALITY

CONTROL

OF

THE

SPECTRAL

There were a few problems with the trigger signal and the measurements cycle
may be corrupted at some spots. Two effects can be used to detect such corrupt
cycles.
First, the count of single readings per surface or standard is less then the defined
count of 10 readings. Second, parts of a complete cycle are lost.
The measurement protocol and the operation method of the robot arm allow the
detection of corrupt cycles by observing three quality parameters:
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•

time difference [s]

•
•

Each cycle must contain 90 single readings, according to the defined
protocol.
The number of single readings per target must be exactly10.
The time span between reference reading and sample reading must
increase linear from the first surface to the last. The robot arm needs a
defined time to move form the start position to the surface position and
back. This time can be used to identify the surface position within one
cycle (Figure 3.21).

reading number

Figure 3.21 Time between single readings. After 10 measurements a peak is observable: the robot
arm moves from the start position to the surface and back. In undamaged cycles (first three cycles)
the moving time is increasing linear. Corrupt cycles (last two) behave different

An algorithm was developed to separate corrupt and correct cycles. In a first try,
all damaged cycles were excluded from further analyses. The extraction of usable
measurements in corrupt cycles will be a future task.
During the day, the incoming radiance is changing. If the instrument is installed
in the morning, a continuous optimisation of the spectrometer is required. In a
few cases, this optimisation could not be done because of limited man power
during the intensive measurement days. In result, saturation of the signal may be
occurred (Figure 3.22).
A second algorithm was developed to compensate the effect of optimisation
parameters and to check the quality of the acquired data. For the first purpose,
the underlying gain and offset parameters as well as the integration time was
extracted from the spectra header and the rawDN spectra were normalized using
these parameters. To find saturated spectral signatures, the day course of the
rawDN values was plotted in a diagram. This was established for the tree
different detectors, separately for surface and white reference targets (Figure
3.23).
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Figure 3.22 RawDN spectral signatures of a spectralon panel, whereas saturation in the third
detector occured

Figure 3.23 Day courses of a reference (left) and a vegetation surface (right) for three wavelengths,
corresponding to the FieldSpec detectors (VIS 550nm, NIR 1200nm, SWIR 2150nm). In the course of
the SWIR reference, saturation occurs. The lines correspond to the spectral signatures shown in
Figure 3.22

Three spectral libraries were built up, one for the reference readings, one for the
spot readings and on for the calculated reflectance values. Figure 3.24 shows the
reflectance library for four corn spots. In the SWIR spectral domain, the impact
of saturation leads to the discontinuous behaviour.
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time [hh:mm]

spot4

spot3

spot2

spot1

wavelenght [nm]

Figure 3.24 Preliminary results showing a daycourse of reflectance measured with the robotic arm
that continuously moved between the reference target (Spectralon) and three corn canopy

LE BRAY CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENTS
A data set of reflectance should be provided, thereby capturing different periods
of the whole vegetation period. Correlations between variations in reflectance
and carbon and energy fluxes provided by the flux tower should be evaluated.
An Ocean Optics USB‐2000 spectroradiometer was installed on top of the LeBray
tower (height 36 meters). The Ocean Optics measured continuously reflectance
from about two crowns of the pine forest. Every 30 minutes a white reflectance
standard (Spectralon) was automatically moved into the field of view.
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Figure 3.25 Installation of the Ocean Optics at the top of the LeBray tower
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Figure 3.26 Daycourse of white standard reflectance in the spectral range of 700750nm. This
curve can be used to distinct cloud free from clouded days
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The instrument (especially the automated arm moving the spectralon) had some
mechanical problems and thus data were not collected over the whole time
period. However, several time periods of continuous measurements are
available. Especially August looks very promising according to the first check of
the data.

SPECIFIC GROUND MEASUREMENTS
CALIBRATION/VALIDATION

FOR

SENTINEL-2

Up to four ASD field spectrometers (described in previous sections with detail)
have been available for calibration and validation (Cal/Val) of the imagery from
airborne sensors, in the frame of the Sentinel‐2 study, during the three field
CEFLES2 campaigns. One of the instruments has been provided by the University
of Valencia in Spain, two from the Humboldt‐Universität in Berlin and one more
from the Forschungszentrum Jülich in Germany.
The main purpose of these measurements was to obtain sufficient representative
spectra from different surface types of the test area. These spectra are to be used
for Cal/Val of the at‐senor radiance of airborne and spaceborne hyperspectral
images, as well as surface reflectance after atmospheric correction of the remote
sensing data. Thus, the Sentinel‐2 experiment objectives within the overall
context of CEFLES2 can be archieved.

INSTRUMENTATION
The instrumentation used was:
• ASD FS/FR spectro‐radiometer, radiometrically calibrated from 350 to
2500 nm.
• Spectralon white reference panel.
• Some instruments had a GPS receiver to automatically geolocate the
measurements.

MEASUREMENTS PROTOCOL
Cal/Val measurements were taken following this pattern: four areas of
measurement were selected for each field. In each one of those areas, 3 points
were measured, with intercalated measurements of a white reference, as well as
at the beginning and the end.
For validation purposes the time span before and after flight overpass should not
be larger than one hour, therefore, it is not possible to completely cover the
different fields. The strategy followed was to try to cover as many surface types
with at least four measurements widely distributed in each. The surfaces were
selected to cover a range of surface albedos (from bright soils, to dark water) and
surface homogeneity and structure. An especial effort was made in order to
synchronize the surface radiometric characterization measurements over crop
fields with other vegetation measurements; in order to collect the most complete
set of data; which will ease interpretation of the results, and can be used for
modelling purposes.
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Table 3.14 Sampling strategy for reference surface reflectance measurements
SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BARE SOIL

MBS1, MBS3

MBS

MBS2,BS9,MBS1,MBS3

WATER

Garonne river*

Garonne river*

Garonne river*

WINTER WHEAT

MW1, MW3

MW1 (senescent)

W25 (harvested)

GRASSLAND

VG1- S/X

-

MG1, U7, U/X12

CORN

-

MC4, MC11, MC12

MC4

POTATO

-

MP5, MP6

-

MSF2

MSF2
MB2

SUNFLOWER
BEAN

-

-

BURNED AREA

-

-

MBU

SORGHUM

-

-

MSO

* The measurements over the Garonne River were taken from the bridge at Couthures-sur-Garonne

On April 23rd a number of fields (strawberry, corn, peas and wild vegetation)
were characterized over an area that was previously flown over by the SkyArrow
aircrafts and covered by AHS on the same date, but this flight line was changed
from the following day and for the rest of the campaign to the one described in
the corresponding section. Therefore these fields have not been included in the
Table 3.14; but they might be of interest for other purposes than Cal/Val.

3.3.1.3THERMAL CHARACTERIZATION
The Global Change Unit (GCU) members from the University of Valencia
performed thermal measurements within the framework of the CEFLES2
campaign.

INSTRUMENTATION
Radiometric measurements were carried out in the thermal infrared region with
various instruments that include fixed FOV and single band or multi bands
radiometers. In addiction, a thermal camera was used.
· CIMEL CE312-1 AND CE312-2 radiometers
The CIMEL CE312‐1 and CE312‐2 are radiance‐based thermal‐infrared
radiometers composed of two major components: an optical head containing the
detector and optics, and the electronic unit, which performs the data storage.
The CE312‐1 detector includes one broadband filter, 8‐13 μm, and three
narrower filters, 8.2 – 9.2 μm, 10.5 – 11.5 μm and 11.5 – 12.5 μm. The CE312‐2
detector includes bands, a wide one, 8‐13 μm, and five narrower filters, 8.1 – 8.5
μm, 8.5 – 8.9 μm, 8.9 – 9.3 placed in the tower located in lebray, 10.3 – 11 μm and
11 – 11.7 μm.
· RAYTEK Thermalert MID radiometers
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Three Raytek Thermalert MID radiometers whit FOV of 30°, 30° and 6°
(RAYTEK‐1) respectively were used. They have an infrared sensor with a single
band 8 – 14 μm with adjustable emissivity operation mode. They range from ‐40°
up to 600 °C with a sensitivity of 0.5 K and an accuracy of 1K.
· RAYTEK ST6 Infrared radiometers
A portable RAYTEK ST6, single band 8 – 14 μm was used, with a FOV of 7° and
adjustable emissivity operation mode. He range from – 32 up to 500° C with a
sensitivity of 0.1 K and an accuracy of 1K. A laser beam supports users in aiming
at the target.
· OPTRIS MiniSight Plus Infrared radiometers

The OPTRIS MiniSight Plus radiometer is an infrared sensor with a single band
8–14 μm, with a FOV of 3°, and with adjustable emissivity operation mode. It
ranges from ‐32 up to 530°C with a sensitivity of 0.7 K and an accuracy of 1K. A
laser beam supports users in aiming at the target.
Two OPTRIS radiometers with the same characteristics were used during the
field campaign.
· EVEREST 3000 Infrared temperature transducer

The Everest thermometer, model 3000 single band 8 – 14 μm collects the
infrared radiation from the sample converting it into electrical signal. With the
suitable calibration process, the electrical signal is converted to a signal in terms
of temperature. It is scaled from ‐40°C to 100°C with a resolution of 0.1 K, an
accuracy of ± 0.5 K and a repeatability of ± 0.1 K. The Field of View –FOV‐ is 4°. It
has an adjustable emissivity equal to unity. The output signal is in mV (10 mV/°),
and the power requirements is 5V to 26V DC.
· EVEREST 1000 calibration source

A calibration source EVEREST model 1000 was used to calibrate the
radiometers. Its operating range is from 0°C to 60°C, with a resolution of 0.1K,
with an absolute accuracy of 0.3 K entire range.
· Thermo tracer TH9100 Pro thermal camera
It is thermal infrared camera with a single band 8 – 14 μm, with an IFOV of
21° × 16° and adjustable emissivity operation mode. It ranges from ‐40°C up to
120°C with a sensitivity of 0.08K. A visible image can also be acquired
simultaneously to the thermal image.
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CIMEL CE 312-1&2

EVEREST 3000

RAYTEK ST6 OPTRIS
MiniSight Plus

EVEREST 1000
calibration source

RAYTEK MID

Thermo Tracer
TH9100 pro

Figure 3.27 Radiometers and instruments used during the CEFLES2
field campaign.

MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL
A set of thermal radiometric measurements was carried out in the framework of
the CEFLES2‐ 2007 experimental field campaign. The retrieval of bio‐geophysical
parameters such as land surface emissivity and temperature was the main aim of
these measurements. To this end, radiometric measurements were carried out
in the thermal infrared region with various instruments that included fixes FOV
and single band or multi bands radiometers. Figure 3.28 shows the parcels
where the different measurements where carried out, which were renamed in
September, and Table 3.15 shows the work plan of the field campaign.

Figure 3.28 Location of parcels where thermal infrared measurements were performed.
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Table 3.15 Experimental measurements during the CEFLES2 field campaign.

070422
070423
070424
APRIL
070425
070426
070427
070626
070627
070628
JUNE
070629
070630

SEPT

070915

CE 312-1

CE 312-2

Transect
W1
Transect
W2, C5

Transect
C1
Transect
W1, C6,
W4, C8

MID2

EV1

Mast
W1

EV2

ST6

TH9100
PRO

Mast
C1

Transect
W1
Transect
W1, C6

Transect
W1
Transect
W1, C6

OPTRIS OPTRIS
MiniSight MiniSight
Plus
Plus
1
2

Mast
W1
Transect
C12,
C11

Transect
W1

Transect
C12, C11,
P6
Transect
BS/W1

Transect
BS1, P5

Mast
C4

Transect
C12,
C11
Mast
W2
Mast
C1

Transect
BS/W1,
B/W2

(*)

(*)

Transect
BS/W1

* Additional measures in burned area, grass and sorghum.

A) TRANSECTS
Transects were performed over selected surfaces. They were performed
concurrently to the plane/satellite overpasses, starting half an hour before and
ending half an hour after. Brightness temperatures were measured with field
radiometers, at regular steps along a walk performed within a well‐defined area.
Measurements of the sky downwelling radiance were also performed. Figure
3.29 Radiometric temperature values measured with RAYTEK ST6 for bean field
B/W2.
(15th September). shows some radiometric and surface temperature obtained
from transects. Figure 3.30 shows some surface emissivity retrieved with the
TES method (Sobrino et al., 2008)[39] using CIMEL CE312‐2 measurements over
different crops on 24th of April, 2007.
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30
28
26

22
20
18
16
14

Tradiometric
LST

12
10
12:28

12:43

12:57

13:12

13:26

13:40

13:55

Time

Figure 3.29 Radiometric temperature values measured with RAYTEK ST6 for bean field B/W2.
(15th September).

0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95

Emissivity

Temperature (ºC)

24

0.94
0.93
0.92
0.91

Bare Soil Field C6
Bare Soil Field C8
Corn Field W4

0.9
0.89
8.44

8.69

9.15

10.57

11.29

Wavelength (microns)

Figure 3.30 Surface emissivity retrieved with the TES method using the measurements with the
CIMEL CE3122 over different crops during 24th April, 2007.

B) MASTS
Thermal measurements were continuously recorded with radiometers located
on fixed masts over determined areas and periods of time, in coincidence with
the plane/satellite overpasses. Figure 3.31 shows some masts set up.
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Figure 3.31 From left to right, image of mast set up in the C1 field (April), in the W1 field (June) and
in the C1 field (September).
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Figure 3.32 Radiometric temperature values measured with RAYTEK ST6 for field BS/W1.
(15th September).

C) MEASUREMENTS IN THE TOWER OF LE BRAY
Two RAYTEK and one Everest were placed in the tower of Le Bray (Figure 3.33)
on 25th of April at 30 m high. One of the RAYTEK was placed with a vision angle
of 50°, the others were placed in nadir direction pointing to the forest below. The
results from the instruments showed problems in the measurements from DOY
133 to 144 (see Figure 3.34) therefore on 28th of June the instruments in nadir
view were recovered and the RAYTEK with vision angle of 50° was changed by
an Everest. These radiometers are measuring on a continuous basis (every 5
minutes) from DOY 115 to 254.
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Figure 3.33 Image from the Le Bray Tower where the instruments were placed at 30m high.

40
Raytek-nadir
Everest-nadir
Raytek-50º

Trad (ºC)
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20
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116
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0
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10
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Figure 3.34 Radiometric temperature values measured in the tower of Le Bray
for DOY 115 to 174

D) THERMAL IMAGERY
The TH9100 thermal camera was used to characterize the different crops in the
region of study. Transects were carried out during the satellite/plane
overpasses. Figure 3.35 show some preliminary results obtained with the
thermal camera.
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Figure 3.35 Thermal (left) and visible (right) images for fields C6 (top) and W1 (bottom).

E) SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY
During September 2007 a soil sample was collected in field BS/W1 in Les
Landes, France. This sample is an agriculture bare soil and was analyzed with X‐
ray Diffraction (XRD) to identify the mineralogical phase and to determine the
emissivity spectra.
The main mineralogical phase obtained with XRD was Quartz and in minor
proportion Sheet‐silicates. Therefore, the emissivity spectrum was obtained
using Kirchhoff’s law (Nicodemus, 1965)[1] from hemispherical reflectance
measurements carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena,
California (USA). Measurements were performed using a Nicolet 520 FT‐IR
spectrometer equipped with a Labsphere integrating sphere. 1000 scans with a
spectral resolution of 4 cm‐1 were acquired over ∼15 min/sample and were
averaged together. A background spectrum was acquired using a diffuse gold
plate which was also used to remove background radiation from the sample
spectrum. Other equipment characteristics and sample preparing protocol is
detailed in Baldridge et al. (2009)[40]. Figure 3.36 presents the spectral
emissivity for field BS/W1 on 15th of September.
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Figure 3.36 Spectral emissivity for field BS/W1 (15th September).

Ground‐based measurements were collected with a CIMEL CE 312‐2 radiometer.
A diffuse reflectance standard plate (Infragold from Labsphere Inc.) was also
used to measure the sky downwelling irradiance. The measurements were
carried out in January 2008, in an outdoor terrace located at the University of
Valencia, Spain (39° 30’ 50’’ N; 0° 25’ 32’’ W). Measurements were performed
under clear sky conditions and calm wind. Soil sample was deposited in a special
recipient with dimensions of 30 x 30 x 3 cm. Series of 12 measurements were
considered. In the comparison, spectra retrieved from Fourier Transform
InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy was averaged to the CIMEL bands using its
spectral response functions. Results are presented in Table 3.16.
Table 3.16 Emisivity values for each CIMEL narrow bands. Bias, sigma and RMSE are also included
8.1 - 8.5
CIMEL 0.931
0.914
FTIR

68

8.5 - 8.9
0.937
0.921

8.9 - 9.3
0.934
0.919

10.3 - 11.0
0.975
0.964

11.3 - 11.7
0.976
0.964

Bias

σ

RMSE

0.014 0.003 0.014
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3.3.2 FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS
3.3.2.1ACTIVE LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
Active fluorescence spectra of vegetation were detected by using a hyper‐
spectral Fluorescence LIDAR (FLIDAR) imaging system (Figure 3.37). This
consists mainly of a Q‐switched Nd:YAG laser, a 1 m focal length Newtonian
telescope and a 300 mm focal length spectrometer coupled to an intensified,
gated 512×512 pixels CCD detector. Imaging is carried out by scanning the target
with a computer‐controlled motorized mirror. The FLIDAR prototype includes
also a low power DPSS (Diode‐Pumped Solid State) laser (emitting in the green)
for geometrical referencing on the target.

FLUORESCENCE

TARGET

Excitation LASER
pointing
LASER

LASER BEAM
POINTING
SYSTEM

TELESCOPE

COMPUTER
CONTROLLER

OPTICAL
FIBER
BUNDLE

SPECROMETER

DETECTOR

Figure 3.37 Scheme of the FLIDAR imaging sensor. The two laser beams are coaxial to the optical
axis of the telescope, which collects the backscattered radiation from the target. The collected
radiation is focused on the entrance of an optical fiber bundle and transferred to the spectrometer
coupled to the detector. A personal computer provides the management of the whole system.

The pulsed Nd YAG laser excitation source can operate at 355 nm (triple
frequency) or at 532 nm (double frequency), with pulse width of 5 ns, pulse
energy of 8 mJ and 20 mJ for the UV and green excitation respectively, and
maximum repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser beam divergence is 0.5 mrad with a
starting beam diameter of 7 mm. Three folding high energy dielectric mirrors
provide the excitation laser beam to be coaxial to the telescope. The telescope is
a 25 cm diameter f/4 Newtonian reflector. The fiber bundle is composed by 50
quartz optical fibers with a core diameter of 100 μm. The far field of view is 1
mrad that corresponds to about 2 cm diameter circle spot at a distance of 20 m.
The spectral dispersion system is the flat field SpectraPro‐2300i by Acton
Research. This spectrometer has a crossed Czerny Turner layout, 300 mm focal
length, f/4. The spectrometer is equipped with three dispersion gratings having
150 grooves/mm, 600 grooves/mm and 2400 grooves/mm. The gratings
provide a nominal dispersion of 21.2 nm/mm, 5.1 nm/mm and 0.9 nm/mm,
respectively. The detector is a gateable 512x512 pixel CCD (model PI MAX:512,
Princeton Instruments/Acton) equipped with an intensifier (Unigen III
Generation). The pointing and scan system for the hyperspectral imaging is
obtained by a movable folding mirror placed between the telescope and the
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target. This mirror is mounted in a controllable motorized fork that permits the
rotation on two orthogonal axes. The primary axis is fixed and coaxial with the
telescope and crosses the geometrical center of the folding mirror surface. The
secondary axis direction is set by the rotation of the first one, coplanar with
mirror surface and crossing its geometrical center. The used stepping motors
give a rotation accuracy better than 0.5 mrad. The folding mirror has a 640×260
mm size.

FIELD SET-UP
Two different field set‐ups of the FLIDAR were used to take measurements on
vegetation: the first one, adopted during the April CEFLES2 campaign, relied on
the use of 4 mirrors positioned at 45° at about 1 m above the canopy; the second
one, adopted during the September CEFLES2 campaign, used a scanning mirror
positioned on the top of a 6‐m high scaffolding tower.

WHEAT FIELD (APRIL 2007)
The elements of the FLIDAR sensor were arranged on a aluminum frame (Figure
3.38A) and housed inside a rented van so as to allow to point to the target from
the van’s lateral door (Figure 3.38B and C).
The wheat canopy was measured from nadir using 4 mirrors positioned at 45° at
about 1 m above the canopy (Figure 3.39). Wheat fluorescence was excited at
355 nm and detected in the 570‐830 nm and 348 ‐ 610 nm spectral windows.
The 4 canopy zones (560 cm2 each) were covered by scanning the motorized
mirror, placed near the optical sensor inside the van. A ~ 10x10 sampling grid
(~100 points per zone) was adopted and a spectrum was obtained by averaging
30 spectra per point.
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 3.38 Arrangement of the FLIDAR sensor (April campaign)

Figure 3.39 Mirrors positioned inside the wheat field for the nadir detection of canopy fluorescence
The infrared sensor on the left side to detect continuously canopy temperature.

CORN FIELD (SEPTEMBER 2007)
During the September campaign the FLIDAR system was installed inside a
dedicated van (Ducato Maxi, FIAT) so as to point to the target from the back door
(Figure 3.40A). The motorized scanning mirror was positioned at the top of a 6‐
m high scaffolding tower (Figure 3.40B). This configuration, with the mobile
mirror at about 2.7 m above the canopy, permitted to cover 1 m2 area of the corn
field within small angles from nadir. The van was located at about 10 m from the
scaffolding tower (Figure 3.40C,D).
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A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 3.40 Arrangement of the FLIDAR sensor (September campaign). A) sensor inside the van
from the back door; B) scanning mirror on the scaffold; C) view from the scaffold tower;
D) lateral view.

Both the 355 and 532 nm wavelengths were used to excite corn fluorescence.
However, the chlorophyll (Chl) fluorescence signal under the UV excitation was
quite weak, and then, most measurements were carried out using the 532 nm
excitation. Fluorescence spectra were acquired in the 570‐830 nm and 348‐610
nm spectral windows.

FIRST RESULTS
Wheat field (April 2007)
Marmande (3 days of measurements, 22, 23 and 24 April 2007,44°27.375’ N,
00°11.800’ E): The fluorescence spectrum of a wheat leaf with excitation at 355
nm is reported in Figure 3.41A, while in Figure 3.41B spectra from different
spots on a canopy measured area are shown. From both spectra it can be
inferred that there is an overlapping of the blue‐green fluorescence band with
Chl fluorescence. Therefore, a correct evaluation of the Chl fluorescence at 685
and 740 nm requires a correction for the contribution of the blue‐green tail to
those wavelengths.
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Figure 3.42 shows as an example of the results of the mapping over one of the
examined corn spots: here the Chl fluorescence F685/F740 ratio, varying in the 0.8‐
1.4 range, is reported. The evolution during a daily cycle of the Chl fluorescence
ratio, averaged over the spot area, is presented in Figure 3.43.
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Figure 3.41 Wheat fluorescence spectra excited at 355 nm. (A) single leaf; (B) different canopy
points

Figure 3.42 Spot of the wheat canopy as seen from a 45° mirror (left) and corresponding map of the
F685/F740 ratio (right).
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Figure 3.43 Time evolution of the F685/F740 ratio averaged over a wheat canopy spot.

During this campaign the Chl fluorescence data were not calibrated against a
fluorescence standard, so the evolutions of the single fluorescence bands cannot
be reported.

CORN FIELD (SEPTEMBER 2007)
Marmande (5 days of measurements, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15 September 2007,
44°27.8331’ N, 00°11.8158’ E): Chl fluorescence measured by using the 355 nm
excitation wavelength (Figure 3.44A) was quite weak, especially on leaves at the
top of the plants. This was due to the presence on the leaf surfaces of large
amounts of polyphenols which screened most of the UV excitation radiation.
Indeed, intense signals were recorded with the 532 nm excitation (Figure 3.44B)
which instead can easily penetrate the epidermal leaf layers and reach the Chl in
the mesophyll. To be noticed that the UV‐excited spectra were recorded as an
accumulation over 250 laser shots, while the green‐excited spectra were the
result of accumulation over 20 laser shots.

Figure 3.44 Fluorescence spectra of corn single leaves at different positions in the plant (I, II, IV
from top) excited at 355 nm (A) and at 532 nm (B).

A corn canopy area of about 120x80 cm (Figure 3.45, cyan rectangle) was
monitored during daily cycles from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.. Furthermore, an adjacent
analogous spot (Figure 3.45, red rectangle) in which 6 plants were exposed to
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desiccation stress was revisited 5 times during the day. The desiccation stressed
plant were robustly fixed to poles in order to maintain their position in the
canopy after the trunk was cut at the base. The stress was started at 11 a.m..
The maps of the above areas reported in Figure 3.46 show the variation of the
F685/F740 ratio with respect to T0 (11 a.m.), before starting the plant stress,
recorded after 2:20, 4:00, 5:00 and 6:00 hours of stress. Comparing the maps it is
clear that the ratio value is increasing consistently (from blue to red) in the
stressed area of the maps (right side). Figure 3.46 reports the evolution of F685,
F740 intensities and the F685/F740 ratio averaged over the control and the
stressed areas. Spectra were normalized to the fluorescence of standard (Walz)
measured at the beginning of each map (left‐upper corner of the control map in
Figure 3.46).

control

stressed

Figure 3.45 Image of the corn canopy taken from the scaffold tower

02:20

04:00
05:00
Time from start of stress (hours)

06:00

Figure 3.46 Variation of F685/F740 with desiccation stress. Values are normalized to those at T0, before starting the
stress. The ratio values are increasing from blue to red.

The change in the F685/F740 with stress can be due in part to the increase of a
non‐Chl fluorescence evidenced in the 600‐650 nm range that overlaps partially
to the Chl fluorescence bands (Figure 3.48), but mostly it is due to the
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degradation of Chl and a consequent decrease in the reabsorption effect at the
shorter emission wavelength (F685), as evidenced by the map of single leaf
presented in Figure 3.49.
Further elaboration will be carried on to separate the contribution to the F685
and F740 bands between Chl and non‐Chl components.
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Figure 3.47 Evolution of F685 (left), F740 (middle) and F685/F740 (right) averaged over the
control (blue) and stressed (green) areas.
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Figure 3.48 Fluorescence spectra excited at 532 nm of a single corn leaf at different time of
desiccation stress.
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Figure 3.49 Map of F685/F740 on single corn leaves excited at 532 nm

3.3.2.2PASSIVE SUNINDUCED FLUORESCENCE
JÜLICH MEASUREMENTS WITH ASD FieldSpec-FR
Sun‐induced fluorescence (Fs) was estimated in the field with two different set‐
ups using FieldSpec Pro high resolution spectroradiometer (Analytical Spectral
Devices, Boulder, USA). One stationary set‐up exploit field spectrometers to
automatically collect the signal above the canopy during the day and differ for
the spectral resolution achieved. In addition to the stationary approache, a
mobile set‐up was used to quickly measure the distribution of canopy
fluorescence and thus cover the spatial distribution of the FS signal.
(1) A FieldSpec Pro high resolution spectroradiometer, which measures reflected
radiation within the spectral domain of 350‐2500 nm with a nominal bandwidth
of 1.4 nm (350‐1050 nm) and a field‐of‐view (FOV) of 25°. A calibrated
Spectralon™ panel (25x25 cm) served as white reference to estimate incident
irradiance. The instrument’s fibre optic was mounted on a robotic arm of 0.6 m
length, approximately 1 m above the canopy. The movement of the robotic arm
allowed to automatically collecting daily cycles of four different spots with a
circular area of about 0.5 m diameter each. The acquired dataset consists of
spectral records from four canopy areas, bracketed by measurements of the
reference panel. At each position, a trigger signal released the recording of 10
single spectra. Each spectrum was internally averaged by the spectrometer from
25 individual measurements. Integration time was automatically optimized
during the day in order to maximize the instrument signal to noise ratio. In June
and September five diurnal courses were acquired during the campaign
windows. The fluorescence signal was quantified using the modified FLD method
proposed by Maier et al. (2003)[22] in the O2‐A band.
(2) Several FieldSpec Pro high resolution spectroradiometers were used for a
spatially explicit characterization of the fluorescence signal over a wide range of
agricultural crops and surface classes. During the three campaigns in April, June,
and September 11 different crops were characterized, whereas one
representative field per crop was selected (exceptionally winter wheat with
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seven fields and corn with eight fields). Beside these agricultural canopies, water
and bare soil were measured. To cover the spatial heterogeneity of each field,
four representative places were selected and three measurements per place
were performed. At each place in the field, the instrument’s fibre optic was
mounted on a tripod, approximately 1 m above the canopy. Three different spots
with a circular area of 0.5 m diameter each were recorded moving the fibre optic
manually over the canopy. The fluorescence signal was quantified as mentioned
in set‐up 1.

UNIMIB MEASUREMENTS WITH OCEANOPTICS HR4000
TOC reflectance measurement were collected over the following targets
(coordinates are given in lat/lon, WGS84):
winter wheat field in Marmande, 3 days of measurements (22, 23 and 24
April 2007),44°27.22’ N, 00°11.49’ E);
- corn field in Marmande (3 days of measurements, 10, 11 and 12
September 2007, 44°27.53’ N, 00°11.47’ E);
- bean field in Marmande (1 day of measurements, 13 September 2007,
several locations).
Reflectance data collection was performed in coordination with physiological
measurement performed by other groups. fAPAR from linear ceptometer, plant
structure parameters (density, height, LAI) and hemispherical digital pictures
were collected. Incoming PPFD (direct and diffuse components), air temperature
and humidity were continuously logged in.
-

RADIOMETRIC SET-UP AND DATA PROCESSING
A spectrometric system composed by two OceanOptics spectrometers was
employed:
‐ HR4000 # 1076 (H11, L4, Slit 5 um, OF1‐OG590, SAG+UPG‐HR): Range 707‐805
nm, FWHM 0.1 nm (for the estimation of chlorophyll fluorescence at oxygen – A
band);
‐ HR4000 # 1078 (HC1, L4, Slit 5 um, OFLV‐200‐1100, UV4, SAG+UPG‐HR):
Range 198‐1120 nm, FWHM 2.8 nm (for the computation of PRI and other
optical vegetation indexes).
Spectral data were acquired and processed with a dedicated software in‐house
developed (3S for field acquisition and OO_IDL for processing). Processing of raw
data included: correction for CCD detector non linearity, correction for dark
current drift, wavelength calibration and linear resampling; radiance calibration,
incident radiance computation by linear interpolation of two WR measurements,
correction for the known WR reflectance, and computation of optical indexes and
steady state fluorescence according to Meroni and Colombo (RSE, 2006)[31].
Prior to the field campaign both spectrometers were calibrated with known
standards (wavelength calibration and radiance calibration). A calibrated white
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reference panel (50x50 cm 90% reflectance, Optopolymer GmbH, Germany) was
employed to estimate the incident irradiance.
We employed the field spectroscopy technique referred to as ‘single beam’
(Milton and Rolling 2006): target measurements are ‘sandwiched’ between two
reflectance standard panel measurements made a few seconds apart. For every
acquisition, 4 and 15 scans (for 1076 and 1078 spectrometers) were averaged
and stored as a single file. Additionally, a dark current measurement was
collected for every set of acquisitions. Spectrometers were housed in a Peltier
thermally insulated box (model NT‐16, Magapor, Zaragoza, Spain) keeping the
internal temperature at 25°C in order to reduce dark current drift.
Measurements were acquired using bare fibers and viewing the target from
nadir.

FIELD SET-UP
Wheat field (April 2007)
Spectrometer fibers were mounted on a tripod placed in the wheat field (Figure
3.50). The average canopy plane was 70 cm height and was observed from nadir
at a distance of 100 cm (170 cm above ground level). A circular area of the
canopy with 22 cm radius was therefore observed by the spectrometers.

Figure 3.50 Field setup at the wheat field

Three diurnal cycles of radiometric measurements were collected at the same
measurement spot.
Corn field (September 2007)
The spectrometric system was installed on top of a two floors scaffolding tower
(3.2 m height). The rotation of the horizontal mast mounted on a tripod placed
on the top floor permitted to observe, with spectrometer bare fibers, either the
white reference panel or the corn plant samples (Figure 3.51).
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220 cm
98 cm

217 cm

Figure 3.51 Sampling setup at the corn field in Marmande

Spectral measurements were performed with the objectives of: i) providing
fluorescence and reflectance measurements of a representative and undisturbed
corn canopy for comparison with airborne measurements; ii) performing, in
coordination with physiological measurement collected by other groups, two
manipulation experiment (LAI reduction, severe water stress).
The two objectives were achieved by sampling two different target areas of the
canopy few meters apart. One was undisturbed (referred to as Control) and
another one subjected to manipulation (Treatment). Manipulation regarded a
progressive LAI reduction accomplished by progressive corn rows removal (10
September) and the interruption of water flow through the plant trunk by
holding (with small poles) the plants in their position after cutting them at the
trunk base (11‐12 September).
Bean field (September 2007)
The main objective of the measurements performed at the Marmande bean field
was to provide additional measurement of steady state fluorescence for the
comparison with airborne data. Two canopy samples were measured on five
spots (for a total of 10 samples) within the bean field contemporary to the
aircraft overpasses (from 10 am to 1 pm on the 15th of September). The mean
canopy height was 45 cm. The canopy was observed from an height (above
ground) of 150 cm, resulting in an observed circular area of 23 cm radius.
Coordinates of the five measurement spots are: 1) 44°27.658’ N, 0°11.873’ E;
2) 44°27.459’ N, 0°11.840’ E; 3) 44°27.683’ N, 0°11.859’ E; 4) 44°27.704’ N,
0°11.853’ E; 5) 44°27.735’ N, 0°11.853’ E. Canopy height and canopy fractional
cover from hemispherical digital pictures was measured in all locations.

SPECTRAL DATA, FIRST RESULTS
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After the basic processing described above, a file containing the incident
radiance, the radiance upwelling from the target, and the target HCRF
(Hemispherical Conical Reflectance Factor), is obtained.
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Figure 3.52 Spectral data gathered with a single data acquisition from the two spectrometers. FS
spectrometer covers the range 4001000 nm while the CF spectrometer covers the range 720805
nm. Incident radiance is in blue (light blue) for FS (CF) spectrometers. The radiance upwelling from
the canopy is red (orange) for the FS (CF). The corresponding reflectance curve is green (light
green) for the FS (CF) spectrometers. It is evident the fluorescence peak at 760 nm, superimposed on
the reflectance curve.

The difference between the data collected with the two spectrometers (named
here as FS and CF) is illustrated in Figure 3.52, which refers to the data taken at
the Marmande site, at 8.30 UTC on the 23rd of April 2007.

UVAL MEASUREMENTS WITH OCEANOPTICS HR4000
UVAL measurements of spectral data were acquired, by GPDS team, with the
400‐1000nm Ocean Optics (OO) HighRes 1 spectrometer during Mission 1 of
CEFLES2 field campaigns, and with the 600‐800nm OO VNIR within the Mission 2
and Mission 3.The measurements were performed together with FZ‐Jülich group
in order to acquire the same points that the ASD instrument and another
biophysical parameters. The protocol suffered some changes during the three
campaigns and it is described below.

RADIOMETRIC SET-UP
The HR4000 is a spectrometer with a 3648-element CCD-array detector from Toshiba
that provides optical resolution as precise as 0.02nm (FWHM). The HR4000 is
responsive from 200- 1100nm, but the specific range and resolution depends on the
grating and entrance slit choices.
Two Ocean Optics spectrometers are available, with different characteristics:
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• Ocean Optics HighRes: HR4000 spectrometer with a range from 600-800nm,
0.15nm bandwidth and 0.05nm sampling;
• Ocean Optics VNIR: HR4000 spectrometer with a range from 300-1000nm,
1.25nm bandwidth and 0.2 nm sampling; this instrument is radiometrically calibrated.

FIELD SET-UP
Wheat field (April 2007)
A winter wheat field (MW1) was taken as test site and intensive measurements
were carried out by all the groups in this area. A small area was marked with 8
numbered flags and two leaves by flag were marked for exhaustive
measurements by the teams. A 9th point was placed near to Meroni‐Colombo’s
(UNIMIB) measurements.
Moreover, 12 flags marked with letters (A‐F) were spatially distributed in order
to characterize the whole field. We measured on 22nd and 23rd of April in these
points with the Ocean Optics VNIR simultaneously to other groups that were
measuring the main biophysical, biochemical and structural parameters (PAM
measurements, leaf‐level gas‐exchange, chlorophyll content, wet and dry
biomass, leaf reflectance and transmittance, crop height, etc). OO data were
recorded as digital numbers, and for each measurement, we acquire first one
dark current spectrum, next white reference (WR) and finally 3 targets. This
measurement sequence was performed two times at both leaf and canopy level
for each marked point in the test site.
On 24th April we only measured at canopy level simultaneously with FZ‐Jülich’s
team in fields inside of the flights overpass area. We acquired 3 series of 3
canopy spectra for each point. We also integrated some spectra as we were
walking through the field from one sample point to the next (transect).
June 2007
We measured on 28th and 30th of June during the overpass time in four points of
each characterized field. The measurement protocol was to acquire 5 WR spectra
and then 5 targets at canopy level. It was repeated 3 times for each point and an
additional measurement of 5 WR spectra was acquired at the end. We also took
transects as in Mission1.
The last day we changed the measurement protocol because the signal level was
very low due to some damage on the OO fiberoptics. To compensate the signal
losses, we had to increase the integration time. In order to spend the same time
in each sample point as the other teams, we reduced the number of acquired
spectra from 5 to 2. Due to the fiberoptics problem, the acquired spectra resulted
to be very noise.
September 2007
Different integration times were used for the white reference (fast) and the
targets (slow) in order to increase the signal levels of target measurements,
especially for the O2‐B spectral region. The proper integration times were
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selected according to the illumination conditions at the start of each
measurement round. Besides the spectral measurements the range of leaves and
soil temperatures was recorded. These measurements were done with a
handheld radiothermometer (Optris MiniSight Plus).
The HighRes OO measurements were performed as follows. First we took both
fast and slow dark current (DC) spectra in order to correct WR and target
measurements, respectively. Then we acquired the WR with a fast integration
time (tint) and the target with a slow tint, for five repetitions. After this, we
acquired again the WR with a fast tint. Finally, we repeated the acquisition of the
slow and fast DC.
Table 3.17 Sampled fields for reflectance measurements with UVAL Ocean Optics spectrometer
SPECIES

APRIL

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

BEAN

-

‐

MB1

CORN

-

MC11, ‐12

MC1,‐5,‐8

KIWI

-

-

MK

SUNFLOWER

-

-

MSF2

POTATO

-

MP10,-11

-

MW1,-3,-4

-

-

MBS1,-2,-3,-4

-

-

WINTER WHEAT

BARE S SOIL

LMD MEASUREMENTS WITH OCEAN OPTICS HR4000
High resolution spectrometer commercially available allows determination of
the fluorescence of the vegetation by the FLD method. We applied this technique
to retrieve the fluorescence signal at 3 wavelengths, namely 656 nm (Hα line),
687 nm (O2B atmospheric oxygen absorption band) and 760 nm (O2A
atmospheric oxygen absorption band).
The set‐up consists of:

- A high resolution spectrometer (HR2000+, Ocean Optics, USA) in a
-

thermocontrolled box
A receiving optical fiber equipped with an electromechanical shutter
A motorised mobile reference panel
A laptop computer controls acquisition with a JAVA based laboratory‐
made software.

All those items are protected from weather conditions in a ventilated aluminium
box. The sensor is fixed on a scaffolding. An arm supporting fiber, reference
panel and its motor allows vertical measurement from Nadir, at 2.5 m above
target. The support system is paint in black to avoid any disturbing light
scattering.
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Figure 3.53 Sensor principle diagram (top). Sensor on the scaffolding at Villeneuve
airport (bottom)

Specifications
Ocean Optics spectrometer (Florida, USA) HR2000+ SN:C0120
Resolution 0.2 nm FWHM from 617 nm to 890 nm
Integration time from 1ms to 10s
Entrance slit 5µm
Optical fiber Ocean Optics (Florida,USA)
Numerical aperture 0.22
Core diameter 1mm
Computer
OS Windows XP
Software’s language JAVA
A second computer allows to remote control the inbox computer
and to download data through a LAN connection without
disturbing measurements.
Calibration
The spectrometer has been spectrally calibrated with a standard light source
(Cal‐2000‐Bulb,Micropack, Germany) and has been radiometrically calibrated
with a standard black body (LI‐Cor 1800‐02, NE, USA). The reference panel is
made of white frosted PVC. Directional and spectral calibration was made against
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a lambertian reference (Spectralon, Labsphere, New Hampshire, USA). Measured
reflectance spectrum is flat (<0.7%) on the spectral range of the spectrometer.

Figure 3.54 The directional evolution of the reference reflectance spectra is less than 0.5% between
9 am and 7 pm (UTC+2)

Measurement protocol
Measurements period:
21/04/07 from 9:44 to 19:35 (UTC+2)
22/04/07 from 9:18 to 21:00 (UTC+2)
23/04/07 from 8:00 to 20:15 (UTC+2)
The target was natural grass from Villeneuve airport (coordinate 44.397517N
0.764151E).
The resulting footprint was ≈1 m Chlorophyll content was measured on the 21st
and 22nd April 2007 on target samples.
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Figure 3.55 Fiber entrance was fixed at 252 cm over the target and nadir oriented

Figure 3.56 Example of an elementary acquisition made of 4 spectra with different integration times
and respective dark spectra. Target and reference (upper part). One spectrum is saturated
intentionally in order to better encode the O2A inband flux
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Figure 3.57 Diurnal cycle variation of the radiance during a sunny day. Variation of the depths of
the absorption bands on target are lower than on reference, due to the contribution of the
vegetation fluorescence emission
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3.4 Field to regional level
3.4.1 AIRBORNE SENSORS
3.4.1.1AIRFLEX PROFILES
During the CEFLES2 campaign, the AirFlex instrument has totalized a number of
14 flights, covering the period of April, June and September 2007 corresponding
to a total of 29 hours and more than 6000 km.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
AIRFLEX is an interference‐filter based airborne sensor developed in the
framework of the Earth Observation Preparatory Programme of the European
Space Agency. Basically it is a six‐channels photometer aimed to measure the in‐
filling of the atmospheric O2 bands. A set of 3 different channels (each with a
specific interference filter) is used to characterize each absorption band: one at
the absorption peak and two others immediately before and after the O2
absorption feature. The peak positions of these filters (Omega Optical,
Brattleboro, VT, USA) are listed below. The FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum)
are 0.5 nm and 1.0 nm for the O2B and O2A band respectively. In order to
maintain stable the characteristics of these filters, the filter compartment was
insulated and warmed up to 40°C +/‐0.1°C thanks to a PID temperature
controller (MINCO). The use of two filters out of the band allows interpolating
the reflectance within the band. In addition to the narrow band filters, long pass
coloured filters (Schott RG645) are used in each channel to reduce the stray
light. The Airflex sensor was fixed on the floor of the Pipper Seneca airplane of
the IBIMET. During data acquisition a synchronised video camera recorded the
images of the context and a spectroradiometer measured the radiance of the
target in the spectral range of 200 – 890 nm.
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Figure 3.58 AirFLEX inside the Pipper Senaca plane of IBIMET

Table 3.18 Filters used in the AIRFLEX sensor

Band

Off band
(λo nm)

In band
(λi nm)

Off band
(secondary)
(λ'o nm)

O2 B

685.541

687.137

694.114

O2 A

757.191

760.39

770.142

AIRFLEX data acquisition
A proprietary program developed under LABVIEW 7 (National Instrument)
software allows for real time control and display of measured signals.
The NI PCIe‐6259A digital to analog (DAQ) acquisition board is the heart of the
system.
The main characteristics are :
•
90
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•
•
•
•

Correlated DIO (32 clocked lines, 10 MHz); analog and digital triggering
NIMCal calibration technology for increased measurement accuracy
Four 16bit analog outputs (2.8 MS/s); 48 digital I/O; 32bit counters
NIDAQmx driver software

Calibration
Airflex has been calibrated radiometrically, with a calibration source (Li‐Cor
1800‐02, NE, USA). The spectral calibration was done with an HR4000
spectrometer (Ocean Optics, IDIL, France) and 6035 Hg(Ar) lamp (Oriel
Instruments, France).
Specifications of the AIRFLEX sensor
Field of view (full angle):

0.034 radians.

Pixel size at ground level: 10 m at 300 m height
14 m at 400 m height
Table 3.19 AirFLEX onground footprint

April

Integration
Time
40 ms

June &
September

180 ms

Sample size at 60 m/s (216km/h)
300 m altitude
400 m altitude
106 m² (approx. 10 m x 10 m)
178 m² (approx. 13 m x 14 m)
192 m² (approx. 19 m x 10 m)

292 m² (approx. 21 m x 14 m)

On board USB 2000+ based spectrometer setup
For CEFLES2 campaigns, a visible‐nir spectrometer was associated to AIRFLEX
sensor in order to achieve a better spectral characterisation of the vegetation
radiance.
USB2000+ spectroradiometer, from Ocean Optics (Florida, USA):
•
•
•
•

Spectral resolution: ≈2 nm (FWHM), from 200 to 890 nm (2048 pixels)
Dynamic range: 64 000 counts (16 bits)
Integration time: from 3 ms to 10 s
Entrance slit: 25 µm

The fiberoptics, from Ocean Optics (Florida,USA): N.O: 0.22, Core diameter: 1mm
Integration time and averaging number were set by the operator during flights,
in order to have the best encoding of the signal for a measurement repetition
rate ~5 Hz. Typical values are 10 ms for integration time, which allowed ≈20
samples to be averaged.
Onboard Digital VideoCamera setup
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For CEFLES2 campaigns we introduced a great improvement on the digital video
recording (context of the AIRFLEX target). It consisted in a real time insert of the
AIRFLEX measurement number on the video recording. A special optics and two
mirrors (see figure below) allowed overlying the digital LED display of an
electronic counter (TICO 731.5) over the acquired images. It results a marginal
reduction of less than 15 % of the right edge of the image, without any
consequence on the visual information.
Measurements principle of the whole AIRFLEX instrumentation
The measurement repetition rate is 5 Hz. The master clock synchronisation
signal is generated by a National Instrument acquisition card from the main
computer. The Flex measurement starts at each rising‐edge of the synchro‐pulse.
At the end of each measurement, a TTL pulse is sent to the GPS and to the digital
display. This trigger makes the GPS recording the position and increments the
digital display. The spectrometer works in free running mode.

Figure 3.59 Onboard Digital VideoCamera setup

Two programs run simultaneously on the main computer:
1. A Labview based application provides full control of the AIRFLEX
acquisition system by means of an analog to digital acquisition board
(National Instruments). This board also generates :
•
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•
•
•

a TTL signal that triggers the digital counter of the video camera,
a TTL signal to control the AIRFLEX shutter,
a TTL signal to control the spectrometer shutter for dark acquisition

2. A Java based application controls the spectrometer via an USB port. It
provides a real time display of the acquired spectra and allows to setup
several parameters including integration time and the number of
averaged spectra .

Figure 3.60 AirFLEX data and control system diagram

Dark measurements are made on request by the operator, usually when flying
above a non‐relevant target. Regularly spaced dark measurement are important
in order to eliminate electronic noise and instrumental drifts.
The sequence for a dark measurement is the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pause FLEX measurements
Shutdown of the spectrometer and FLEX shutter
seconds wait (to be sure that the shutters are closed)
Resume FLEX measurements
Make of 50 measurements
Pause FLEX measurements
Open of the spectrometer and FLEX shutters
3 seconds wait (to be sure that the shutters are open)
Resume of FLEX measurements

A laptop computer is also used to record and visualise in real time the digital
video images via an acquisition card (pinnacle PCTV Hybrid Pro Card). Thanks to
a software dedicated to remote control (Timbuktu, Netopia, Inc.), the laptop
computer fully controls the main computer via the LAN port.
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Table 3.20 Volume of the data generated by the fluorescence instrumentation onboard the Seneca
airplane The total data volume is about 215 gigabytes, 200 of them are digital video data acquired
in parallel with AirFlex data.

April
(11 flights)
June
(2 flights)
September
(1 flight)
Total
(14 flights)

AirFlex
Spectro
Video
Number
of MBytes/flight GBytes/flight GBytes/flight
samples/flight
Encoding
15
30000
3.5
1.0
XVID 768x576
31923Kbps
7.5
50000
6
2
MPEG2 720x576
6300Kbps
4.2
45000
5.2
1.7
MPEG2 352x576
3675Kbps
14.7
425000
50
200

Total
GBytes

184

25

5.9
215

Summary of flights
During the CEFLES2 campaign, the AirFlex instrument has totalized a number of
14 flights, covering the period of April, June and September 2007 corresponding
to a total of 29 hours and more than 6000 km. The following table gives an
overview of flights characteristics.
Table 3.21 Summary of flight
day
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Data
end time

departure

arrival

weather
conditions

18/04/07
18/04/07
19/04/07
19/04/07
20/04/07

Data
start
time
14:54
18:23
14 :02
17:16
14:45

16:20
20:01
15:34
19:08
16:02

Villeneuve
Mimizan
Villeneuve
Mimizan
Villeneuve

Mimizan
Villeneuve
Mimizan
Villeneuve
Mimizan

20/04/07
21/04/07
21/04/07
22/04/07

17:34
9:49
14:08
14:52

19:16
11:35
16:04
16:48

Mimizan
Villeneuve
Villeneuve
Villeneuve

Villeneuve
Villeneuve
Vileneuve
Mimizan

22/04/07

18:36

20:10

Mimizan

Villeneuve

24/04/07
28/06/07

12:30
12 :04

14:15
14 :43

Villeneuve
Marmande

Villeneuve
Marmande

30/06/07

11 :31

14:29

Marmande

Marmande

15/09/07

11 :13

13:50

Marmande

Marmande

sun + clouds
aerosols
sun + wind
sun + wind
sun + clouds
(Mimizan)
sun
sun
sun
sun +
aerosols
sun +
aerosols
sun
clouds + rain
+ bad
visibility
sun + clouds
+
bad visibility
sun

mean
altitude
(meters)
465
465
465
465
465
465
465
465
2750
2750
465
465
465
465
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DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHTS OVER TIME
Table 3.22 gives an overview of time schedule of the flights during the campaign.
For detail characteristics of flights, see Apendix Error! Reference source not
found..
Table 3.22 Time schedule of AirFlex flights during the CEFLES2 campaign
April

June

6 days of measurements

2 days of measurements

18 (2 flights, 14h30 – 16h16)

28 (09h57)

19 (2 flights, 11h55 – 15h08)

30 (09h24)

September

15 (09h13)

20 (2 flights, 12h25 – 15h26)
21 (2 flights, 07h41 – 12h01, @
3000m)
22 (2 flights, 12h22 – 16h24)
24 (1 flight, 10‐23)

During the April campaign, two flights per day were scheduled, a first in the
morning or near midday, and a second one during the afternoon. The morning
flight was sometimes delayed due to weather conditions. The April schedule
allowed the AirFlex instrument to monitor diurnal variations of fluorescence
emission that can be correlated to ground measurements performed over the
day. Figure 3.61 shows the April data distribution over the time of day, and
indicates that the two main peaks of AirFlex data are near 13h00 for the morning
flight and 17h00 for the evening one.

Figure 3.61 April data distribution over the time of day (time in UTC)

DISTRIBUTION OF AIRFLEX DATA OVER SPACE AND
VEGETATION TYPES
Repeated transects using AirFLEX have been performed over an area of about
130 km by 80 km going from approximately 1.5°E to 0.8°W and from 44.0°N to
44.8N in the region Les Landes located in the South‐West of France. The area is
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covered with various vegetation types such as winter wheat, corn, vineyard, fruit
trees, grassland, oak forest, pine forest and also bare fields which are useful for
calibration purpose.
Figure 3.62 shows a map of April flights with indication of the main control
points or ground based measurement sites.

Figure 3.62 Overview of flights maps of the April campaign

Flights reproducibility in April was rather poor with a cross‐distance between
different flights approaching 1 km. Much attention was paid during June and
September campaigns to reduce errors when flying several times over the same
area. The cross‐distance was reduced to about 20‐40 m during the last two
campaigns.
Figure 3.63 shows two repeated transects of fluorescence at 687 and 760 nm, as
well as the NDVI index, measured during the September campaign over the same
area. These signals show a good reproducibility.
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Figure 3.63 Comparison of two AirFlex transects performed on the same flight

CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT AGRICULTURAL CROPS
Video images from the airborne camera were used for crop classification. In a
first step, delimited portions of the video stream where crop classification can be
made were selected. In a second step, mean values of measured signals such as
radiances, fluorescence and NDVI were calculated. At the end of the process
separated files for each type of crop were produced and used to derive species
dependant relationships between parameters. These relationships will be
described in the following.
Table 3.23 gives a summary of the main crops that were encountered during
AirFlex flights.
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Table 3.23 Distribution of vegetation types resulting from the crop classification process
Type of crop or vegetation

Number of fields

Total number of individual
measurement points

Wheat

99

900

Corn

301

5752

Bean

23

453

Vineyard

16

231

Orchard

23

205

Pine forest

242

3338

Decideous forest

36

571

Meadow

23

264

Bare soil

9
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ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTIONS
Most of the airborne measurements were made at 300m. At this height the
measured signals are different from signals that AirFLEX will obtain at ground
level on the same target. This difference is due to atmospheric effects. There are
three main effects: 1) absorption of signal along the path from vegetation to the
sensor, 2) atmospheric radiance, i.e irradiance directly scattered in the direction
of the sensor before reaching the ground 3) Adjacency effect, i.e light reflected by
the environment of the target and scattered in the direction of the sensor. The
first step of data processing is to correct the signals from those effects in order to
retrieve signals as if they were measured at ground level.
Because of the low altitude of the flights and the small field of view of AirFlex the
adjacency effect was not taken into account in the atmospheric effects correction
process. Absorption and atmospheric radiance were obtained using MODTRAN 4
(v1r1). These parameters were retrieved taking into account the position of
plane (latitude, longitude), altitude, ground elevation and time of measurements.

FLUORESCENCE RETRIEVAL
Fluorescence is retrieved from AirFLEX measurements using the Plascyk
formulae for both absorption bands. Depths over bare field encountered during
flights are used as reference depths in Plascyk computation. These bare fields are
automatically detected according their NDVI value. Then the depths measured
over these fields are interpolated along the flight line. This ensures that
reference depth is taken in the same illumination conditions.
AirFLEX give the fluorescence fluxes in W·m‐2·nm‐1·sr but we also introduce an
index called Fluorescence Fraction defined as the ratio between fluorescence flux
and radiance at 685 nm:
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FF 687 =

F 687
F 760
, FF 760 =
L(685)
L(685)

where L(685) is the radiance at 685 nm and F the fluorescence flux.

3.4.1.2ASD PROFILES
The CEFLES2 campaign was performed in synergy with the Carbo Europe
Regional Experiment Strategy (CERES). An ASD FieldSpec Sensor was installed in
one of the atmospheric research aircrafts of the CERES fleet and flight patterns
were performed for best synergy between the two experiments. Flight hours and
the sensor were financed by CERES and resources from the Research Centre
Jülich. Thus officially, these measurements were not part of the CEFLES2
campaign, but results will nevertheless be briefly reported here, to highlight the
overlap between the different components of this trans‐disciplinary campaign.
For the collection of hyperspectral reflectance data, a portable sensor (ASD
FieldSpec Pro) was mounted in the left under‐wing pod of the ECO‐Dimona
research aircraft (see Figure 3.64). Reflected light was captured in nadir
orientation with a fibre optic that is equipped with a 1° lens barrel. Incident light
is integrated for 130ms and spectrally analysed in the range from 350 to
1050nm, with a spectral resolution (FWHM) of 1.4nm. The instrument was
operated in continuous mode, thus spectra are collected at a rate of
approximately 2Hz. In order to improve data quality, three spectra are averaged.
A TTL trigger signal, generated by the FieldSpec device, was used (i) to record
the time of each hyperspectral measurement and (ii) to capture a video image
(640 x 480 pixels, 12‐bit, grey values) using an industrial video camera (Flea,
Point Grey Research, Canada; with a 25 mm lens, Cosmicar/Pentax). Both camera
and hyperspectral sensor shared the same viewing orientation, but differ in their
field of view (1° for the FieldSpec device and 10.5° for the video camera). For all
measurements, essential ancillary information such as flight altitude, position,
and orientation was recorded.
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Figure 3.64 FieldSpec instrument mounted on ECO Dimona aircraft

CORRECTION OF THE TIME SHIFT
Both the camera and the scanner are getting time‐tags from the PC‐clock. This
clock was adjusted to GPS‐time about every second day. The remaining
difference has to be checked and adjusted during the post‐processing. Therefore
a picture with a well identified landmark that was overflown at low altitude (<
150m) has to be found at the beginning and at the end of each flight. With this
information, the time difference at the beginning of the flight can be corrected
with an offset correction, the shift appearing during the flight is corrected with a
linear interpolation.

GEOMETRIC CORRECTION OF THE FLIGHT SPECTRA:
For the geometric correction, we reconstructed the relative viewing position for
each measurement using the aircraft’s altitude, GPS position, pitch, roll and
azimuth angles. Furthermore, the updraft depending wing flex of the aircraft was
compensated. The sum of the correction factors leads to an accuracy of
approximately ½ diameter of the foot print centre actually observed by the
sensor.

RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION OF THE FLIGHT SPECTRA
The atmospheric correction of the spectra measured by the aircraft has not been
completed yet. The change of the radiance values caused by the atmospheric
correction is in the range of the fluorescence signal itself which makes it more
challenging.
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Table 3.24 Available profiles of airborne based ASD measurements. A and B denote flights in the
morning and afternoon respectively.
flight days
070418_B
070419_A_B
070420_A_B
070421_A_B
070422_A_B
070423_A_B
070911_A_B
070912_A_B
070913_A_B
070914_A_B
070915_A_B

geometric correction
X
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
X
X
X
X
X

atmospheric correction
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Figure 3.65 Airborne based ASDprofiles over the Marmande area at the 15th of September in 2007.
The highlighted fields were characterized in terms of biochemical, structural and functional
parameters.

RESULTS
Because the atmospheric correction is not fully completed yet, the fluorescence
signal could not be derived from the hyperspectral airborne measurements in
absolute correct values. For a first analysis, however, relative units were
extracted using the FLD method. The relative fluorescence signal shows a higher
variability compared to the standard vegetation index NDVI (Figure 3.66). This
effect is most prominent for high NDVI values above 0.8, where the index usually
saturates. However, more work is required to make reliable conclusions. This
includes a proper radiometric correction and a detailed evaluation of the FS
signal. Especially the dependency of the signal variability to canopy structure
and real changes in photosynthetic efficiency must be evaluated in more detail
for a better understanding of the observed FS signal.
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Figure 3.66 Airborne based ASD profiles of NDVI and fluorescence over winter wheat in the
Marmande area. Data was acquired at the 21st of April in 2007.

3.4.1.3AHS REGIONAL MAPPING
INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
The Airborne Hyperspectral Scanner (AHS) is an 80‐bands airborne imaging
radiometer, developed and built by SensyTech Inc., (currently Argon ST, and
formerly Daedalus Ent. Inc.) and operated by the Spanish Institute for Aerospace
Technology (INTA) in different remote sensing projects. It has 63 bands in the
reflective part of the electromagnetic spectrum, 7 bands in the 3 to 5 microns
range and 10 bands in the 8 to 13 microns region.
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Figure 3.67 AHS operation console and sensor head

Table 3.25 AHS technical specifications

Imaging technique
Spectral coverage
FOV/IFOV
Ground
sampling
distance
Scanning rates

whisk‐broom line scanning
VNIR+SWIR+MWIR+LWIR (80 bands)
1.571rad (90°)/ 2.5mrad
2.1mrad (0.12°)

6.25, 12.5, 18.75, 25, 31.25, 25 and 35rps providing
ground sampling distance of 7 to 2.5m @ 72ms‐1
750 samples per line (16% side overlapping)
resolution from 2.5 to 10m @ 72ms‐1

Spatial
range
Swath
Core architecture

2000m to 5500m
2
INTEL
Pentium
4/W2K
processors
12 bits data recorded in a removable SCSI magnetic
hard disk

The AHS is a linescanner with a concept shared with classical airborne line‐
scanners, like Airborne Thematic Mapper ‐ ATM, MIVIS (Multispectral Infrared
and Visible Imaging Spectrometer) and MAS (MODIS Airborne Simulator).
The AHS has been installed in a CASA‐212 200 Series aircraft, and integrated
with a GPS/INS POS‐AV 410 from Applanix.
The AHS was first flown by INTA on September 2003. During 2004 the
instrument was validated during a number of flight campaigns, which included
extensive ground surveys (SPARC‐2004 and others), and is fully operational
since beginning of 2005.
AHS has been configured with very distinct spectral performances depending on
the spectral region considered. In the VIS/NIR range, bands are relatively broad
(28‐30 nm): the coverage is continuous from 0.43 up to 1.0 µm. In the SWIR
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range, there is an isolated band centred at 1.6 µm 90 nm width, used to simulate
the corresponding band found in a number of satellite missions.

Figure 3.68 AHS insitu onboard ECDUQ “CASA” as arranged for remote sensing campaigns

Next, there is a set of continuous, fairly narrow bands (18‐19 nm) between 1.9
and 2.5 µm, which are well suited for soil/geologic studies. In the MWIR and
LWIR regions, spectral resolution is about 300 to 500 nm, and the infrared
atmospheric windows (from 3 to 5 µm and from 8 to 13 µm) are fully covered.
These spectral features allow to state that AHS is best suited for multipurpose
studies/campaigns, in which a wide range of spectral regions have to be covered
simultaneously, specially if no detailed spectroscopy is required. In particular,
AHS is a very powerful instrument for thermal remote sensing.
The resulting system is available to the International Remote Sensing
Community through specific agreements (contractual or based on joint
collaborations).
Table 3.26 AHS spectral configuration for CEFLES2 2007 campaigns

Spectral coverage
(μm)
FWHM (nm)
# Bands

PORT 1
0.43 –
1.03
30
20

PORT 2A
1.55 –
1.65
90
1

PORT 2
1.9 –
2.55
18
42

PORT 3
3.3 –
5.4
300
7

PORT 4
8.2 –
12.7
450
10

AHS DATA PROCESSING
A total of 47 flight lines were acquired with AHS during the three different
missions of CEFLES2, 8 acquired over hilly areas over Spain. All imagery were
processed with The INTA‐AHS processing chain generating and distributing the
following products: ungeoreferenceable raw data (L1a), georeferenceable at‐
sensor radiance (L1b) and ground reflectance and temperature (L2b), both last
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products were attached with geographic look‐up table (*igm ENVI file) to apply
georeference process. For hilly areas imagery georeferenced ground reflectance
and temperature (L2c) were distributed. The different radiometric procedures
applied to generate products are briefly described:
L1a (raw data, L0R000 in INTA code): no processing, raw data imported to BIL
format + ENVI header, 753 values per line (includes maker bit, BB1 and BB2),
image and navigation stats computed for quality check
L1b (at‐sensor radiance, L10020 / L00120): The VIS/NIR/SWIR bands were
converted to at‐sensor radiance applying the absolute calibration coefficients
obtained in the laboratory using the integrating sphere. The MIR/TIR bands
were converted to at‐sensor radiance using the information from the onboard
blackbodies and the spectral responsivity curves obtained by the AHS spectral
calibration. The resulting files were converted to BSQ format + ENVI header and
scaled to fit an unsigned integer datatype, output units are nW/(cm2 sr nm). The
specifications are:

•

NedL VIS‐NIR < 0.2 W/m2/sr/μm,

•

NedL SWIR < 0.3 W/m2/sr/μm

•

NedT TIR < 0.33 °C,

L2b (Ground reflectance and temperature L20020 / L00220): ATCOR4 code is
used for atmospheric correction assuming flat areas and performing a scan angle
atmospheric correction taking into account flight altitude and the illumination
conditions. Water vapour is estimate directly from the image using 940 nm
absorption band, aerosol type and visibility estimated by field spectroscopy and
meteorological auxiliary data acquired by CEFLES2 ground team.
L2c (Ground reflectance and temperature L20022 / L00222): ATCOR4 code is
used in rugged terrain mode performing atmospheric and topographic
correction. The bidirectional reflectance distribution function BRDF of non
lambertian surfaces can introduce strong radiometric effects in hilly areas
(Figure 3.69), ATCOR4 have a few algorithms to correct BRDF effects but for AHS
CEFLES2 imagery it is only minimized taking into account the local solar zenith
angle for each pixel. Water vapour and visibility were estimated as L2b product.
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Figure 3.69 3D view of AHS flight line over Aitana (Spain) superimposed to the DEM

Georeferenced process was made using the parametric code PARGE integrating,
for each flight line, the information of position and roll‐pitch‐heading attitude
information of GPS/INS Applanix POSAV‐POSEO and the digital elevation model
resampled for the AHS pixel. The digital elevation model for France imagery was
obtained with the Shutel Radar Topopgraphy Mision (SRTM), for Spain the
Cartographic Institute of Valencia (ICV) at 5 meter resolution and Madrid City
Council at 10 meter. Two PARGE optional outputs are used to appended for each
AHS image:
*igm file: Geographic Lookup table (for ENVI software)
*sca file: which include scan zenith angle (degrees*100) , scan azimuth angle
(degrees*10) and flight altitude (meters).
Each AHS image was appended with metadata files in XML format. Remote
Sensing Laboratory created his own metadata profile for the AHS imagery,
following the standards ISO 19115 and 19130 using the java tool ISO Metadata
Editor (IME) developed by the Laboratory.

AHS DATA QUALITY
Radiometric and geometric quality check analyses were undertaken to all AHS
imagery in order to evaluate the data distributed performance.
Figure 3.70 shows example of the AHS NEDL and NEDT representative values for
CEFLES2 high flight lines (red) and low flight lines (blue). AHS performance in
VNIR region (channels 1‐20) was quite satisfactory in terms of NEDL being all
channels nearly 5 μW/cm2/sr/nm, the extremely high values corresponds with
atmospheric absorptions bands. The SWIR part raised NEDL to 15
μW/cm2/sr/nm for low flight lines. TIR region performed well below 0,2°C of
Noise Equivalent Difference Temperature with except edge channels 79 and 80.
Higher values are for bands situated in atmospheric absorptions bands.
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CEFLES2 AHS VNIR-SWIR Noise
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Figure 3.70 Examples of the AHS NEDL and NEDT performance for CEFLES2. Blue values
corresponds with low flight lines and red values with high flight lines

Orthorectified AHS imagery by parametric method were corrected in a line by
line independently way. For flat areas test sites the most important factors for
uncertainty are the correct Applanix data registration and the GPS reference
station for post‐processing, for hilly areas DEM spatial resolution takes
maximum importance. Comparisons with the vector cartography overlaid the
geocoded images shows average geometry accuracy below 2 pixels for flat and
hilly areas. The superposition of multidate images for each CEFLES2 missions
can be seen in Figure 3.71. Perfect match between different date composition
shows grey levels as for upper urban subset, on the contrary colour regions
indicates areas with no match, lower part of figure shows a lot of colour areas
due to radiometry rather than geometry mismatches, the different missions are
very separated in time along the year and agricultural fields are changing
vegetation phenology.

Figure 3.71 CEFLES2 multidate (Mission 1,2, and 3) AHS Band 15 RGB composition for the same
flight line

PROCESSING OF THE VNIR AND TIR DATA FOR SURFACE
TEMPERATURE/EMISSIVITY RETRIEVAL
The Airborne Hyperspectral Scanner (AHS) imagery data acquired during the
CEFLES2 campaign has been processed in order to retrieve biophysical
parameters such as Land Surface Temperature (LST) and Land Surface
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Emissivity (LSE). The processing includes the atmospheric correction of the
Visible and Near‐InfraRed (VNIR) and Thermal InfraRed (TIR) bands, as well as
the elaboration and application of algorithms for LST and LSE. The calibration of
the TIR bands has also been tested using ground‐based measurements.
LST has been retrieved from AHS TIR bands using a two‐channel or splitwindow
algorithm and the Temperature and Emissivity Separation (TES) algorithm,
whereas LSE has been obtained from the NDVI Thresholds method (NDVITHM).
LST images were tested using in situ measurements of surface temperature over
different plots. The results show Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) of around 1.2
K for LST.

ANALYSIS OF THE AHS THERMAL DATA
Before the application of the different algorithms, it is convenient to compare the
data provided by the sensor with the data acquired in situ. In this way, technical
or calibration problems of the AHS sensor can be detected. The conditions
required for calibration sites are: i) the targets should be homogeneous in both
surface temperature and emissivity, and ii) atmospheric conditions should be
stable and cloud‐free, with small total water vapour amounts (Toonoka et al.,
2005). The final selection of targets for the analysis of the AHS Thermal Infrared
(TIR) data include: wheat, corn, bare soil and bean.
At‐sensor radiances (Lat‐sensor) for each AHS TIR bands (i=71,80) have been
reproduced from groundbased measurements using the radiative transfer
equation for the TIR region:
Lsensor,i = [εi Bi (Ts ) + (1− εi )L↓atm,i ]τ i + L↑atm,i

where ε is the surface emissivity (obtained from field/laboratory measurements
or spectral libraries), Ts is the surface temperature (measured in situ with
broadband radiometers), and τ, L↑, L↓ are the atmospheric parameters
(transmissivity, up‐welling atmospheric radiance and down‐welling atmospheric
radiance, respectively). These atmospheric parameters were estimated from the
atmospheric soundings, which were obtained from the RAOB database
considering Bordeaux/Merignac zone (http://raob.fsl.noaa.gov) and the
MODTRAN4 code. The at‐sensor radiances reproduced from ground‐based
measurements have been compared with the ones extracted from the AHS
images over regions of 3x3 pixels and for the 10 TIR bands. For convenience, the
comparison has been made in terms of the at‐sensor brightness temperature
(inversion of the Planck’s law applied to the at‐sensor radiance). We have
considered an ‘expected error’ of 2 K, so differences between at‐sensor and
measured values clearly higher than 2 K will be attributed to a problem on the
sensor or a problem in the field measurement. It should be noticed that in April
the Everest 2 radiometer had some problem and therefore it has not been
included in the analysis. The comparison between the at‐sensor brightness
temperatures reproduced from ground‐based measurements (Tsensor In‐Situ)
collected with 24 test points and the ones extracted from the 10 AHS channels
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(Tsensor AHS) is present in Figure 3.72. A Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of
around 1.7 K is obtained for all the bands.

Figure 3.72 Comparison between the atsensor brightness temperatures reproduced from ground
based measurements (Tsensor InSitu) collected with 24 test points and the ones extracted from the
AHS images (Tsensor AHS).

ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION OF AHS VNIR DATA
With the objective of obtaining surface reflectance images, we have applied the
atmospheric correction in the VNIR spectral range to AHS images (Franch et al.,
2009)[41]. This was carried out considering the following radiative transference
equation:
⎛
(τ + τ sd )ρsurf τ do ⎞ E s (τ ss + τ sd ) E s
Lsensor = ⎜⎜ ρ so + ss
ρ surf τ oo
⎟ +
1− ρ surf ρ dd ⎟⎠ π 1− ρ surf ρ dd π
⎝

(1)

where ρso is the bi‐directional reflectivity of the atmospheric layer, τss is the
downwelling direct transmittance, τsd is the diffuse transmittance in the solar
direction, τdo is the diffuse transmittance in the viewing direction, ρdd is the
atmospheric spherical albedo, τoo is the upwelling direct transmittance and ρ surf
is the surface reflectivity.

The surface reflectivity can be written in terms of the atmospheric parameters
from equation (1).

ρ surf =

ρ TOA − ρ so
(τ do +τ oo )(τ ss + τ sd ) + ρ dd (ρ TOA − ρ so)

(2)

The inputs of this equation are the image ( ρTOA in equation (2)) and the
atmospheric parameters, which have been obtained using the radiative
transference code MODTRAN 4.3 (Berk et al., 2003, 1998)[21][11]. With
reference to the estimation of these atmospheric parameters, it has to be taken
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into account that our study is based on airborne data. Consequently, depending
on the atmospheric parameter we would have to decide whether to consider the
entire atmosphere or only consider the atmosphere between the surface and the
sensor altitude. Therefore, we only consider the entire atmosphere in the τss
(downwelling direct transmittance) and τsd (diffuse transmittance in the solar
direction) estimation and the atmosphere between surface and the sensor in the
other cases.
The atmospheric components with the highest optical activity in the solar
spectrum range are aerosols, quantified by the aerosol optical thickness (AOT),
and water vapour. To take into account this last atmospheric constituent, in the
CEFLES2 campaign we consider the same atmospheric soundings as in the
thermal case which were obtained from the RAOB database considering
Bordeaux/Merignac zone (http://raob.fsl.noaa.gov ).
To obtain the Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) at 550 nm first of all we have
considered the Modis product of AOT, which are summarized in Table 3.27.
Table 3.27 Aerosol Optical Thickness at 550 nm considered for each day of measurement
from Modis aerosol product and time of the Modis overpass.

Modis pass (UTC)
AOT

24th April
10:45
0.23

30th June
11:15
0.43

15th September
10:45
0.13

However, to test Modis AOT at 550 nm product we have applied the method of
aerosol retrieval proposed by Guanter et al. (2008)[36]. It is based on the
comparison between the spectrum of a kind of a dark target and the atmospheric
path radiance at different visibility values in the visible bands (from 412 to 681
nm). This dark target considered is the spectrum resultant from the finding of
the lowest radiance value in each spectral band within the image. The final
visibility value would be the one that imply the closest atmospheric path
radiance to the radiance in the dark spectrum, not allowing the path radiance to
be higher than the dark spectrum in any visible band.
Following this methodology in Figure 3.73 it is displayed an example of the
comparison between the simulated atmospheric path radiances depending on
the AOT values considered and the dark spectrum of an AHS image on 24th of
April. Several AOT values have been taken into account, as Modis estimation for
this day was 0.23.
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Figure 3.73 Comparison between the dark target spectrum of the AHS image at 10:34 from 24th
April with the atmospheric path radiance at different AOT values.

From this graph we can assume that the AOT value in the moment considered
can be stated at 0.08. Although its corresponding atmospheric path radiance is
higher than the dark target spectrum in some bands of the visible domain we
consider this value as the real AOT on 24th April. To test the accuracy of
considering this visibility value, we have inverted the atmospheric correction.
Deducting the TOA radiance simulated by inverting the atmospheric correction
to the TOA radiance measured by the sensor, the RMSE value through the image
is approximately 0.002 (W/(m2.sr.μm)) for all bands, implying a relative error
between 0.008% and 0.003% in radiances. The same study over all the AHS
images from this date, which where retrieved from 9:38 to 10:47 UTC, lead to the
same AOT value.
The same study has been performed over all AHS images from the CEFLES2
campaign leading to the AOT values that are summed up in Table 3.28. The error
in the AOT values refers to the variation in this value due to the difference in
time between the retrieval of each AHS data.
Table 3.28 AOT values considered in the atmospheric correction of AHS images in the VNIR spectral
range.

Date
24th April
30th June
th
15 September

AOT from Modis
0.23
0.43
0.13

AOT estimated from the image
0.08 ± 0.00
0.09 ± 0.01
0.09 ± 0.01

Comparing the AOT estimated from airborne data and MODIS AOT product it can
be stated that in all cases Modis product overestimates the real AOT value. This
difference is higher on 30th of June, which must be due to the fact that there were
some high clouds and haze in this date. Therefore, as MODIS has lower spatial
resolution than AHS, MODIS pixel could contain any cloud. Also, the difference of
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altitude between Modis and the aircraft and the presence of high clouds could
place them between both sensors, including those MODIS but not AHS.
With reference to the surface reflectivity test we have selected two bands to test
the atmospheric correction performed over AHS images, one in the visible
spectral range (Band 9 centred on 687 nm) and the other one in the near
infrared spectral range (Band 12 centred on 773 nm). It is carried out by
comparing the reflectivity value of the in situ data with the corresponding pixel
reflectivity value of the corrected image. In Figure 3.74 it is represented band 9
and band 12 atmospheric correction tests on 24th April. Each point corresponds
to different images depending on the proximity in time with in situ data.
Therefore, in this date seven different crops are considered, four bare soils with
higher reflectivity values in band 9 and lower in band 12 and three winter wheat
fields with lower reflectivity values.
24th April
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a)
b)
Figure 3.74 Band 9 (a) and Band 12 (b) test on 24th April

We can see that higher reflectivity values are more dispersed and differ from the
diagonal line more than lower reflectivity values.
Table 3.29 summarizes the RMSE obtained by comparing the in situ reflectivity
value with the surface reflectivity retrieved by AHS in both Band 9 and Band 12.
We have differenced between bare soils and vegetated areas.
Table 3.29 RMSE values comparing surface reflectivity from AHS to in situ data.
Bare soil
April
Vegetated areas
Bare soil
June
Vegetated areas
Bare soil
September
Vegetated areas
RMSE mean

B9
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.02

B12
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.09
0.06
0.09
0.05

From this table it can be remarked that higher errors are situated on Band 12 in
case of vegetated areas. However, this was expected as in vegetation the
reflectivity values in this spectral region are higher. It can be mentioned that
April results report lower RMSE values. This behaviour can be due to the test in
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April is performed over very similar bare soils and the same kind of vegetated
areas, winter wheat, which were very homogeneous in that period. Nevertheless,
in situ measurements in June and September campaigns were centred on
different types of crops of vegetation (as corn, sunflower and bean) and bare
soils measured were quite different (for example, on September it was measured
a burned area). Finally, the mean RMSE for all dates and targets is 0.02 in the red
spectral region and 0.05 in the near infrared spectral region.

LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURE RETRIEVAL
Several methods exist for LST retrieval from TIR data. We have selected
traditional methods as Two‐Channel (TC) or Split‐Window (SW) algorithms,
which use two thermal bands. The Temperature and Emissivity Separation (TES)
algorithm (Gillespie et al., 1998)[12] has been also considered, which requires at
least four or five thermal bands. The problem of the TC algorithms is that a priori
knowledge of the surface emissivity is needed, whereas the problem of the TES
algorithm is that it requires an accurate atmospheric correction and it is also
very sensitive to noise.
Next, a description of the algorithms and the test against the ‘ground‐truth’
values is presented.

TWO-CHANNEL (SPLIT-WINDOW) ALGORITHMS
The TC or SW algorithm used in this analysis is the following (Sobrino and
Raissouni, 2000):
Ts = Ti + a1 (Ti − T j ) + a 2 (Ti − T j ) 2 + a 0 + (a3 + a 4 w)(1 − ε ) + (a5 + a 6 w) Δε

(3)

where Ti and Tj are the at‐sensor brightness temperatures (in K) for two
different AHS TIR bands, w is the atmospheric water vapour content (in g/cm2)
and ε=0.5(εi+εj) and Δε=(εi‐εj) are respectively the mean emissivity and the
emissivity difference for the two AHS bands considered. The coefficients ai
(i=0,6) are obtained from simulated data (atmospheric soundings, MODTRAN4
and emissivity spectra), as are explained in (Sobrino et al., 2006a)[30]. In this
case, 61 atmospheric soundings and 108 emissivity spectra extracted from the
ASTER spectral library (http://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov/) have been used. AHS TIR
bands 75 (10.07 μm) and 79 (12.35 μm) have been selected to apply (3), since
this combination between bands provides the best results (Sobrino et al.,
2006a)[30]. Table 3.30 shows the numerical coefficients obtained for the
different flights altitudes performed during the CEFLES2 campaign.
Table 3.30 Coefficients for the TwoChannel algorithm given by (2) and using AHS bands 75 and 79.
High (m)

a0

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

1097

-0.00279

0.59776

0.04231

44.77

-8.41

-54.39

25

2865

-0.08462

0.72301

0.04275

45.49

-5.17

-60.81

16.93

Land Surface Emissivity Input
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Apart from the at‐sensor brightness temperatures, the TC algorithm given by (2)
requires other two inputs, the atmospheric water vapour content (w) and the
band surface emissivities (εi, εj). Water vapour content can be obtained from
atmospheric sounding.
Land surface emissivity has been estimated from AHS data using the NDVI
Thresholds method (NDVITHM) that obtains emissivity values from the NDVI
considering different cases:

•

NDVI < 0.2
In this case, the pixel is considered as bare soil and the emissivity is
obtained from reflectivity values in the red region.

ε = a + b ⋅ ρ red
•

(4)

NDVI>0.5
In this case the pixel is considered as fully vegetated, and then a constant
value for the emissivity is assumed, typically 0.99.

•

0.2< NDVI < 0.5
In this case, the pixel is composed by a mixture of bare soil and
vegetation, and the emissivity is calculated according to Sobrino et al.
(2004) equation:

ε = m ⋅ Pv + n

(5)

m = εv − εs − (1− εs )F ⋅ εv

(6)

n = εs + (1− εs )F ⋅ εv

(7)

with

where εv is the vegetation emissivity and εs is the soil emissivity, Pv is the
vegetation proportion obtained according to Carlson & Ripley (1997)
[7]and F is a shape factor, which mean value is 0.55 and has been
obtained assuming different geometrical distributions (Sobrino et al.,
1990).

Algorithm Testing
The SW algorithm using bands 75 and 79 from AHS has been validated against
the 24 ‘ground‐truth’ values, and the results are shown in Figure 3.75. The data
are well correlated (r=0.98) and with a bias (‐1.1 K). The error obtained is RMSE
= 1.2 K.
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Figure 3.75 Validation of the SplitWindow algorithm using AHS bands 75 and 79 (LST SW7579)
against in situ measurements (LST InSitu) over different crops and for different dates.

TEMPERATURE AND EMISSIVITY SEPARATION (TES) ALGORITHM
The TES algorithm (Gillespie et al., 1998)[12] provides simultaneously the land
surface temperature and the emissivity. It is composed of 3 modules: NEM,
RATIO and MMD. The NEM module is an iterative procedure that provides a first
guess for temperature and emissivity. The RATIO module normalizes the surface
emissivities, providing the so‐called beta spectrum. Finally, the MMD module
uses a semiempirical relationship between the minimum emissivity and the
spectral contrast MMD: εmin = a + b MMDc. This method requires multi‐spectral
TIR data, with at least 4 or 5 thermal bands. As the AHS has 10 TIR bands,
different configurations can be applied. In this case we have applied 7 AHS TIR
bands (72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78 and 79). The relationship between εmin and MMD
has been calculated using 108 emissivity spectra extracted from the ASTER
spectral library. The test against the in situ values is presented in Figure 3.76,
which shows that the results are well‐correlated (r=0.98) and with a bias of 0.5
K, the rms deviation is 1.7 K.
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Figure 3.76 Same as figure 3 for TES algorithm.

TEMPERATURE AND EMISSIVITY MAPS
The algorithms for land surface temperature and emissivity retrieval presented
in the previous sections have been applied to all the AHS imagery acquired
during the intensive CEFLES2 field campaigns in order to create temperature
and emissivity maps in April, June and Seprember. As an example, Figure 3.77
shows the emissivity obtained whit the TES algorithm (7 AHS bands), Figure
3.78 shows the LST obtained with the TES algorithm and Figure 3.79 shows the
LST obtained with the Split‐Window algorithm. The displayed maps correspond
to flights performed on 24th of April, 2007, at 10:34 UTM.
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Figure 3.77 Land surface emissivity maps for AHS bands 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78 and 79 obtained with the TES
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AHS_070424_CFLS2_P04A2

Split Window

Figure 3.78 Land surface temperature maps obtained with the SplitWindow algorithm

AHS_070424_CFLS2_P04A2

TES 7bands

Figure 3.79 Land surface temperature maps obtained with the TES algorithm

CONCLUSIONS OF ANALYSIS
The at‐sensor radiances reproduced from ground‐based measurements have
been compared with the ones extracted from the AHS images over regions of 3x3
pixels and for the 10 TIR bands. The comparison with the test points shows good
root mean square errors (RMSE) lower than 1.7 K for all the bands.
Land surface temperature has been retrieved from the AHS imagery acquired
during the CEFLES2 campaign using Two‐Channel and TES algorithms. The
complete database of field measurements collected over different plots has been
used to test the different algorithms. The test shows similar results for all the
considered algorithms, with a RMSE of 1.2 K.
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3.4.1.4HYPER REGIONAL MAPPING
INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
SIM.GA HYPER is a 512 + 256‐spectral‐band push‐broom sensor with VNIR and
SWIR imaging capability. The instrument was provided by Galileo Avionica. The
airborne hyperspectral system covers the 400‐2450 nm spectral region and was
operated at 1000 m. The hyperspectral HYPER SIM.GA is composed of two
optical heads (Figure 3.80):
1) VNIR Spectrometer with a spectral range of 400‐1000 nm, 512 spectral bands
with 1.2 nm spectral sampling, 1024 spatial pixels across a swath of 722 m (at
1000m A.G.L), which corresponds to a pixel resolution of 0.7 × 0.7 m
2) SWIR Spectrometer with a spectral range of 1000‐2450 nm, 256 spectral
bands with 5.8 nm spectral sampling, 320 spatial pixels across a swath of 425 m
(at 1000m A.G.L), which corresponds to a pixel resolution of 1.33 × 1.33 m

Figure 3.80 SIM.GA HYPER

The optical heads are managed by a common data acquisition and control
electronics. The HYPER SIM.GA works as a push‐broom imager. A spatial line is
acquired at nadir and the image is made exploiting the aircraft movement. The
optical head of HYPER SIM.GA is rigidly coupled to a GPS/INS unit that collects
data about platform movements (yaw, roll, pitch, velocity, altitude, lat, long)
allowing to geo‐rectify the images acquired. The use of GPS/INS unit reduces the
mass and the cost of the instrument avoiding stabilized platform.
Given the aircraft velocity, it is possible to get the minimum altitude required to
acquire the scene without under‐sampling. The relationship is: H/v >25s, where:
H is the aircraft altitude in meters and v is the velocity in m/s.
The main instrument characteristics are reported in the table 3.31.
The HYPER was first flows by Galileo Avionica on December 2005 for a
demonstration campaign including ground surveying and was test on 2006
during ESA‐AirFire’06 and others.
The Instrument configuration allow to state that HYPER is best suited for
studies/campaigns in which high spatial and spectral resolution are priorities
(spatial/spectral discrimination as well as simulation of new medium resolution
products) compared to the wide viewing for intensive mapping needs.
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The system is available to the International Remote Sensing Community through
specific agreements (contractual or based on joint collaborations).

to GPS/INS

GPS
ANTENNA

DATA ACQUISITION
&
CONTROL ELECTRONICS

SUPPORT
SWIR
OH

VNIR
OH

GPS / INS

Figure 3.81 HYPER SIM.GA Block diagram

Table 3.31 SIM.GA HYPER characteristics

Spectral Range
Spectral Sampling
Spectral bands
Spatial pixels
IFOV per pixel
FOV
GSD@H=1000m
SWATH@H=1000m
F#
Digital resolution
Sensor
Max Operating Frame Rate
(programmable)
CEFLES2 Operating Frame
Rate
Max Data Rate
Operating Data Rate
Storage Capacity
Autonomy

VNIR
Spectrometer
400-1000nm
1.2nm
512
1024
0.7mrad
±20.71°
0.7m
722m
2.3
12 bit
Frame transfer CCD
57Hz

SWIR
Spectrometer
1000 –2450nm
5.8nm
256
320
1.33mrad
±12.04°
1.33m
425m
2.3
14 bit
CMT cooled @200K
30 Hz

42 Hz

22 Hz

57MB/s
44MB/s
200GB
1h 15'

5MB/s

.
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HYPER DATA PROCESSING
HYPER flight lines data were acquired during three different missions of
CEFLES2 over hilly and urban areas in Spain and France according to a common
HYPER‐AHS flight planning. All imagery were processed with the Galileo
Avionica processing chain generating and distributing the defined priority data
set over different land use and study areas.
Briefly the main generated products are as follows:

•

Raw data (L0a) include separate VNIR and SWIR raw DN data blocks are
in ENVI BIL format; navigation INS/GPS data are splitted and time‐ frame
synchronised for each image block; in‐flight dark data acquired before
and after each flight line.

•

Georeferenceable at‐sensor radiance (L1a): VNIR/SWIR DN values are
converted to at‐sensor radiance applying key data parameters and
calibration coefficients from laboratory measutrements. File are still ENVI
BIL format but scale factor of 1.0e‐4 is applied to VNIR data to fit an
unsigned integer data type, output units are W/(m2 sr nm).

•

Geocoded products were derived by using the PARametric Geocoding
PARGE software integrating for each flight line the GPS position, and roll‐
pitch‐heading attitude from the CMIGITS‐III unit and the resampled DEM
for the HYPER pixel. The PARGE outputs for each HYPER image are:
‐

*igm file (Lat/Long Geographic LUT for ENVI)

‐

*sca file (scan zenith/azimuth angles and altitude for ENVI)

LEVEL 1 PROCESSOR
WORKFLOW DESCRIPTION
The HYPER data processing chain is outlined in Figure 3.82, where the flow
diagram from the pre‐processor, through the Level 1 processor, the auxiliary
data provided from CEFLES2 team up to intermediate (Radiance and geocoding
outputs) and final products (Level 2‐3 products) is described. The processing of
HYPER final products (Level 2‐3 products) is performed by different scientific
Institutions in the framework of CEFLES2 team.
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Figure 3.82 Data processing chain

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Level 1 Processor is an IDL‐based project. The required inputs and resulting
outputs are shown in Table 3.32.

KEY DATA
PARAMETER
S

RAW DATA

Table 3.32 Level 1 Processor input/outputs

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

IMAGE .raw data (VNIR / SWIR)
Header file
IMAGE .cam file
IMAGE .raw DARK data (VNIR / SWIR)
DARK header file
DARK.cam file
Defective Pixels Map
Flat Field coefficients Matrix
Gain Coefficients Array
Central Wavelength Array
FWHM Array

Radiance calibrated Image
Header ENVI compatible file
Procedure LOG.html

First, the raw data are corrected for the “exposure time” and the “dark signal”.

• Exposure time correction
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The exposure time is in‐flight programmable in order to avoiding saturation as
well as under‐exposition (low dynamic and signal). Usually it is set at a default
value of 20 ms for VNIR and 10 ms for SWIR. The processor performs the
exposure time normalisation as follows:

• Dark correction
During flight campaign, dark images are recorded at the beginning and at the end
of each acquisition sequence. The Processor automatically detects these dark
images searching for the temporal nearest dark file. In the case of SWIR images,
the nearest temperature dark criterion yields the best correction of dark effects
on the images (the sensor temperature during dark and image acquisition is
recorded in the housekeepings data). A temporal dark average is applied in
order to reduce the random noise. The correction is performed according to the
formula:

In the experienced fligth conditions the dark signal was about 55 DN over a
dynamic of 4096 (VNIR) e about 5400 DN over a dynamic of 16383.

• Defective pixel correction
Every image has to be masked with detected Defective Pixel Matrix. A matrix that
contains the list and spatial/spectral position of defective pixels identified during
calibration laboratory measurements. This matrix is provided in order to be able
to mask defective pixels along the processing chain.
However, the Level 1 Processor is able to point to the matrix and apply it using a
user defined criteria among the following:

- No correction:

- Set to NaN:

- Spatial interpolation:

- Spectral interpolation:

• Flat field correction
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Flat Field Coefficients matrixes are defined by laboratory calibration procedures.
In the case of VNIR sensor two separately Flat Field are defined taking into
account a) the two sensor halves are read by two different readout amplifiers
and b) flat field matrix for low light levels where some non linearity of sensor
response occurs. In this way the coherent noise striping is quite well reduced.
The Level 1 Processor performs the Flat Field correction as follows:

• Gain coefficient correction
Gain coefficients in W/(m2 sr nm) are calculated during the calibration
laboratory measurements. The Level 1 Processor applies these coefficients
according to the formula:

CEFLES problem identification
Images from CEFLES campaign show a problem on the first bands, after
processing them to obtain radiance data (with “Processore.sav” and March 2007
release of key data).
Monochromatic view of the images presents a remainder effect of non‐
uniformity probably due to not accurate correction by the flat field matrix.
Correction update
We update correction procedure to account for the not accurate determination of
flat field matrix for low light levels.
Images show the results obtaining by applying the new procedure compared
with the ones obtained with old version correction procedure.
Both the vertical striping effects and the different light level for the two halves of
the sensor seems to be corrected.
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Figure 3.83 Vertical striping effects on homogenous areas, present on first bands, disappear with the
new correction procedure (from top to bottom: Band 10 of 20070630T104105_VNIR_5 original raw
image, old procedure corrected image, new procedure corrected image)

Figure 3.84 SWIR .raw image DN (up) and calibrated Radiance(bottom); Spectral Profile (left) and
Image quicklook (right)
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Figure 3.85 VNIR .raw image DN (up) and calibrated Radiance(bottom); Spectral Profile (left) and
Image quicklook (right)

HYPER DATA QUALITY
EXAMPLES OF OUTPUT RADIANCE DATA
A test for the validation of HYPER radiance was performed on the basis of
ground spectral measurements (surface albedo and radiance) made by CEFLES2
team as well as a simulation/validation approach described in the following flow
diagram.
1. A mean soil radiance and soil albedo are computed for two different
plots (dark and bright bare soils)
2. A Modtran simulation has been performed for the radiance estimation
at ground level. In this step the Modtran parameters have been chosed in
order to obtain the best fit between measured/estimated radiance.
3. A Modtran simulation at airborne height (2740m asl) has been
performed and a radiance estimation have been obtained for dark and
bright plots.
4. A mean radiance for dark and bright soil has been obtained from
Region of Interest (ROI) on HYPER calibrated radiance data to be
compared with the Modtran simulated radiances.
From the obtained spectral profiles a quite good agreement is shown in general
between measured and simulated values, whereas some discrepancies occur at
the edges of both VNIR and SWIR spectral ranges where the signal goes down
and a non‐linearity response occur.
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Figure 3.86 Flow diagram of the Radiance validation test

a)

b)

Figure 3.87 a) Lat/Long plot for FieldSpec ground points measurements; b) ROI on VNIR and SWIR
images corresponding to the ground measurementson dark and bright test fileds.
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Figure 3.88 Mean FieldSpec surface reflectance for dark and brigth test plots

a)

b)

Figure 3.89 a) Simulated versus FieldSpec measured radiance for bright soil; b) Modtran 4.1 input
parameters used for simulation at ground level
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Figure 3.90 Simulated versus HYPER estimated radiance for bright and dark test plots: (left) VNIR
channels; (right) SWIR channels
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GEOCODING PROCESSOR
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INS/GPS Data
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PARGE
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iterative optimisation

BORESIGHT
OFFSETS
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maps
Figure 3.91Geocoding processing workflow

The geocoding processing performs the following main tasks:

• Pre‐processing of INS/GPS data
An IDL project was developed aiming to the conversion of binary navigation file
from C‐MIGITS III INS/GPS into text files, testing for files integrity and reporting
possible errors. Then reference times for each HYPER frame are read from bytes
where housekeeping data are stored and saved in two txt file where time
samples are in the same number of HYPER frames for each VNIR and SWIR
image block.

• Synchronization between INS/GPS and HYPER cameras
The task of HYPER and GPS/INS data synchronization is achieved through a
dedicated electronic board ("Synch unit") which manages directly the GPS/INS
and keeps the common time tag used to link VNIR and SWIR frames with the
GPS/INS data. The first time tag received by each camera defines the start of the
acquisition. Nonetheless an offset due to Synch Unit seems to be present
between the time tag referred to frame grabber events (image frame acquisition)
and GPS/INS data messages time tag (about 1 sec both for VNIR e SWIR). The file
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generated by the Synch Unit (data_.log) is then processed and text files
containing GPS, attitude and time data for each VNIR and SWIR image frames are
saved.

• Boresight calibration of VNIR and SWIR cameras
The analysis of offsets results from different flight‐path leads to the final
averaged offset values. The same calibration procedure is performed for both
VNIR and SWIR boresights. The task is performed on the basis of PARGE and a
procedure defined with contributions from INTA team, implemented in IDL and
integrated in the geo‐processor. The overall procedure aims to the geodetic
refinement of INS/GPS data (datum projection, geoid undulation) and their
compensation for boresight offsets before starting PARGE geocoding processing.
Moreover, the UTM zone (number and letter) and the heading convergence
because of possible offsets between HYPER and grid convergence are estimated:
Headconv = 180/π(TrueHeading‐atan(sin(Lati)*tan(Longi‐(π/180.0*(S)))))
Where S depends from UTM zone (e.g. S=3 for 31zone and S=‐3 for 30 zone)

At the end of the procedure the boresight calibration is applied and attitude (roll,
pitch, true head.) and GPS (Lat/Long/Alt) parameters are modified on the basis
of datum, geoid undulation, heading convergence and boresight offsets.
The considered inputs/outputs of the geocoding processing are reported in the
following table:
Table 3.33 Inputs/Outputs of the Geocoding Processor
INPUT

OUTPUT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.

HYPER VNIR or SWIR bsq raw data to be georeferenced
boresight corrected navigation data
VNIR/SWIR synchronised time tag data
VNIR/SWIR pixel size @ flight height
HYPER sensor model:
a. FOV: 24.942 (SWIR) or 40.6 (VNIR)
b. IFOV across and along track: 1.329 (SWIR) or 0.692 (VNIR)
DEM
IGM (Internal Geometry Map)
SCA (SCan Angle map)
GEO (georeferenced image cube) (Optionally)
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HYPER DATA GEOCODING
BORESIGHT CALIBRATION ON TIREZ DATA
In the framework of CEFLES activities, on April 19th and June 22nd 2007, two
flight campaigns were performed on the Laguna de Tirez (ES) area specifically
aiming to the HYPER boresight calibration. Two different flights were needed
because of the INS/GPS unit was mounted outside the HYPER during the April
campaign, whereas during the June campaign was more efficiently mounted
inside the HYPER optical head. On this area a GPS ground campaign was
performed by INTA for the positioning of targets to be used as Cround Control
Points (GCP) in the geocoding procedure.
Data were processed according to the Geocoding Processor described above.
April results show boresight offsets variability for different flight lines especially
for heading, which do not allow a proper boresight calibration of the April
dataset. A recovery strategy is under evaluation.

Figure 3.92 Flight plan for boresight
calibration on Tirez area

Figure 3.93 GCPs distribution map

Figure 3.94 Examples of GCPs: a) “blue type” (40x30cm); b) “red type” (120x120cm)
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After the boresight calibration was applied, the comparison between measured
and IGM derived GCP coordinates shows errors in the range of 0.5‐2.0 pixel VNIR
and 0.3‐4.0 pixel SWIR. Probably the higher SWIR errors depend on the scale
ratio between pixel size (about 4x4m) and GCP dimension which doesn’t allow
the correct identification of most of the GCPs on the SWIR image despite their
high spectral contrast with respect to background.
GCPs
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Figure 3.95: VNIR geocoding test a) GCP position and IGM maps; b) error analysis on the identified
GCPs
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Figure 3.96: SWIR geocoding test a) GCP position and IGM maps; b) error analysis on the identified
GCPs

VALIDATION OF GEOCODING AND COREGISTRATION
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A rough geocoding and VNIR/SWIR coregistration test was tried on HYPER data
on Bordeaux area. Error estimation was obtained on the basis of GCP coordinates
on VNIR and SWIR image.
The comparison between VNIR and SWIR IGM derived GCP coordinates shows
UTM co‐registration errors in the range of 2‐5m.
An example on the Bordeaux area (P01 30/06/2007) is shown in Figure 3.97.

Figure 3.97: Coregistration test between 20070630T114715_VNIR_9 and
20070630T114715_SWIR_0 based on IGM derived coordinates: UTM error: DX=5m; DY=3m
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PROCESSED DATA SET
HYPER SIM.GA PRIORITY DATASET
HYPER SIMGA data acquired from both SIM‐GA VNIR and SWIR hyperspectral
cameras have been processed for different dates and test areas according to the
priority dataset requirements. Each VNIR cube is up to a maximum of 2000
frames of length (40 Km at about 2m of pixel size), whereas SWIR cubes are
longer and different in length because they represent the entire flightpaths at
about 4m of pixel size.
The calibrated data in radiance units (W/m2/sr/nm) have been processed
without any “bad pixels” recovery or resampling technique. “Bad pixels”
identification matrices have been delivered together with the data.
The PARGE geocoding outputs (_igm.bsq; _sca.bsq) have been obtained applying
the boresight offsets estimated by INTA on the basis of the procedure described
before and modified by Galileo Avionica.
A comprehensive list with the file names of provided HYPER data for different
date, land cover and test site is provided in the tables below.

FIRST CAMPAIGN: APRIL 2007
Site

Track VNIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

SWIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

Clairac

P4.1

20070424T102619_SWIR_0 Data05

20070424T102618_VNIR_0

INS/GPS
(_.log)

20070424T102618_VNIR_1
P4.1
Marm.

S.L.du
Bois

20070424T103508_SWIR_0 Data07

20070424T103507_VNIR_7
P1

Marm.2

20070424T103507_VNIR_1
20070424T103507_VNIR_6

20070424T104804_VNIR_0

20070424T104804_SWIR_0 Data10

20070424T104804_VNIR_1

20070424T104804_SWIR_1

20070424T104804_VNIR_4
20070424T104804_VNIR_5
20070424T104804_VNIR_12
20070424T104804_VNIR_13
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SECOND CAMPAIGN: JUNE 2007
Urban Area
Site

Track VNIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

Madrid

P01

SWIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

PARGE outputs
(_igm.bsq; _sca.bsq)

20070622T110220_VNIR_0 20070622T110220_SWIR_0 20070622T110220_SWIR_0
20070622T110220_VNIR_1

20070622T110220_VNIR_0

20070622T110220_VNIR_2

20070622T110220_VNIR_1

20070622T110220_VNIR_3

20070622T110220_VNIR_2

20070622T110220_VNIR_4

20070622T110220_VNIR_3

20070622T110220_VNIR_5

20070622T110220_VNIR_4

20070622T110220_VNIR_6

20070622T110220_VNIR_5
20070622T110220_VNIR_6

Agricultural Area
Site

Track VNIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

Marmande P4

SWIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

PARGE outputs
(_igm.bsq; _sca.bsq)

20070630T104105_VNIR_0

20070630T104106_SWIR_0 20070630T104106_SWIR_0

20070630T104105_VNIR_1

20070630T104105_VNIR_0

20070630T104105_VNIR_2

20070630T104105_VNIR_1

20070630T104105_VNIR_3

20070630T104105_VNIR_2

20070630T104105_VNIR_4

20070630T104105_VNIR_3

20070630T104105_VNIR_5

20070630T104105_VNIR_4

20070630T104105_VNIR_6

20070630T104105_VNIR_5
20070630T104105_VNIR_6

Forested Area: NW Toulouse
Site

Track VNIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

SWIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

D.Forest

F1

PARGE outputs
(_igm.bsq; _sca.bsq)

20070630T130806_VNIR_0

20070630T130807_SWIR_0 20070630T130807_SWIR_0

20070630T130806_VNIR_1

20070630T130806_VNIR_0

20070630T130806_VNIR_2

20070630T130806_VNIR_1

20070630T130806_VNIR_3

20070630T130806_VNIR_2

20070630T130806_VNIR_4

20070630T130806_VNIR_3

20070630T130806_VNIR_5

20070630T130806_VNIR_4

20070630T130806_VNIR_6

20070630T130806_VNIR_5

20070630T130806_VNIR_7

20070630T130806_VNIR_6

20070630T130806_VNIR_8

20070630T130806_VNIR_7

20070630T130806_VNIR_9

20070630T130806_VNIR_8
20070630T130806_VNIR_9

Cloudy Area: Toulouse
Site

Track VNIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

SWIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

Toulouse

T01

PARGE outputs
(_igm.bsq; _sca.bsq)

20070628T110135_VNIR_4

20070628T110136_SWIR_0 20070628T110136_SWIR_0

20070628T110135_VNIR_5

20070628T110135_VNIR_4

20070628T110135_VNIR_6

20070628T110135_VNIR_5

20070628T110135_VNIR_7

20070628T110135_VNIR_6

20070628T110135_VNIR_8

20070628T110135_VNIR_7

20070628T110135_VNIR_9

20070628T110135_VNIR_8

20070628T110135_VNIR_10

20070628T110135_VNIR_9

20070628T110135_VNIR_11

20070628T110135_VNIR_10
20070628T110135_VNIR_11
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THIRD CAMPAIGN: SEPTEMBER 2007
Urban and Forested Area: Toulouse
Site

Track VNIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

Toolouse

T1

SWIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

PARGE outputs
(_igm.bsq; _sca.bsq)

20070916T104905_VNIR_0 20070916T104905_SWIR_0 20070916T104905_SWIR_0
20070916T104905_VNIR_1
20070916T104905_VNIR_2

20070916T104905_VNIR_0

20070916T104905_VNIR_3

20070916T104905_VNIR_1

20070916T104905_VNIR_4

20070916T104905_VNIR_2

20070916T104905_VNIR_5

20070916T104905_VNIR_3

20070916T104905_VNIR_6

20070916T104905_VNIR_4

20070916T104905_VNIR_7

20070916T104905_VNIR_5

20070916T104905_VNIR_8

20070916T104905_VNIR_6

20070916T104905_VNIR_9

20070916T104905_VNIR_7
20070916T104905_VNIR_8
20070916T104905_VNIR_9

Agricultural Area: Marmande
Site

Track VNIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

Marmande P4

20070915T094434_VNIR_0

SWIR Radiance
(_correct.raw)

PARGE outputs
(_igm.bsq; _sca.bsq)

20070915T094434_SWIR_0 20070915T094434_SWIR_0

20070915T094434_VNIR_1
20070915T094434_VNIR_2

20070915T094434_VNIR_0

20070915T094434_VNIR_3

20070915T094434_VNIR_1

20070915T094434_VNIR_4

20070915T094434_VNIR_2

20070915T094434_VNIR_5

20070915T094434_VNIR_3

20070915T094434_VNIR_6

20070915T094434_VNIR_4
20070915T094434_VNIR_5
20070915T094434_VNIR_6
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3.4.1.5HYPER DATA QUALITY EVALUATION
The qualitity of the processing and the data has been tested by some other
teams, each focusing in different aspects of the data.

UVAL LEO
The LEO group from University of Valencia has performed some checks on the
quality achieved in the radiometric and geometric processing of HYPER data, and
several issues have been detected, of which, most have been solved.

RADIOMETRY QUALITY CHECK
Bad Pixel Values
Detector elements in CCD sensors present differences in gain and sensitivity with
respect to their neighbours. These differences are characterized during the
calibration process and corrected through the application of the resulting “Flat
Field Matrix”. However some in the first delivered version of HYPER images
presented many pixels still affected, they show as vertical striping in the scenes,
and peak or valleys in the spectrum.

Figure 3.98 Defective pixels distort spectra. Plots show spectra from neighbouring pixels, one clean
and the other affected, in both sensors: VNIR (left) and SWIR (right).

Figure 3.99 Some vertical stripes correspond to zero value pixels. These pixels are not expected to be
corrected using the Flat Field Matrix; instead only cosmetic solutions can be applied.
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Other effects produced by some (few) defective pixels are: salt and pepper (i.e.
random higher and lower values for the duration of the acquisition for the same
detector element; and discontinuous striping.

Maps of defective pixels for the VNIR and SWIR sensors where estimated by
means of statistical analysis. These results were later confirmed by the Defective
Pixel Matix obtained through the laboratory calibration of the instrument by
Galileo Avionica.

Radiance Gap
The CCD matrix is read by two separate amplifiers that produce slightly different
radiance levels in the two halves of the field.

Figure 3.100 Two homogeneous surfaces present a change in intensity between the left and the
right sides produced by slight differences in the two amplifiers used to read the CCD. They also
present vertical striping on the left due to a defective pixel.
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All these artifacts have been mosly removed in the latest radiometric processing
provided by GA in April 2009.

ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION QUALITY CHECK
Together with the first radiometrically corrected data (L1b) a tentative
atmospherical correction (L2b) was applied and delivered. An initial analysis on
ground reflectance spectra extracted from selected fields in the image showed
evident signs of spectral shift in the spectral calibration of the HYPER data.
For instance, bare soil reflectance should present a smooth spectrum whenever
the atmospheric absorptions are properly corrected, but the provided
reflectance showed narrow peaks throughout the spectral range. These might be
caused either by an inaccurate radiometric calibration, not properly setting the
atmospheric profile, or by spectral shift in the calibration. In particular some
double peak (max/min) features is symptomatic of spectral shift and they are
more easily detected at strong narrow absorptions such those at 689 and 760nm
by O2 and the absorptiona at 720nm by H2O. Besides, residual at 950nm H2O
absorption indicates underestimated water vapor.

Figure 3.101 Peaks in the reflectance spectrum from residual atmospheric absorptions due to a
spectral shift in the sensor. Symptomatic peaks located at 690 nm, 720 nm and 760 nm.

The detected spectral shift and the difficulty that it represents for a proper
determination of ground reflectance drove to the recommendation to request for
an external expert to carry out the tast. Finally, Luis Guanter from the German
Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ) kindly processed some scenes to allow
further evaluation of data quality. His results show a spectral shift quite large
from the nominal values (~2nm) that varies across the spatial direction of the
CCD, with a difference of 1 nm between both sides of the image in June and 0.5
nm in September. At the same time and evaluation of the FWHM was provided
showing a quite large difference with the nominal value of 2 nm, ranging from 4
nm up to 8 nm.
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These large differences of the estimated bandwidth with the nominal value are
indicative of the possibility that the CCD was out of focus during the CEFLES2
acquisitions. This conclussion is consistent with a reported bluring of the images
during the bundle adjustment flight in which the reference targets set on the
ground cannot be detected in HYPER images despite the spatial resolution
should have been sufficient.
June Acquisition

September Acquisition

Figure 3.102 Estimated spectral shift (left) and bandwidth (right) by the atmospheric correction
process are different for Mission 1 and Mission 2, and quite different from the nominal value
determined at laboratory. The center wavelength and FWHM vary across the spatial direction of
the CCD; the loss of spectral resolution is evident when comparing randiance spectra from both
extremes of the line (bottom).
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The resulting ground reflectances from the atmospheric correction performed at
GFZ do not longer present the residual peaks from the atmospheric absorptions,
indicating the correctness of the process. However, when comparing a number of
validation reflectance spectra measured at ground with the corresponding
spectra extracted from the HYPER images it can be seen that there is an overall
good agreement but some smooth peaks and valleys alter the shape, especially
from 600 to 650 nm, and around 800 nm, with a clear trend to overestimate at
the higher wavelengths that might induce an underestimation of water content
in vegetation. Similar results were obtained independently by the UCG team, who
also performed an atmospheric correction, without including spectral shift
estimation. Our group suggested to review the radiometric calibration process
for possible sources of misscalibration, as the raw data did not present these
artifacts on spectrally flat targets, while the L1b (radiometrically corrected)
images did. GA reported an artifact around 600 nm in the laboratory spectro‐
radiometer used for the calibration process, but no source could be determine
for the rest. This misscalibration has been solved in the processing of April 2009.

Figure 3.103 Comparisson of validation ground reflectance with spectra retrived from HYPER data
in June (left) and September (right) of spectrally flat targets.

Finally a vicarious calibration has been performed to clean the rest of the
spectral artifacts in order to provide realistic reflectances for the SEN‐2 studies.
Due to the extrange spectral behavior it has been necessary to apply the
vicarious calibration independently for each band, so the residual humps are
removed.

GEOMETRY QUALITY CHECK
FOV change
It has been detected a small discrepancy between geometric correction of the
June and September Hyper images. It seems that the width of the orthorectified
images of the same flightline does not match between both dates, despite that
the width is consistent between the VNIR and SWIR images from the same date.
Some characteristic surface features match geographically on the right hand of
the images from different dates, while features on the left side of the images
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appear displaced several pixels in the across‐track direction. We suspect that a
change in the FOV applied might be the source of this problem.

Figure 3.104 Superposition of surface features (edges) from the same fligth line in June (red) and in
September (blue), matching pixels shown in green. Edges at the left hand appear duplicated.

In Figure 3.104 there is a supperposition of surface features (edges) from the
same fligth line in June (in red) and in September (in blue). Whenever there is a
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match pixels appear in green. Due to differences in the land between both dates
not all edges in one image present corresponding edges in the other. But it can be
clearly seen that edges in the lefthand side appear duplicated, resulting in the
June image being sligthly but notizable narrower.
The image acquired in June seems to better match the width of cartographic
points.
Yaw rotation
It is also been detected a small rotation around the yaw axis (while the line of
flight seems to be correct) when we superimposed a vector layer with the field’s
borders. This error appears in both June and September images.
Two GCPs taken at crossroads from oposite sides of the swath illustrate this
error (Figure 3.105), one located at the left hand side of the image presents a
downward (w.r.t. flightline) displacement of ~60m, while the rigth hand side
presents an upward displacement of ~30m. Features in the center of the image
present only slight displacement in the along track direction, together with an
overall displacement to the left. The global effect is a counterclockwise rotation
of the scanline.
Table 3.34 Geographycall coordinates of the GCPs used to ilutrate Yaw rotation

GCP right
GCP left
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Feature at
278470.1E
4926273.2N
277842.1E
4925172.2N

Appears at
278440.5E
4926276.3N
277808.2E
4925224.1N

Displacement
~30m (up)
~60m (down)
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Figure 3.105 Two GCPs taken at crossroads illustrate a couterclockwise rotation of the scan line.
The red cross indicates the coordinates of each GCP located in the image. The yellow arrows point to
where the crossroads actually appear.

UVAL UCG
The same proceeding as AHS atmospheric correction in the VNIR spectral range
(Franch et al., 2009)[41] has been applied to Hyper images. To test the surface
reflectivity we have represented the spectral response of those vegetated areas
and bare soils that were measured in situ. Three images, one from June and two
from September have been corrected in the VNIR spectral range from 400 nm to
1000 nm, that is, all the 512 bands of the VNIR spectrometer.
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We have also studied the influence of the AOT value considered on the surface
reflectance. In Figure 3.106 it is displayed the spectrum of two different crops,
one of bare soil and the other of a corn field on 30 th of June.
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Figure 3.106 Spectrum of a corn field (a) and a bare soil (b) on 30h June corrected with different AOT
values

As it can be observed when the image is corrected with an AOT of 0.43 (the value
estimated from Modis aerosol product), the reflectance from 400 nm to
approximately 750 nm is completely different to the in situ measured spectrum.
However, when it is considered the AOT equal to 0.08 (the AOT obtained from
the image), the surface reflectance estimated from the Hyper image fits very well
in the region mentioned. However, the atmospheric correction in the near
infrared region is less accurate than the visible. The presence in this spectral
region of some peaks that are coincident with some absorption bands is due to
the fact that data from push-broom sensors as Hyper are influenced by shifts in the
position and width of spectral bands. This view-angle variation is known as “smile
effect”. The RMSE resultant on the difference between the in situ measurement
and the surface reflectance estimated in this date, averaging both corn field and
the bare soil is 0.01 in the red spectral region and 0.04 in the near infrared
region.
From it can be also remarked that the visible zone is more affected by aerosols
than the near infrared zone, where the different values of the AOT does not
introduce much variability in the surface reflectance value estimated.
On 15th of September two Hyper images are available. In this case the difference
between the AOT estimated from Modis (0.13) and the one from the image (0.09
± 0.01) was not so high than in June. Actually, when the surface reflectance of in
situ measurements is represented with the surface reflectance resultant from the
Hyper images atmospheric correction (Figure 3.107), the difference between
considering the AOT from Modis is not significant compared with the AOT
estimated from the image.
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Figure 3.107 Spectrum of a corn field (a) from the Hyper image retrieved at 11:58 and a bare soil (b) from
the Hyper image retrieved at 11:44 on 15th September corrected with different AOT values

In this case, comparing the in situ signal with the surface reflectance from Hyper
the RMSE value is 0.02 in both the red and the infrared spectral regions.
Averaging the RMSE values obtained in the test of the accuracy of the Hyper
images atmospheric correction from both June and September images it finally
can be considered a RMSE of 0.02 in the red spectral region and 0.03 in the near
infrared region.

RADIOMETRIC
CALIBRATION
VICARIOUS CALIBRATION

REPROCESSING

AND

Spectral and radiometric calibration of the HYPER sensor were carried out in
laboratory prior to the campaigns. Unfortunately, due to a number of events this
calibration was not addecuate for the sensors' response during operation.
A new processing of the raw data has been performed in April 2009, which
greatly reduces noise and vertical striping with respect to the original process,
however the radiometric levels of the signal remained not accurate enough to
later retrieve ground reflectance that matched the in‐situ spectra acquired for
cal/val purposes. Thus, it has been necessary to apply a vicarious calibration in
order to provide HYPER ground reflectances as close as possible to in‐situ
values.
HYPER setup during CEFLES2 presents a large smile effect, at the same time than
an out‐of‐focus situation causing coarser spatial and spectral resolution (while
mantaining its high spatial and spectral sampling). Because of this it is
impossible (or rather hard) to perform the vicarious calibration on the radiance
data: it whould be necessary process each column independently after
determining the spectral shift, but there are not enough in‐situ data from all
columns). Therefore, the radiance data was atmospherically corrected in such a
way that took into account the observation geometry, the actual atmospheric
conditions and it also estimated the real spectral shift, producing ground
reflectance free of atmospheric absorption artifacts. The vicarious calibration
was applied to these reflectance data from the atmospheric correction.
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In the case of SWIR data, the ground reflectance resulting from the atmospheric
correction process was too noisy; but the impact of atmospheric features and
smile effect was much smaller than for the VNIR sensor. Thus, the vicarious
calibration was applied on the laboratory calibrated radiance date. All cal/val
data were acquired in the Marmande test site, therefore, the resulting calibration
will only correct the atmospheric conditions of this date over the test site. For
this reason it is recommended to avoid using those bands affected by
atmospheric absorptions in the SWIR data, especially for the images acquired
away from Marmande test site.
The process of finding a proper relation for the vicarious calibration was
hindered by the non‐linear response of the VNIR sensor. Two different
calibration coefficients for low and high signals were applied during the
radiometric calibration processing. After trying several approaches, it was
necessary to use separate relationships for each mission (one for June and
another for September data), and fitting each band independently.
For the June case, the best results were obtained using two linear functions, one
for green vegetation pixels, and the other for the rest of the image. The selection
of green vegetation was performed applying a threshold of NDVI > 0.3.
It case was not possible to fit the September case by any combination of linear
relations. Therefore other types of functions were explored, the sygmoid
function being the one providing the best results. The SWIR data was fitted with
a single linear function.
The coefficients and equations used for the calibration are available in the
database together with the corrected images.

Figure 3.108 Resulting HYPER VNIR spectra (bold lines) from the fitting to insitu ASD cal/val
spectra (thin lines) for the June (left) and September (right) missions.
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3.4.1.6AIRBORNE FLUX MEASUREMENTS
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT: THE SKY ARROW ERA
The aerial platform that will be used within CarboEurope IP is based on the
technology developed within the previous project RECAB, and it is based on the
certified aircraft Sky Arrow 650 ERA (Environmental Research Aircraft). The
SkyArrow is a commercially produced, certified small aircraft equipped with
sensors to measure three dimensional wind and turbulence together with gas
concentrations and other atmospheric parameters at high frequency. It is a two
seat aircraft made of carbon fibre and epoxy resin, powered by 75 kW engine. It
has a wingspan of 9.6 m, a length of 8.2 m, a wing area of 13.1 m2, and a
maximum takeoff mass of 648.6 kg (Figure 3.109). The aircraft has a cruise flight
speed of 45 m s‐1 with an endurance of 3.5 h, allowing it to cover flight distances
of up to 500 km. Operating altitudes can range from 10 m above ground level to
more than 3500 m above sea level.

Figure 3.109 Photograph of the SkyArrow ERA showing the exact location of the sensors and
instruments mounted onboard.

The aircraft was re‐engineered in 1999 to host the Mobile Flux Platform (MFP),
which consists of a set of sensors for atmospheric measurements. The
installation was certified to operate under both FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration, USA) and JAR (Joint Aviation Regulations, EU) aeronautical
regulations. Atmospheric turbulence measurements are made with the “Best
Aircraft Turbulence” (BAT) probe, developed by NOAA‐ATDD and ARA Australia
(Figure 3.110). In brief, the BAT probe measures the velocity of air with respect
to aircraft using a hemispheric 9‐hole pressure sphere that records static and
dynamic pressures by means of four differential pressure transducers (Crawford
and Dobosy, 1992).
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Figure 3.110 The BAT Probe

The Sky Arrow engine is mounted in a pusher configuration, allowing the BAT
probe to be installed directly on the aircraft’s nose, thus reducing most of airflow
contamination due to upwash and sidewash generated by the wing (Crawford et
al. 1996). The actual wind components (horizontal U, V and vertical W) relative
to the ground are calculated introducing corrections for three‐dimensional
velocity, pitch, roll and heading of the aircraft. Those corrections are made using
a combination of GPS velocity measurements and data from two sets of three
orthogonal accelerometers mounted at the centre of gravity of the aircraft and in
the centre of the hemisphere. Aircraft velocity relative to the ground is measured
by means of a conventional differential GPS (RT20, Novatel USA) at 10 Hz. An
additional 4‐antenna GPS system (AT4, Javad, USA) is used to measure aircraft
attitude angles at frequencies up to 20 Hz (Figure 3.111). Finally, the GPS and
accelerometer signals are blended to obtain attitude and velocity data at
frequencies up to 50 Hz. Accordingly, atmospheric turbulence is actually
measured at a frequency of 50 Hz and since the aircraft can fly at relatively slow
speed (35 m s‐1), a horizontal spacing of 0.7 m between 50 Hz measurements in
no‐wind conditions can be achieved. In this way, eddies of wavelengths larger
than 1.4 m can be detected. The probe is equipped with a fast thermocouple to
measure air temperature with a response time of 0.02 s. A platinum resistance
thermometer is used for a mean air temperature reference.
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Figure 3.111 Attitude measuring system

A net radiometer (Q*7, REBS USA) and upward and downward looking PAR
radiometers (200s, LiCor USA) are mounted on the aircraft’s horizontal
stabilizer. Low frequency air moisture measurements are made using a chilled
mirror dew point sensor (EdgeTech, USA). Surface temperature is measured
using an infrared thermometer (4000.4GH, Everest USA). Atmospheric densities
of carbon dioxide and water vapour are sampled and recorded at 50 Hz by a
LiCor 7500 (LiCor, Lincoln, Nebraska) open path infrared gas analyser installed
on the aircraft nose (Figure 3.109). All the digitally converted signals from the
BAT Probe and the sensors are stored on a PC located on‐board. Additional
details of underlying theory and the technical implementation of flux aircrafts
can be found in Crawford and Dobosy (1992) and Crawford and Hacker (2001),
Dumas et al. (2001).
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Table 3.35 Equipment installed on board the Skyrrow ERA
INSTRUMENTATION AND SYSTEMS - SkyArrow ERA
PARAMETER

SENSOR(S)

Time

GPS (Novatel RT 20, single freq.) All data syncronized with
GPS clock
Differentially corrected
Extended
to
50Hz
with
probe
10 cm accuracy
accelerometer

Position (lat, long & alt)
Velocity (u,v,w)
Attitude
(pitch, roll & heading)

ACCURACY and Notes

±1 cm/s accuracy
Javad AT4 (extended to 50 Hz with ±0.05° extended to 50Hz
differential accelerometers)
with diff. acceleration

Humidity (abs. Humidity EdgeTech Model 200 Chilled Mirror
and dew point)

accuracy ±0.5°C

Winds (u, v, & w)

Best Aircraft Turbulence (BAT) probe

Turbulence acc. ±2 cm/s
Mean wind acc. ±0.5 m/s

Temperature

- Reference thermocouple
- High frequency thermocouple

Combined to obtain high
frequency
referenced
temperature signal.

Surface temperature

Everest 4000.4GL infrared radiometer

15° viewing angle, 8-14μ,
±0.5°C accuracy

Radiation

-

CO2 concentration

Licor 7500 open-path gas analyzer

50 Hz flux sensor

H2O concentration

Licor 7500 open-path gas analyzer

50 Hz flux sensor

Licor PAR up and down-welling
REBS Q*7.1 net radiometer

THE MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS
Three campaigns have been performed within CEFLES2. In the following Table
3.36 operational research flights succesfully performed are reported, for both
the SkyArrow (surface fluxes) and the Seneca (fluorescence) aircraft (‘AGR’ is for
the agricultural transect only; ‘COMPLETE’ is for both the agricultural and the
forest area transects). Coupled flights, i.e. flights coordinated in such a way to
obtain contemporary observations of the same target at the same time from the
2 aircfat, have been intensively performed in the April campaign. A joint and
coordinated flight with the INTA‐CASA aircraft has been perfomed for each of the
3 campaigns.
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Table 3.36 Report of data acquisition flights made by the Sky Arrow and Seneca aircraft
OPERATIONAL FLIGHTS
April Campaign

SENECA

SKYARROW

Type

18/04/2007 A

•

•

COMPLETE

18/04/2007 B

•

•

COMPLETE

19/04/2007 A

•

•

COMPLETE

19/04/2007 B

•

•

COMPLETE

20/04/2007 A

•

•

COMPLETE

20/04/2007 B

•

•

COMPLETE

21/04/2007 A

•

•

AGR

21/04/2007 B

•

•

AGR

22/04/2007 A

•

•

COMPLETE

22/04/2007 B

•

•

COMPLETE

24/04/2007

•

COMPLETE

28/06/2007

•

COMPLETE

30/06/2007

•

COMPLETE

June Campaign

September Campaign
10/09/2007 A

•

AGR

10/09/2007 B

•

AGR

10/09/2007 C

•

AGR

11/09/2007

•

COMPLETE

12/09/2007 A

•

AGR

12/09/2007 B

•

AGR

12/09/2007 C

•

AGR

15/09/2007

•

COMPLETE

Coupled flight CNR SENECA – INTA CASA
Coupled flight CNR SENECA – CNR SKYARROW

As for the coupled flights in the April campaign, the following Figure 3.112
reports the frequency distribution of observations Vs the time of the day, and the
time separation between the two aircraft on the same target, respectively. Most
of the flights have been made in two typical conditions: a high light condition
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from 12 to 14 UTC, and a low light condition in the afternoon, with a flight in the
morning; time separation, except first flight that was used to optimize the
coordination between the 2 aircraft, has always been maintained within few
minutes.

Figure 3.112 Frequency distribution of observations Vs the time of the day (left panel), and the time
separation between the two aircraft on the same target (right panel)

3.4.2 SATELLITE SENSORS
In addition to the airborne acquisitions and within the same time period, high
spatial resolution spaceborne images have been acquired to be used as reference
(e.g. validating the classification product, assessment of the fraction of vegetation
cover, identification of Ground Control Points, reference for geo‐location). These
extended far enough westward to cover Bilos and far enough eastward to cover
Clairac, thus ensuring coverage of all the flightlines.

3.4.2.1CHRIS/PROBA
CHRIS (Compact High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) is a ‘push‐broom’
sensor on the ESA Proba (Project for On‐board Autonomy) platform. From a
600km orbit, CHRIS can image the Earth in a 14km swath with a spatial
resolution of up to 17m (somewhat variable as the altitude varies along the
orbit). Using Proba's agile steering capabilities in along and across track
directions enables observation of selectable targets well outside the nominal
field of view. Images are generally acquired in sets of 5, these being taken at
along track angles of ±55°, ±36°, and as close to nadir as possible (see Figure
3.113).
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Figure 3.113 Illustration of how CHRIS can hold a target in view by using Proba’s pitch control.

CHRIS operates over the visible/near infrared spectral range; spectral sampling is
about 7nm near the red edge (~690‐740nm). The key instrument characteristics are
summarised below:
Spatial sampling interval:
Imaging area:
Spectral range:
Number of spectral bands:

17m or 34m at nadir
13km x 13km at nadir (748 x 748 pixels)
410nm to 1050nm
63 bands at a spatial resolution of 34m; 18 bands at
a spatial resolution of 17m (programmable)
1.3nm @ 410nm to 12nm @ 1050nm
200 @ target albedo of 0.2
131Mb

Spectral resolution:
Signal‐to‐noise ratio:
Data per image:

Four successfully acquired CHRIS images over the Le Bray area: one corresponding
to the April campaign, and the other three to the September campaign.
Unfortunately, there was no simultaneous PROBA overpass for the June campaign.
Table 3.37 Summary of CHRIS/Proba images acquired over the Le Bray area
DATE
FRAME ID
80ED - 80F1
2007-04-23
2007-09-01
8A43 - 8A47
2007-09-02
8A52 - 8A56
2007-09-09
8AD9 - 8ADD

ACQUISITION TIME
10:56:44 - 10:59:59
10:55:50 - 10:59:06
11:06:46 - 11:10:02
10:47:41 - 10:50:57

MZA
10
1
-19
15

COMMENTS
Cloud Free
Heavy cloud cover
Sparse cirrus clouds
Cloud free

Table 3.38 Observation angles of the four CHRIS acquisitions
FZA
+55
+36
0
-36
-55

2007-04-23
AZIMUTH ZENITH
19.89
54.02
27.12
32.71
139.46
11.83
177.60
37.63
184.82
56.54

2007-09-01
AZIMUTH ZENITH
13.69
49.89
14.75
28.00
178.53
3.90
191.83
33.57
192.64
52.83

2007-09-02
AZIMUTH ZENITH
357.70
51.47
342.54
32.95
315.15
19.69
214.80
36.85
207.60
53.82

2007-09-09
AZIMUTH ZENITH
23.75
49.71
32.97
30.28
137.89
15.73
169.13
35.04
179.65
52.68
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2007-04-23

2007-09-01

2007-09-02

2007-09-09

Figure 3.114 CHRIS quicklooks from FZA = 0 (near nadir view) of each acquisition date
(equalized truecolour)

3.4.2.2SPOT4
The High Resolution Visible and Infrared (HRVIR) sensors on board the SPOT
satellites are ‘push broom’ sensors with a FOV of 4°, corresponding to a swath of
60km, imaged by a CCD linear array of 6000 detectors. The steerable strip‐
selection mirror gives an oblique viewing capability of 27° on each side of nadir.

Figure 3.115 Optical configuration of HRVIR sensor

On SPOT‐4, the HRVIR is configured with the following spectral bands:

•

visible band B1: 0.50‐0.59μm

•

visible band B2: 0.61‐0.68μm

•

visible band B3: 0.78‐0.89μm

•

shortwave infrared (SWIR) band: 1.58‐1.75μm

The instrument has three viewing modes:
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•

multispectral ‘X’ mode – 4 bands with a ground resolution of 20m;

•

panchromatic ‘M’ mode – band B2 only, with a ground resolution of 10m;

•

X + M mode – combining both of the above.
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For the objectives of CEFLES2, the acquisition of SPOT‐4 multispectral images
was necessary to carry out a generic land cover classification (GLCC) of the
whole study area. This data are integrated in a GIS environment that allows
easier identification and localisation of the measurement locations. Three SPOT‐
4 images have been enough to cover Le Bray and the fields of Marmande (see
Table 3.39).
Table 3.39 Summary of SPOT4 images acquired over the study area
ORBIT
185
185
213

TRACK
39
39
36

FRAME
260
260
260

DATE

TIME START TIME STOP
(UT)
(UT)
2007/04/20
11:25:20
11:25:39
2007/04/20
11:25:20
11:25:39
2007/04/22
10:46:56
10:47:04

PRODUCT
Level 1A-SAT4
Level 1A-SAT2
Level 1A-SAT0

Figure 3.116 Different scenes acquired by SPOT4 overlapped to the CEFLES2 studyarea map.
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Figure 3.117 SPOT4 Quiclook acquired over Marmande test site on 2007/04/20

3.4.2.3ENVISAT/MERIS
MERIS is a programmable, medium spectral resolution, ‘push broom’ imaging
spectrometer operating in the solar reflective spectral range on board ESA’s
Earth Observation satellite, Envisat. Fifteen spectral bands can be selected by
ground command, each of which has a programmable width and a
programmable location in the 390nm to 1040nm spectral range. The
instrument’s 68.5° field of view around nadir covers a swath width of 1150km;
thus, the Earth is imaged with a spatial resolution of 300m (at nadir).
The main characteristics of MERIS can be summarized as follows:
Spectral range:
Spectral resolution:
Band transmission capability:
Band-to-band registration:
Band-centre knowledge accuracy:
Polarization sensitivity:
Radiometric accuracy:
Band-to-band accuracy:
Dynamic range:
Field of view:
Spatial resolution:
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390nm to 1040nm
1.8nm
Up to 15 spectral bands, programmable by position
and width
Less than 0.1 pixels
Less than 1nm
Less than 0.3%
Less than 2% of detected signal, relative to sun
Less than 0.1%
Up to albedo 1.0
68.5°
300m at nadir
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For the objectives of CEFLES2, the acquisition of MERIS images has been
essential to analyse temporal evolution of the study area throughout the
campaign. Fourteen images were enough to achieve this objective. Figure 3.118
shows the area imaged from suitable Envisat orbits, as detailed in Table 3.40.

Figure 3.118 MERIS frames (in green) containing the CEFLES2 study area

Table 3.40 MERIS acquisitions programmed during the CEFLES2 campaign
ORBIT

TRACK

DATE

TIME (UTC)

26873

266

2007/04/21

10:54:49

26887

280

2007/04/22

10:23:37

27746

137

2007/06/21

10:37:46

27789

180

2007/06/24

10:43:26

27803

194

2007/06/25

10:12:12

27932

223

2007/06/27

10:49:06

27846

237

2007/06/28

10:17:53

27875

266

2007/06/30

10:54:48

28791

180

2007/09/02

10:43:26

28834

223

2007/09/05

10:49:06

28848

237

2007/09/06

10:17:53

28891

280

2007/09/09

10:23:34

29034

423

2007/09/19

10:09:21

29163

51

2007/09/19

10:26:25
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3.4.3 SUPPORT MEASUREMENTS
3.4.3.1ATMOSPHERIC CHARACTERIZATION
The sky sunphotometer is an instrument designed for the retrieval of
atmospheric columnar properties such as aerosol optical depth (AOD) and water
vapour (CWV).

INSTRUMENTATION
The CE318 is a commercial sunphotometer designed for the automatic
measurement of direct solar irradiance and sky radiance. The unit employed in
this campaign was an extended version, measuring in channels centred at 340,
380, 440, 500, 670, 870, 940, 1020 and 1640 nm, with the 940 nm channel being
used to obtain the atmospheric columnar water vapour. The AOD at 1640 nm
was not actually operative for this field campaign because the interferential
filter, its calibration and retrieval procedure were not tested. The full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of each channel varies from 2 to 40 nm, shorter for the
UV and wider for the 1640 nm. In the VIS range, the bandwidth is about 10 nm.
The sensor head is equipped with a double collimator with a 1.2° field of view. A
view of the instrument at the site for September mission is shown in Figure
3.119

Figure 3.119 Cimel sunphotometer during the September mission

The CE318 was employed in June and September missions (25th to 30th June,
and 12th to 20th September). In Figure 3.120 and Figure 3.121 we show a
measuring schedule with the existent time stamps for the individual sun direct
measurements during both campaigns. Availability of measurements does not
imply valid values, as the instrument suffered severe pointing and parking
problems when measuring in unattended automatic mode. These problems
seemed to be related to failures in the electric contacts and batteries, and made
virtually impossible to obtain valid measurements in the noon and afternoon
hours. In these figures, radiance measurements are not represented.
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Figure 3.120 Dates and times of the day when direct sun measurements have been performed with
the CIMEL, during June mission. These measurements include cloud contaminated measurements,
filtered in the processing of data.
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Figure 3.121 Dates and times of the day when direct sun measurements have been performed with
the CIMEL, during September mission. These measurements include cloud contaminated
measurements, filtered in the processing of data.

The calibration for this instrument was performed in July 2007 during a field
campaign in El Arenosillo (Huelva, Spain) among other instruments from the
recent RIMA network. The calibration master was a recently calibrated master
instrument from AERONET. Therefore, the calibration was completely valid for
the time of Marmande field campaigns.

METHODOLOGY
The aerosol optical depth (AOD or δ) is considered to be the most simple and
representative parameter for characterizing the atmospheric aerosols [Holben et
al., 2001][17]. To calculate it, we use the Beer’s Law that relates the ground level
direct flux (F) with the extraterrestrial flux (F0):
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δ (λ ) =

F (λ )
−1
ln −2
m0 ρ F0 (λ )

(1)

being m0 the relative optical mass (assumed to be equal for all atmospheric
components), r is the relative Sun‐Earth vector, and δ(λ) is the total optical depth,
which can be broken down into different contributions in the form:

δ (λ ) = δ a (λ ) + δ R (λ ) + δ O 3 (λ ) + δW (λ ) + δ NO 2 (λ )

(2)

where δa(λ) the aerosol optical depth, δR(λ) the molecular dispersion optical
depth (or Rayleigh), δO3(λ) the contribution because of the optical depth due to
ozone absorption, δw(λ) the contribution due to water vapour absorption, and
δNO2(λ) the contribution due to nitrogen dioxide.
For estimating δR(λ) we employed the method proposed in [Bodhaine et al.,
1999][13]. For δO3(λ) we used the SMARTS2 model method, version 2.8
[Gueymard et al., 2001][18]. The ozone columnar content comes from the TOMS
website at NASA (http://jwocky.gsfc.nasa.gov/). For δw(λ) the SMARTS 2.8 model
method has been applied [Gueymard et al., 2001][18]. The input columnar water
vapour value used as input for the SMARTS method comes from standard
atmosphere values. For water vapour and ozone columnar contents, a height
correction is applied. Finally, for δNO2(λ) we use a standard atmosphere value as
given in the [Gueymard et al., 2001][18] for a light polluted atmosphere.
The Ångström wavelength exponent (α) in the 440 to 870 nm range was
obtained from the linear fit of the optical depth spectrum:
log δ a = α + β log λ

(3)

The exponent is related to the particle size; the smaller particles are
characterized by a more pronounced spectral dependence and therefore a
greater value of α than for the larger particles, whose optical depth is far less
spectrally dependent.
For deriving columnar water vapour content with the CE318 measurements at
940 nm, the method from [Bruegge et al., 1992][4] and [Halthore et al., 1997][6]
has been employed. We only have to isolate w from the next equation:
wb =

1
am0b

⎡ V0,940
⎤
− m0 δ a 940 + δ R 940 ⎥
⎢ln
⎣ V940
⎦

(

)

(4)

where w (it is CWV) is expressed in g/cm2 or cm. Constants a and b are obtained
by MODTRAN simulations. For a filter centred in 940 nm wavelength and a
bandwidth of 10 nm, a value for both constants of 0.616 and 0.594 was found,
respectively [Halthore et al., 1997][6]. These values are checked not to be much
dependent on the meteorological conditions, at least with this filter
characteristics, nor to slight differences in wavelength (therefore applicable to
936 nm). Compared to other techniques, Halthore et al. [1997] estimate the
difference to be around 10% on the CWV, coincident with the uncertainty
estimated by AERONET. Other authors as in [Sabbah et al., 2001][19] take a
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nominal uncertainty of 0.20 cm. After comparisons of different CE318
instruments in the VELETA2002 field campaign [Estellés et al., 2001] a nominal
uncertainty of 0.15 – 0.20 cm is enough on most cases. In this comparison, w
values obtained at 2100 m a.s.l. were used, so the relative deviation increases for
these data. In our case we have adopted the 0.20 cm nominal uncertainty.
For the cloud screening and quality filtering, we have straightforward applied
the method from Smirnov et al. [2000]. It is mainly based on a check of short
time variability of aerosol optical depth.

RESULTS
In Figure 3.122, the measurements for the September campaign are plotted: AOD
at the available channels (340, 380, 440, 500, 670, 870 and 1020 nm) in the
upper graph, Ångström wavelength exponent in the mid graph, and CWV in the
lower graph. During the field campaign in June, weather conditions were mostly
wet and the instrument could not perform good quality measurements.
Unfortunately, the electrical problems contributed to the large data voids.
Therefore, no measurements for the June campaign are available.
In the temporal evolution for September field campaign, days 12 and 13 are very
well represented and have very different characteristics. On 12 the AOD was low,
with a α exponent well related to rural aerosols. On 13th morning the AOD
started to climb up to values around 0.4 for 440nm. However the exponent did
not exhibit any important change, other than a slight increase after mid morning.
The CWV also increased on 13th in respect to 12th. During the following days, the
previous low values of AOD and CWV were slowly recovered.
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Figure 3.122 Evolution of AOD, ALFA and CWV for the September campaign. The AOD is shown for
all the available channels.

In respect to the increase in AOD, two simulation runs are showed in Figure
3.123 for ilustration purpouses. They were computed by the Barcelona
Supercomputing Centre with the DREAM model, and show the distribution of
dust concentration in North Africa and Europe during day 13 September at 0600
and 1800 GMT hours, as 42 and 54 hours forecast [BSC‐DREAM group]. In these
maps an intrusion of Saharan dust seemed to fly over the Iberian Peninsula and
arrive over southern France.
Following the information in these maps, a probable relation can be linked
between the increase of aerosol burden in the atmosphere, over Marmande site,
and the dust advected from north Africa, found during day 13 th. In this sense, a
decrease on α would have been expected, as the typical particle size for dust is
larger than simply rural aerosols. The increase in CWV is not unusual and use to
appear after the warmer and drier air masses have moved over the warm
Mediterranean waters, getting moisture from it.
In order to validate and complete our measurements on site, data from the
AERONET project [Holben et al., 1998] have been downloaded from their
website, for Le Fauga (previous Toulouse in AERONET website) station, 22 km
south – southwest from Toulouse (we acknowledge and thank the responsables
from this site, Bernard Mougenot and Gerard Dedieu, for the use of these data).
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Figure 3.123 Distribution forecast of dust concentration in southern Europe and Africa.

In Figure 3.124, the previous data have been superposed to the Le Fauga data for
the campaign dates. Several conclusions can be drawn from this comparison:
1) In general, the comparison shows similar results, taken into account the
great distance between both sites (almost 200 km). The general
behaviour of the three parameters show the dominance of the same air
mass in the region, most of the time.
2) Le Fauga AOD is (almost) always systematically higher than AOD over
Marmande, in spite of their common behaviour. It could point out
stronger local aerosol sources (urban or pollution aerosols from nearby
cities like Toulouse).
3) An important difference is detected for 13th September in AOD and α. It
could be related to dust layer inhomogeneties or also to the arrival
direction of the dust layers. However, the α exponent decreases as
expected during the dust passing, with a partial recovery in the afternoon.
As a conclusion, if the Le Fauga dataset was eventually used for this campaign (if
no experimental data in Marmande is available during a given day) we should
keep in mind that sporadic high differences can arose, although the Marmande
AOD use to be slightly lower than the Le Fauga site.
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Figure 3.124 Evolution of AOD at 440 nm, ALFA and CWV for the September campaign, compared to
the data from the Le Fauga site as downloaded from the AERONET website.

3.4.3.2NON FLUORESCENT REFERENCE TARGET
The TERFLEX instrument has identical optical characteristics than AirFLEX, with
the same data acquisition system and software. The aim of the Terflex
instrument is to provide an accurate ground measurement of the actual depth of
the oxygen bands during airplane overflights. It was installed near the main
measured fields.
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April campaign
Villeneuve-sur Lot airport (VG1)
0.765844° Longitude, 44.396642° Latitude

June Campaign
Corn field near Marmande (MS2 or MC5)
44.46389° N – 0.1971566° E

September Campaign
Bare field (MS1)
44.45707° N – 0.19785° E

Figure 3.125 Terflex Instrument location during the different missions of CEFLES2

List of measured parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tiempo: Time
F760m: Flux measured in the depth of the A band at 760 nm,
B760m: Flux measured at the edge of the A band at 760 nm,
F687m: Flux measured in the depth of the B band at 687 nm,
B687m: Flux measured at the edge of the B band at 687 nm,
R695m: Flux measured at 695 nm,
R770m: Flux measured at 770 nm,
Tdiodes: Average temperature of the photodiodes.
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Table 3.41 Terflex Instrument dates of measurements
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3.5 Campaign Database
3.5.1 DATA ARCHIVE
A secure FTP server has been set up to ensure fast, fair and constructive data
exchange and joint analysis.

FTP SITE ACCESS
icg381.icg.kfa‐juelich.de
Username: bordeaux
Password: [contact Andre Erler, a.erler@fz‐juelich.de, or Daniel Fäuster,
d.faeuster@fz‐juelich.de]

FTP SITE CONTENT
The FTP server contains the acquired and processed data, organized in the
following structure.
Data in raw format:
/home/bordeaux/Campaign-April (raw data acquired during the April campaign)
/home/bordeaux/Campaign-June (raw data acquired during the June campaign)
/home/bordeaux/Campaign-Sept (raw data acquired during the September campaign)
Data in pre‐processed or analyzed format:
/home/bordeaux/AirFlex
/home/bordeaux/final_data (pre-processed vegetation characterizations and
radiometric measurements acquired during all three campaigns and the GIS data
base)
/home/bordeaux/GALILEO_Data
/home/bordeaux/hyper_reflectance
/home/bordeaux/IBIMET_Data
/home/bordeaux/INTA_Data
/home/bordeaux/LMD_Data
/home/bordeaux/Thermal_Data_Global_Change_Unit
Campaign related documents (reports, presentations):
/home/bordeaux/General-Information
All stored data are named self‐explanatory and are documented by the various
working groups.
The server is fast and there is currently 0.5TB available. The server was regularly
checked and backed up. A complete copy of the data of ftp server is delivered
with this final report on a portable hard drive.
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3.5.2 CAMPAIGN GIS
A Geographical Information System (GIS), based on the commercial software
package ArcGIS was developed to provide a proper overview about the data and
their spatial overlap and to simplify the data access using attributive and spatial
queries. This spatial database contains most of the acquired data sets, including
airborne and satellite data (Figure 3.126) and ground base measurements,
located with GPS devices (Figure 3.127). All produced vector data (please refer
to Table 3.42) were provided in the *.shp data format at the FTP server.
Additionally, an ArcGIS project (*.mxd) consisting of the vector data as listed in
table 1 and AHS data are provided at the FTP server.
Table 3.42 Overview of available vector data (Projection: geographical coordinates (lat/lon) wgs 84)

ID
name
1 corn‐radiometric_data_V.shp
2 wheat‐radiometric_data_V.shp
3
4
5

format
content
point all meta data and vegetation measures from corn
point all meta data and vegetation measures from wheat
all meta data and vegetation measures from
species‐radiometric_data_V.shp point
different species
all meta data and vegetation measures from
hyper_reference_data_V.shp
point
radiometric measurements during hyper over flights
boundaries of all measured fields during the three
fields.shp
polygon campaigns; digitalization based on SPOT satellite
scenes

Figure 3.126 Airborne and satellite data acquired during the CEFLES2 campaign. SPOT data as false
color composite are shown as background, overlaid by AHS data (green color composite) and
Dimona based ASD measurements (red).
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Figure 3.127 Ground based measurements located using GPS devices. AHS false color composite
serves as background, the white boundaries indicate the intensive measurement fields. The colored
spots correspond to GPS located ground based measurements (green: biochemical, structural and
functional characterization of corn; blue: radiometric measurements during airborne overflights).
The table shows an example of attribute information for point measurements.
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4 RESULTS
RELATED
FLUORESCENCE (FLEX)

TO

VEGETATION

4.1 Methods for quantifying sun-induced fluorescence
The amount of sun‐induced chlorophyll fluorescence (FS) emitted by a sunlit leaf
is only 1‐5% of the total reflected light at a certain wavelength, which
complicates quantifying the fluorescence signal from RS observations. However,
the solar light is absorbed in the solar or earth atmosphere at the so‐called
Fraunhofer lines and no or strongly reduced incoming radiation reaches the
Earth surface. Fluorescence originated in the canopy also occurs in the otherwise
'black' absorption bands and, therefore, can be selectively quantified. Solar
irradiance at ground level exhibits three main absorption bands in the red and
near infrared spectral domain: the Hα line at 656.3 nm is due to the hydrogen
absorption by the solar atmosphere whereas two bands at 687 nm (O2‐B) and
760 nm (O2‐A) are due to the molecular oxygen absorption by the terrestrial
atmosphere. Especially the O2‐A and ‐B bands overlap with the chlorophyll
fluorescence emission spectrum and are wide enough to allow quantifying
fluorescence from air‐ and spaceborne platforms. The Fraunhofer Line
Discrimination method (FLD) has been proposed for this purpose (Plascyk
1975)[2] and was used with success in different works (Carter et al. 1990, Moya
et al. 2004). [3][25]
In this study, we used the O2‐A band, which is the widest of the three absorption
bands (deepest absorption at 760 nm, ~12 nm bandwidth), to quantify
fluorescence according the modified FLD method proposed by Maier et al.
(2003)[22]. This approach assumes that FS is additive to the reflected signal and
can be derived by comparing the depth of the oxygen absorption band at 760 nm
from a non‐fluorescent surface with that of the fluorescent vegetation target
according to

FS =

E1
⋅ L2
E2
E
1− 1
E2

L1 −

where E is the radiance up‐welling from the non fluorescent target, L is the
radiance of vegetation, and the subscripts 1 and 2 indicating the wavelengths
within and outside of the absorption line, respectively. We employed the band at
760 nm for E1 and L1 and an average of the spectral bands at 745‐755 nm and
770‐785 nm for E2 and L2.

4.2 Leaf-level
4.2.1 DIURNAL VARIATIONS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC EFFICIENCY
During the September campaign main focus was put on characterizing corn in
the diurnal course. Measurements of CO2 exchange and active fluorometry at
leaf‐level show a physiological limitation of photosynthesis during the days in
September. Figure 4.1A shows LUE over the course of one day (September, 13th)
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measured at different levels: (1) leaf‐level LUE of light reactions of
photosynthesis was measured using the clip‐on PAM fluorometer (LUEPAM), (2)
leaf‐level LUE of carbon fixation was measured using the clip‐on LICOR gas‐
exchange analyzer (LUELICOR), and (3), for comparison, canopy‐level LUE of
carbon fixation was derived from the eddy flux data (LUE EDDY). Even though
leading to different absolute values, the three measurements showed a
comparable diurnal course with high LUE during environmentally moderate
morning hours, a clear depression of LUE during afternoon, when conditions are
dry and hot, and an increase towards the evening, when conditions again become
moderate. Additionally, leaf‐level LUE began to increase around 12:30 h, while
canopy LUE recovery was delayed by about 2 hours (Figure 4.1A). We compared
photosynthetic rates at the three levels (Figure 4.1B): (1) leaf‐level electron
transport rate at photosystem II was measured using the clip‐on PAM
fluorometer (ETRPAM), (2) leaf‐level CO2 uptake rate was measured using the
clip‐on LICOR gas‐exchange analyzer (JCO2), and (3) canopy‐level GPP was
derived from the eddy flux data (GPPEDDY). Regardless the used method,
maximum rates of photosynthesis occurred between 10:00 h and 12:00 h, when
PPFD also reached its maximum. During afternoon, photosynthetic rates
decreased and the time shift between leaf and canopy level measurements is
observable again: ETRPAM, referring to the very first step of photosynthetic
energy conversion (light reaction), decreases first, followed by a decrease in the
leaf‐level CO2 uptake rate (JCO2, dark reactions), and finally also ecosystem
GPPEDDY decreased (Figure 4.1B).

Figure 4.1 Comparison of diurnal courses of leaf and canopy LUE and GPP of corn at the 13th of
September. A: incident PPFD and LUE estimated from different sources: canopy level eddy flux
measurements, LUEEDDY, leaf level gas exchange, LUELICOR, and leaf level active fluorometry, LUEPAM.
B: production related information as estimated from eddy flux measurements, GPPEDDY, gas
exchange, JCO2, and activefluorometry, ETRPAM. (Damm et al. 2009, accepted for publication)[43]

Diurnal courses of sun‐induced fluorescence yield of corn were derived from
spectrometric measurements (compare chapter 3.2.2.2) and their potential as
proxies for LUE was investigated. GPP was modeled using Monteith`s LUE‐
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concept (Monteith, 1971, 1973) and GPP and LUE values were compared to
synoptically acquired eddy covariance data (Figure 4.2). The diurnal response of
complex physiological regulation of photosynthesis could be tracked from sun‐
induced fluorescence. Considering structural and physiological effects, this study
showed for the first time that including sun‐induced fluorescence improves
modeling of diurnal courses of GPP. A detailed publication on this study is
submitted (Damm et al. 2009, accepted for publication)[43].

Figure 4.2 Diurnal courses of modeled and measured GPPEDDY signal. GPPFSyield based on fluorescence
yield. GPPconst refers to GPP modeled with a constant LUE. (Damm et al. 2009, accepted for
publication)[43]

During the April campaign special focus was put on winter wheat that was a
main crop in the study area. Weather conditions at the beginning of the
campaign were wet and cloudy and photosynthesis of the plants was adapted to
the low light and moderate conditions. Midday 18 April, 2007 weather changed
and the whole region was abruptly exposed to longer lasting high pressure
conditions with concomitant clear skies and warm and dry air.
This poses good conditions for a test case: Photosynthesis of the formerly low‐
light adapted plants had to acclimate to the now high light conditions. This was a
specific advantage to test if these dynamic physiological changes were reflected
in sun‐induced fluorescence.
PAM fluorometry was used to analyze changes in photosynthetic activity and
condition of photosynthetic apparatus of winter wheat plants. Among other
parameters, ETR of photosystem II, non‐photochemical quenching (NPQ) and
steady‐state fluorescence were determined. To relate these three parameters,
the variation of these parameters at saturating light intensities was investigated
in detail. Plants increased their ETR in the course of acclimation to the high light
period. The increase was strongest in the morning. However, acclimation was
associated with increasing leaf temperatures. At the beginning of the improved
weather conditions, the NPQ at saturating light intensities was lowest around
midday, but increased with the days in high light conditions. Concomitantly a
slight decrease in potential quantum efficiency was observed. This could be the
sign of photoinhibition or of activation of sustained photoprotection
mechanisms, due to high light intensities over the days. In contrast, steady‐state
fluorescence showed an inverse behaviour. The relation of fluorescence with
non‐photochemical quenching revealed a clear negative correlation, whereas
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fluorescence and ETR apparently were not correlated. No obvious correlation
between NPQ and fluorescence with leaf temperature was observed. This
suggests that fluorescence indeed is associated with properties describing the
physiological status of photosynthesis and thus, may serve as a remote sensing
measure to quantify changes of the efficiency of photosynthesis that occur on the
relevant time scales. A detailed study of this topic will be published soon.

4.2.2 ACTIVATION OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS WITHIN DAYS
During the April campaign special focus was put on winter wheat that was a
main crop in the study area. Weather conditions at the beginning of the
campaign were wet and cloudy and photosynthesis of the plants was adapted to
the low light and moderate conditions. Midday 18 April, 2007 weather changed
and the whole region was abruptly exposed to longer lasting high pressure
conditions with concomitant clear skies and warm and dry air.
This poses good conditions for a test case: Photosynthesis of the formerly low‐
light adapted plants had to acclimate to the now high light conditions. This was a
specific advantage to test if these dynamic physiological changes were reflected
in sun‐induced fluorescence.
PAM fluorometry was used to analyze changes in photosynthetic activity and
condition of photosynthetic apparatus of winter wheat plants. Among other
parameters, ETR of photosystem II, non‐photochemical quenching (NPQ) and
steady‐state fluorescence were determined. To relate these three parameters,
the variation of these parameters at saturating light intensities was investigated
in detail. Plants increased their ETR in the course of acclimation to the high light
period. The increase was strongest in the morning. However, acclimation was
associated with increasing leaf temperatures. At the beginning of the improved
weather conditions, the NPQ at saturating light intensities was lowest around
midday, but increased with the days in high light conditions. Concomitantly a
slight decrease in potential quantum efficiency was observed. This could be the
sign of photoinhibition or of activation of sustained photoprotection
mechanisms, due to high light intensities over the days. In contrast, steady‐state
fluorescence showed an inverse behaviour. The relation of fluorescence with
non‐photochemical quenching revealed a clear negative correlation, whereas
fluorescence and ETR apparently were not correlated. No obvious correlation
between NPQ and fluorescence with leaf temperature was observed. This
suggests that fluorescence indeed is associated with properties describing the
physiological status of photosynthesis and thus, may serve as a remote sensing
measure to quantify changes of the efficiency of photosynthesis that occur on the
relevant time scales. A detailed study of this topic will be published soon.
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Figure 4.3 Cardinal points of light reactions during the course of several days. Cardinal points were
derived from light response characteristics (see above).

4.2.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF SUNINDUCED FLUORESCENCE
EMISSION SPECTRUM AT THE LEAF LEVEL
The shape of the fluorescence emission spectrum at the leaf level depends on
many different parameters, such as the excitation wavelength, light intensity,
pigment concentration or leaf structure. Figure 4.4 compares sun‐induced
fluorescence emission spectra of leaves from different species under the same
conditions of illumination (about 1700 µmol m‐2 s‐1). It can be seen that leaves
with the same chlorophyll content can show different emission spectra (e.g.
wheat and bean). The shape parameters of the fluorescence emission spectrum
are introduced into the retrieval algorithm of fluorescence from airborne data.
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Figure 4.4 Variability of suninduced fluorescence emission spectra after light adaptation (1700
µmol photons m2 s1). Adaxial sides of leaves from four species were measured with the special
instrument described in 3.2.2.1. Chlorophyll content (µg cm2): Corn 48, Bean 42.2, Velvetgrass
27.1,Wheat 41.9.

The shape of the fluorescence emission spectrum at the leaf level depends on
many different parameters, such as the excitation wavelength, light intensity,
pigment concentration or leaf structure. This information is needed for the
retrieval of fluorescence from the oxygen absorption bands profile because
variations of fluorescence across the bands are a cause of error in fluorescence
retrieval.
Fluorescence emission spectra at the leaf level under natural sunlight were
recorded using a specially built spectro‐fluorometer based on a HR2000+
spectro‐radiometer (Ocean Optics). In this instrument, solar radiation is filtered
by a short pass blue filter and focused onto the leaf by a converging lens to
compensate the attenuation of the filter. The spectroradiometer was calibrated
radiometrically, spectrally and for linearity, using a standard black body (LI‐Cor
1800‐02, NE, USA) and a Hg‐Ar standard lamp (CAL‐2000, Micropack, Germany).
Measurements were performed around solar noon and during overflights in
April, June and September 2007 on grass, wheat, corn and bean leaves from the
different experiment sites. Chlorophyll content and PPFD were systematically
acquired with a chlorophyll‐meter (SPAD‐502, Minolta) and a quantum‐meter.
Figure 4.4 compares sun‐induced fluorescence emission spectra of leaves from
different species under the same conditions of illumination (about 1700
μmol·m‐2·s‐1). Spectra are normalized at the emission peak at 740 nm. It can be
seen that leaves with the same chlorophyll content can show different emission
spectra, as it is the case for wheat and bean. Peak normalized spectra are almost
identical in the far‐red region over 720 nm. This means that the shape of the long
wavelengths band is independent of leaf species. However this is not the case of
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the red band around 685 nm. One can see that the shape of the band, the
wavelength of its maximum and its relative intensity depend on the leaf species.
These spectral features are probably related to leaf structure.

MODELLNG
LEAF
FLUORESCENCE
RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM

EMISSION

FOR

As fluorescence and reflectance changes across the oxygen absorption bands at
687 and 760 nm, it is important to have an accurate model of fluorescence
emission at these wavelengths which depends only on a few free parameters.
At 760 nm, leaf fluorescence variation is almost linear in the wavelength range of
the O2‐A band, with a slope that is constant among species (see Figure 4.4). So
fluorescence around 760 nm can be described with only one free parameter as in
the Fraunhofer Line Discriminator principle (FLD).
The situation is more complicated at 687 nm. Present leaf fluorescence models
fail to describe accurately the variations of the shape of fluorescence emission
among species. As an exemple, in the FluorModLeaf model, fluorescence
emission is considered as the sum of two emission bands attributed to PSI and
PSII (Pedros et al 2008). In this model, variations of fluorescence emission with
input parameters are uniform in the red spectral region around 687 nm. Figure
4.5 shows FluorModLeaf simulations of normalized emission spectra for
different chlorophyll contents or structure parameters. The model is able to
confirm a constant shape of the emission spectrum in the 760 nm region. But it
can be seen that the modification patterns in the 687 nm region are very
different from the experimental ones observed in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5 Fluorescence emission spectra at the leaf level simulated with FluorModLeaf5 for
different values of input parameters. Left: chlorophyll content 20;40;60 µg/cm2, carotenoids content
5;10;15 µg/cm2 resp., structure index N=1.5 . Right: chlorophyll content: 33 µg/cm2, carotenoids
content 8 µg/cm2 , structure index N=1;2;3. Others parameters

Excitation wavelength: 550 nm, stochiometry PSI/PSII: 1, PSI fluorescence
lifetime: 0.035 ns, PSII fluorescence lifetime: 0.5 ns.
As a conclusion, more research is needed to understand precisely the driven
parameters of the changes of the shape of the emission spectrum around the
oxygen B band. Furthermore, this later investigation was limited to the leaf
fluorescence emission. Radiative transfert inside the canopy is expected to
modify the emission spectrum, as red fluorescence is reabsorbed by leaves while
far red fluorescence is not. Measurement of fluorescence emission spectrum at
the canopy level should therefore be investigated for accurate interpretation of
sun induced fluorescence to be made by passive methods.
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INTER-SPECIES
VARIATIONS
IN
REFLECTANCE AND TRANSMITTANCE

FLUORESCENCE,

The prototype FluoRT leaf clip allows rapid measurement of leaf reflectance,
transmittance and fluorescence emission spectra. During the September
campaing several measurements were performed at different species, as
described in Section 3.2.1.3 and Section 3.2.2.1.
The measurements were performed using a radiometrically calibrated
instrument, therefore absolute comparisson of the spectra obtained is possible.
Figure 4.6 shows how different species present a wide variation of shapes and
intensities in the fluorescence emission, both up‐ and down‐welling. It is
interesting to note that fluorescence emission by the reverse of the leaves is, at
the second peak, in the same order of magnitude that the upwelling emission.
The retrieved fluorescence allows correcting the apparent reflectance and
transmittance from its influence, obtaining its true shape, which is necessary for
some retrieval algorithms. Absorbance can then be derived from measured
reflectance and transmittance. These parameters are plotted in Figure 4.7. Then,
it is possible to measure PAR from the irradiance measurements, APAR using the
absorption, and thus the fraction of absorved energy fAPAR. Another useful
parameter obtained is the ration between peaks. All these results are
summarized in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.6 Upwelling and downwelling fluorescence (corrected from filter effect) obtained for
different species from the FluoRT leaf clip. Units in W/m2/nm/sr
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Figure 4.7 True reflenctance and transmittance (i.e. free of fluorescence contamination) obtained
for different species from the FluoRT leaf clip

There are some interesting features in these plots. In particular sunflower, which
was in senescent phase, is the only sample that has the highest emission at the
first peak, which is consistent with the smaller absorption in the red region. Also,
kiwi had one of the highest levels of leaf chlorophyll content and presents the
smallest fluorescence emission. Finally, it is especially relevant that leaf
trasmittance is almost the same for all the samples (except the senescent one)
despite having very different reflectances, particularly at the NIR region.
Table 4.1 PAR and fluorescence related parameters derived for different species
Species

PAR

APAR

fAPAR

Upwelling
F690*

F740*

Downwelling
F640/F740

F690*

F740*

F640/F740

Corn

77.191

66.845

87%

1.210

1.813

0.667

0.503

1.580

0.318

Bean
Zucchini
Kiwi

77.731
76.773
61.397

67.762
72.500
53.889

87%
94%
87.8%

1.163
0.933
0.591

1.960
1.893
1.141

0.593
0.493
0.52

0.451
0.243
0.335

1.112
1.054
0.752

0.406
0.230
0.44

Sunflower

61.831

44.492

72.0%

1.102

0.657

1.68

0.686

0.436

1.57

2

Radiance units: W/m /nm/sr

* Values multiplied by 10

3

4.3 Canopy-level

Ground‐based diurnal cycles of sun‐ and laser‐induced canopy fluorescence were
collected with the aim of characterizing the temporal dynamic of fluorescence in
addition to the spatial variation captured by airborne sensors (Section 3.4.1).

4.3.1 DIURNAL VARIATIONS
FLUORESCENCE

OF

SUNINDUCED

CANOPY

Diurnal cycles of canopy sun‐induced fluorescence were collected during both
the April and September campaigns over natural grassland (Velvetgrass), winter
wheat and corn, respectively.
The diurnal cycle of both fluorescence fluxes (F687 at 687 nm and F760 at
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760 nm) and Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR) during a sunny day is shown
in Figure 4.8 (21st April) but similar results are obtained for other days (Figure
4.8B). One may observe that F687 closely followed PAR whereas less diurnal
variation was observed on F760. It is hypothesized that this difference, already
observed in other experiments (Louis et al. 2005), is due to a canopy structure
effect. Nevertheless the fluorescence ratio F687/F760 was calculated and
compared with the same ratio calculated for the in board AirFLEX data (Table
4.2). In board data were processed to retrieve the fluorescence flux at the ground
level after atmospheric corrections, according to Daumard et al (2007)[35].
Between 11:27 and 14:05, time of the airplane overpass, an increase of similar
amplitude is observed on both on‐board and ground measurements.
Furthermore the ratios corroborate taking into account the uncertainty of the
measurements.
Table 4.2 Simultaneous measurement of the F687/F760 ratio from the airborn AirFLEX sensor and on
ground

date

Time
(TU+2)
21/04/2007 11:27
21/04/2007 14:05

NDVI
F687/F760
Plane Plane (AirFLEX)
0.81
1.82 ± 0.7
0.78
2.11± 0.7

F687/F760
Ground (TerraFLEX)
1.44 ± 0.35
1.76 ± 0.35

NDVI
Ground
0.74
0.68

As another example, the diurnal variation of Fs at 760nm over winter wheat,
measured at three days (22‐24 April) under comparable meteorological
conditions (i.e. clear sky) is shown in Figure 4.8B. As it is generally observed for
photosynthesis, Fs exhibited a diurnal variation which is partially driven by
incident PPFD (i.e. the more photons are absorbed, the more are dissipated
through Fs). However, while PPFD showed a symmetrical trend around solar
noon, Fs reached its maximum before solar noon (about 12:00 UTC) and
decreased after 13:00 UTC. This trend was more easily observable with the
Normalized Fs (NFs, Figure 4.8C), which is the yield of NFs per unit incident
radiation (Meroni and Colombo, 2006)[31]. The diurnal course of NFs yield,
which is expected to track the canopy LUE (e.g. Meroni et al., 2008)[37], showed
an increase during early morning, a depression during solar noon when the
PPFD reached its maximum, followed by a recover in late afternoon.
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Figure 4.8 (Top): Diurnal course of fluorescence fluxes at 687 and 760 nm, (F687 and F760) and
Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR), measured at the canopy level with the SpectroFLEX setup.
Similar results were obtained on April 22nd and 23rd 2007. Vertical black lines indicate the
moment at which the field has been flight over. The fluorescence ratios inboard and at ground level
are compared in Table 4.2. (A, B): Diurnal courses of suninduced fluorescence at 760 nm measured
over three measurement days. Fs, Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density, PPFD (A), and Normalized Fs,
NFs (B). Values represent mean ± SE (n = 4 consecutive measurements). Measurements were
collected over a winter wheat dense canopy (LAI = 6.3 m2m2) during three days of measurements
(2224 April, 2007) at the Marmande main site.

4.3.2 VARIATIONS OF SUNINDUCED CANOPY FLUORESCENCE
OVER DIFFERENT AGRICULTURAL CROPS
Main focus of this analysis was to investigate the variability of sun‐induced
fluorescence within the same field, of the same crop, in different canopies, and
with vegetation changes during seasons. Additionally, the interdependency
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between Fs and the well established Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) was investigated.
A first relative evaluation of the data showed a hyperbolic relationship of the Fs
signal and the NDVI (Figure 4.9) for different crop types and surfaces. A clear
difference in the intra‐ and inner‐field variation was obvious for both
parameters. Moreover, the sensitivity of both parameters differs especially at the
boundaries of the parameter range. On the one hand, the classical vegetation
index saturated in dense canopies (e.g. when LAI is higher than 4) at a value of
0.9, where Fs still provided a differentiation of values (e.g. for winter wheat). On
the other, the NDVI showed a significant variability for non vegetated surface
classes (e.g. bare soil or water), whereas Fs values were more consistent with
values around 0 for such non vegetated surfaces. Given insights from these first
experiments the focus of future analysis will be put on a differentiated view on
the impact of structural and functional response to the acquired signal.

Figure 4.9 Suninduced fluorescence and NDVI over different 11 agricultural crops and two
additional surface classes. For each canopy type, average and standard deviation of 12 single
measurements were calculated (winter wheat 84, corn 96). (Rascher et al. 2009)[44]

Figure 4.10 shows a map of a transect over some of the Marmande test fields
(top). It also shows the corresponding fluorescence signals as well as the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) over three different fields
covered with corn and bean (bottom). One can see a significant increase of NDVI
between the first corn field and the bean field, while there were only little
changes between the bean field and the second corn field. These observations
could be related to the senescence of the first corn field that was observed from
the video images (data not shown). It can be seen from Figure 4.10B that many
fluorescence variations were correlated to NVDI variations. However, larger
variations were observed on fluorescence signals. Fluorescence also showed
variations from field to field that could not be explained by NDVI changes. It was
the case of the F687 signal when going from the bean field to the second corn
field. These fluorescence changes were most probably related to different canopy
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structure, as bean is a dicot with a rather planophile structure while corn is a
monocot having a more erectophile structure. Similar results have been already
reported in Moya et al (2006).

Figure 4.10 Top: AirFLEX transects over the Marmande test fields on September 15th. Bottom:
Fluorescence flux at 687 nm, fluorescence flux at 760 nm and NDVI measured during the transect
marked in red.

As the CEFLES2 campaign span several months, it offers the opportunity to
compare the evolution of fluorescence signals between different periods of the
year corresponding to different vegetation stages in the same area. Figure 4.11
compares the NDVI distribution measured with the AirFlex sensor between
April, June and September. It clearly shows the vegetation dynamic over this
period of the year. April is characterized by a more important proportion of bare
soil and a rather flat distribution of green vegetation corresponding to different
stages of vegetation development. June and September are characterized by
diminished proportion of bare soil, which could be an issue to assess a reference
level for fluorescence retrieval algorithms. The maximum NDVI distribution in
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June is very close to 1, while in September the maximum of the distribution
occurs at a lower level. This could correspond to the beginning of vegetation
senescence, as it could be the case for corn fields.
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Figure 4.11 Variations of the NDVI distribution during the CEFLES2 campaign

Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of Fluorescence Fraction (FF) obtained by
AirFlex over the whole region under study at different times during the
campaign, measured in the oxygen A (760 nm) and B (687 nm) band. FF is
computed using the Fraunhofer line discrimination principle (or Plascyk
formulae). It can be seen that FF687 distribution is rather different that FF760.
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This later signal spreads over greater values of fluorescence as the growing
season progresses, which corresponds to an increase of photosynthetic biomass.
It is worth to note the difference between NDVI and FF760 distribution. NDVI
reaches its maximum value early in the growing season, as it is illustrated by the
position of the maximum of the NDVI distribution which is closed to 1 in June.
Alternatively, the FF760 distribution shows a greater dynamic range in the
highest values. This shows that FF760 could be used as an accurate indicator of
photosynthetic biomass.
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Figure 4.12 Distribution of fluorescence fractions measured with the airborne sensor AirFlex over the Les
Landes region at different stages of the growing season

The distribution of the red/far red fluorescence emission ratio F687/F760 was
measured with the AirFlex instrument over three different types of canopies
such as wheat, corn and pine.
These different plant species give different canopy architectures. Wheat is an
erectophile type, while corn is more planophile than wheat, with larger leaves.
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Pine forests in the Les Landes region are often sparse forest, and the field of view
of the instrument consist of a mix of trees canopies and the grassland vegetation
underneath (Figure 4.13)
Wheat

Corn

Pine

Figure 4.13 Video images of three different types of vegetation measured by AirFlex

Figure 4.14 shows the distribution of F687/F760 ratio for wheat, corn and pine
forest. Wheat presents the smallest ratio, which is in accordance with the
erectophile properties of this canopy. F687/F760 distribution in pine is wider
than the other ones. This could be related to the composite nature of this type of
canopy, as well as to a wide distribution of trees age and plant density over the
region.
These results suggest that passive remote sensing of the F687/F760
fluorescence emission ratio could be used as an indicator of canopy architecture
and vegetation type, in order to better quantify light interaction and interception
by vegetation.
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Figure 4.14 Distribution of the F687/F760 fluorescence emission ratio for three different canopies
measured with the airborne sensor AirFlex

NDVI is a widely used index to assess vegetation coverage by remote sensing. On
the other hand, fluorescence is generated by excited photosynthetic pigments
and therefore is directly related to the amount of light which has been absorbed
by photosynthetically active biomass.
The associated spectrometer onboard with the AirFlex instrument provides a
way to monitor NDVI and fluorescence simultaneously on the same target and to
investigate the relationship between fluorescence and NDVI for different
vegetation types.
Figure 4.15 shows the relationship between fluorescence fraction FF687 and
FF760 and NDVI for wheat, corn and pine. A general observation is that when
NDVI reaches high values between 0.8 and 1, fluorescence continues to increase,
showing a higher dynamical range of variation that NDVI. This is especially true
for the FF760 channel and it is well illustrated by the relationship between
FF760 and NDVI on wheat (top left figure). This effect is much less pronounced
at 687 nm, indicating different radiative interactions of red and far‐red radiation
with vegetation. Surprisingly the pine forest shows almost no correlation
between fluorescence and NDVI, which can be explained by medium values and a
low range of variation of NDVI.
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These results suggest that fluorescence could be used as an indicator of
photosynthetic biomass with a much larger dynamic range than NDVI.
Furthermore, red fluorescence FF687 provides additional information about
canopy structure, which could be used to better quantify light interception.
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Figure 4.15 Relationship between sun induced fluorescence (fluorescence fractions) and NDVI for
three different vegetation types

To investigate spatial and temporal variability of fluorescence signals at a wider
spatial scale, an analysis based on a number of target fields along the flight track was
performed. Portions of land belonging to specific land use and land cover classes
were identified and parameterized, by visual inspection of the video images acquired
during the flights. Each field was marked and basic statistical computations were
computed from the fluorescence signal. In total, 40 fields were identified over pine
forest, and 42 over winter wheat land uses, besides smaller amounts of fields over
other land use classes. Fields had similar and homogeneous characteristics, in terms
of texture and NDVI. Mean NDVI was computed from the flights is 0.83 ± 0.07 over
pine and 0.87 ± 0.08 over wheat. Not all the fields were sampled in all the flights,
because of track variations between different flights. Nevertheless, investigating the
aggregated fluorescence response over these fields can provide information on the
spatial and temporal variability of the observations, and on the absolute magnitudes of
fluorescence signals at a wider scale with respect to point observations. Figure 4.16
shows the diurnal course of the fluorescence flux over pine and wheat fields
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respectively, together with incoming PPFD. Variability related to differences between
fields is encompassed by vertical deviation bars. Both fluorescence signals showed a
diurnal shape that obviously was driven by incoming radiation, but important
differences in fluorescence signals over different land cover exist; fluorescence was
on average 53% higher on wheat then on pine forest, while corresponding average
incoming PPFD, as directly measured at the time of observations, did not show any
remarkable difference. Even in absence of direct canopy-scale LUE measurements
over target fields, LUE of a fast developing winter wheat canopy in April was
expected to be higher than LUE over mature pine forests, suggesting that Fs can
potentially explain LUE spatial variability when compared at different areas. The
influences and the relative importance of structural effects on the fluorescence
radiometric signals are not yet well known and may play a role in explaining part of
this observed variability.

Figure 4.16 Fs (left axis) and PPFD (right axis) averages at different hours of the day over 118 pine
fields (black circles) and over 47 wheat fileds (white circles) during five days of flights from April 18
to April 23

4.3.3 ACTIVE LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE MAPPING
During the September campaign the corn fields investigated presented a large
heterogeneity in Chl content within the canopy and along the longitudinal axis of
single leaves. Consequently, the shape and intensity of the Chl fluorescence
spectra at leaf level were markedly dependent on the leaf position into the
canopy (Figure 4.17) and on the part of the leaf measured (Figure 4.17), in
accordance with the well‐known relationship between Chl content and
fluorescence reabsortion at the red fluorescence band (Buschmann, 2007).
Therefore, the fluorescence spectrum of the canopy was the result of
heterogeneous contributions from the top layers as well as of those coming from
the inner layers, which underwent multiple reabsorption processes.
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Figure 4.17 Laser induced fluorescence spectra of single corn leaves excited at 532 nm. (A) leaves at
different position into the plant (I to VI from top of the plant). (B) Different part from the same leaf
(leaf II from the top).

In Figure 4.18 an example of the corn canopy laser induced fluorescence (LIF)
mapping at different day times (UTC) is reported. The LIF measurements were
performed by the FLIDAR system that covered a 1 m 2 area (specifically, the area
was about 80 x 120 cm) of the corn field within small angles from nadir (Figure
4.18A). The spot effectively measured with the FLIDAR system at each laser
pulse was a 2.5 cm diameter circle spot. For each spot, the whole fluorescence
spectrum between 580 and 830 nm was recorded. Spatial resolution, that is the
distance between the center of one measured spot and the next one, was about
4.5 cm both in the vertical and horizontal direction. The images, made up of 18 x
27 pixels, were obtained by operating an integral of the fluorescence spectrum,
obtained as an average of 20 spectral measurements with 532 nm excitation, in
the 760 nm ± 2.5 nm band and by plotting the corresponding integral value for
each pixel in the map. Black pixels correspond to those data that were not
included in the processing due to a very low fluorescence intensity at 680 nm: in
this way pixels corresponding to soil or dried vegetation were excluded from the
analysis.
As expected the fluorescence map was found to be largely heterogeneous.
Although it was difficult to appreciate significant changes in the fluorescence
evolution, a general trend to a decrease in the F760 nm signal appeared (Figure
4.18B‐D). This variation was confirmed determining the fluorescence signal
averaged over the canopy area that showed a 15% decrease from 08:00 to 15:00
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(UTC. Similar results were obtained for a second time course of the same corn
canopy recorded on September 15th, 2007 (data not shown).

Figure 4.18 (A) Corn canopy area (about 1 m2) scanned by the FLIDAR imaging system, within small
angles from nadir; note the presence of a fluorescence standard (blue) and a reflectance standard
(white) at the lefttop corner. (BD) Canopy fluorescence maps at the 760 nm band, with excitation
at 532 nm, acquired in sequence at 8:00, 10:30 and 15:00 (UTC), respectively, on September 12th,
2007. Each map, made up of 18 x 27 pixels, required an acquisition time of 20 min. Fluorescence
intensities in the color bar are expressed as arbitrary units.

4.3.4 DIURNAL VARIATIONS
PARAMETERS

OF

CANOPY

BIOPHYSICAL

Wheat canopy
The incident irradiance during the three days of measurement was quite similar
as showed by Figure 4.19(a). The steady state fluorescence at 760 nm (b) and the
normalized fluorescence (data not showed) are also quite similar in the three
days. A minor difference is present for day 24 (the last measurement session)
when Fs and NF are higher than the other two days.
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Figure 4.19 Diurnal cycles of: incoming radiance next to the 760 nm Fraunhofer line (A), steady
state fluorescence at 760 n, (b,) NDVI (c), and PRI (d).

A ‘typical’ vegation index, the NDVI, is reported in (c). Directional effects are
minimized but are still evident around noon, when the photons, given the low
MTA (Mean Tilt Angle) of the canopy, probably can reach the lower and darker
zone of the canopy.
The Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) correlated with heat dissipation
(xanthophyll de‐epoxidation and trans‐thylakoid ΔpH), was computed as
PRI=(R531‐R570)/(R531+R570). The PRI is quite noisy (d) probably because of the
very low reflectance in the VIS showed by the target. However a diurnal trend
may be recognised: stable PRI until noon and increase afterwards.
The BRDF of the target was sampled by assuming field homogeneity within 3.5 m
distance from the setup location and by viewing, in the principal solar plane,
with different angles (‐60, ‐40, 0, +40, + 60, where – is for backward scatter, i.e.
in the direction of the sun) different portion of the field up to a maximum
distance from nadir of 3.2 m.
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Measurements were carried out on the 23rd at 16:15 UTC (dayfract 0.72) with
SZA=63.5 deg and SAA=261.5 deg. Results of this exercise are shown in Figure
4.20.
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Figure 4.20 BRDF in the principal solar plane of: a) PRI index (red dots) and the reflectance factor
at 800 nm(green dots, b) Fs (red dots) and NFs (blue dots) at 760 nm. The sun position is indicated
by the yellow circle. Data were fitted by a second degree polynomial

Both PRI and Fs respond strongly to VZA (View Zenith Angle). Comparing the
range of variation with that of a full diurnal cycle shows that their magnitude is
quite similar (for both PRI and Fs).
In order to quantify the amount of radiation absorbed by the vegetation medium
the fIPAR was estimated in correspondence of the passive fluorescence
measurements using an AccuPAR Linear Par Ceptometer (Decagon, Inc., Pullman,
WA).
A 2.5 x 1 m plot was delineated and 5 below canopy PAR transmitted flux
measurements (PARt) and one incoming PAR measurement (PARi) were used to
estimate the instantaneous fIPAR (Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.21 Time course of fIPAR

Finally, it was analysed the presence of different components within the
spectrometer FOV and their contribute on the measured radiance. Digital nadiral
pictures were collected during the day and they were then classified with a
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maximum likelihood algorithm in ‘brightness classes’: sunlit, bright sunlit,
shadow and dark shadow leaves.
By this way, it was possible to determine the fraction of the “scene” that was
covered by each brightness class. Nevertheless, the contribution of a class to the
signal collected by the spectrometer (i.e. the radiance upwelling from the
observed ‘scene’) is not only proportional to its fractional cover. In fact, its
contribution to the total upwelling flux is also proportional to the flux actually
upwelling from the unit area of that class (i.e. few bright spots may contribute
more than an extended dark area in terms of number of photons reaching the
detector).
In order to get a first order approximation of this total contribution we analyzed
the un‐calibrated digital counts recorded in the red band of each class
(proportional to the number of photons coming from that class). By this way we
were able to appraise the contribution of each component to the red upwelling
flux during morning, midday and afternoon. Figure 4.22 shows that during the
morning and the afternoon, the maximum contribution is due to the shaded
leaves (reflection of diffuse light).
Specular reflection of direct solar light associated with bright sunlit leaves is also
important, especially during solar noon. Also non‐specular reflection of direct
solar light (associated with sunlit leaves) reaches a maximum at solar noon. This
peak seems to correspond to the time of the minimum value of the fIPAR.
Finally dark shadow components do not strongly affect the signal, at least in red
band. This plot also shows that the contribution of some components is not
symmetric around solar noon and may help to explain the asymmetries found in
spectral measurements.
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Figure 4.22 Contribution of each components to the red upwelling flux within the FOV

Corn canopy
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Results of the LAI progressive reduction experiment are reported in Figure 4.23.
Biomass reduction of the treated samples is showed by the trend of NDVI (c).

Figure 4.23 Evolution of radiometric signals during the progressive LAI reduction experiment. Full
and empty dots refer to control and treatment samples, respectively. Error bars refer to ± SE.
Incoming radiance next to the 760 nm Fraunhofer line (A), steady state fluorescence at 760 n, (b,)
NDVI (c), and PRI (d). Vertical lines refer to progressive corn row cuttings

These preliminary results indicate that Fs (b) is sensible to minor LAI reductions
while the PRI (d) appears to be more stable. Further investigation is needed to
take into account the possible effects of the 3D structure, photo‐inhibition due to
sun exposure and, finally, PRI compensation due to background.
Results of the severe water stress experiment are reported in Figure 4.24. The
evolution of treatment NDVI (c) reveals the strong intensity of the water tress
induced. Fs is able to separate the thesis (b).
In agreement with other water stress experiment in the literature, Fs is reduced
in the treated sample. This reduction is not associated with a PRI reduction (d) of
the treated sample that, compared to control sample, seems unable to increase
the recourse to the xanthophylls cycle.
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Figure 4.24 Evolution of radiometric signals during water stress experiment. Full and empty dots
refer to control and treatment samples, respectively. Incoming radiance next to the 760 nm
Fraunhofer line (A), steady state fluorescence at 760 n, (b,) NDVI (c), and PRI (d). Vertical lines refer
to progressive plant cuttings

4.3.5 COMPARISON BETWEEN SIF AND LIF ON INDUCED WATER
STRESSED CORN CANOPY
The comparison between Sun Induced Fluorescence (SIF) and Laser Induced
Fluorescence (LIF) measurements at the canopy level is important to better
understand variation of SIF within days and seasons. Furthermore, only few data
sets concerning the relationship between active and passive Chl fluorescence are
reported into the literature (Moya et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2005; Pérez‐Priego et al.
2005)[25]. Yet, in those studies the active measurements used to calibrate the
SIF measurements, observing a greater area of the canopy, were limited to the
leaf level.
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Canopy LIF data were compared to SIF data acquired on the same Marmande
corn field at a distance of few tenths of meters during the same daily cycle. The
two methods of detection were compared on canopy subjected to a desiccation
stress in order to induce a fluorescence gradient. Some corn plants were selected
next to the control area and the water flow was interrupted by cutting their stem
and holding the plants in their original position with poles.
Physiological measurements (gas exchange and active fluorimetry) were
performed by Dr. Rascher’s field team in a nearby area subjected to the same
manipulation (Figure 4.25A and B).
The time course recorded on Sep 12, 2007 of the SIF signal at 760 nm,
normalized to the incident solar radiance, and of the LIF signal measured at the
same wavelength, is reported in Figure 4.25C for both the control and treated
areas (stem cutting occurred at 9:30). In general, in the afternoon, both SIF and
LIF signals of the control canopies showed a trend to decrease with time. The
decrease in the SIF was less evident, but still visible. This discrepancy is rather
small considering the difference in the excitation light (wavelength and
intensity) and in the excitation/detection geometry of the two measuring
systems. The passive fluorescence data are largely dependent on the solar‐zenith
angle that affects penetration of the excitation light into the canopy.
Consequently, the contributions to fluorescence from leaves in the inner layers
can change with time and may not be adequately normalized by using the solar
radiation incident on the horizontal plane. On the contrary, in the LIF
measurements, the excitation/detection geometry was constant.
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Figure 4.25 Time evolution of photosynthetic CO2 uptake rate (A), leaf transpiration (B), SIF and
LIF signals at 760 nm (C) and ratio of the fluorescence signals (D) from control and stressed corn
plants. Desiccation stress was applied at 10am by cutting the plants but keeping them under the
same conditions in the canopy. Photosynthetic uptake rates and transpiration were measured at
the leaf level, while SIF and LIF were measured on the canopy level (about 1 × 1 meter). LIF and
SIF data were normalized to a fluorescence standard signal and to the incident solar radiance,
respectively.

The average light intensity of the laser excitation at 532 nm was always less than
half the incident solar PAR measured during the experiment (1100‐1500 µmol
m‐2s‐1), therefore, no marked perturbation of the leaf photosynthetic state was
expected to be induced by the excitation beam. Yet, this effect was proved to be
negligible by recording the fluorescence signal on the same target for a time 5‐
folds longer than the standard acquisition time and finding no significant
fluorescence induction kinetics.
Under desiccation stress, both LIF and SIF values showed a larger decrease with
time with respect to the controls (Figure 4.25C). This trend was more evident
plotting the ratio between control and stressed plant fluorescence signals
(Figure 4.25D). For both techniques the difference in fluorescence between
control and stressed plants was increasing with time.
The agreement between LIF and SIF detection of plant water stress supports the
reliability of the use of SIF signals as indices of the photosynthetic status.
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4.4 Regional level
4.4.1 FLUORESCENCE RETRIEVAL FROM AIRFLEX
4.4.2 REGIONAL MAP OF FLUORESCENCE DERIVED FROM HYPER
AIRBORNE IMAGER
Two groups have tried to derive fluorescence from the preliminary HYPER
images. Being the first flight of this sensor, processing of the data to L1b and L2b
has been particularly difficul and at this moment is not yet completed. Therefore
the results here presented are only temptative, and might be affected by sensor
calibration artifacts.

HUMBOLDT UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN
The spatial analysis of the fluorescence signal by means of imaging spectroscopy
data is complex. The signal recorded by airborne line scanners with a relatively
large field‐of‐view varies strongly across the track, i.e. perpendicular to the flight
direction, due to a variety of disturbing effects (e.g. Kennedy et al, 1997, Schiefer
et al, 2006)[8][32]. With regard to the derivation of the fluorescence signal the
following effects have to be considered: (1) data from push‐broom sensors like
HYPER are influenced by shifts in the position and width of spectral bands. This
view‐angle variation is known as “smile effect”; (2) atmospheric scattering in the
NIR regions vary with path length between sensor and Earth surface and
increases towards larger view‐angles; (3) anisotropic surface reflectance that are
a function of the fractions of sunlit and shaded surfaces are driven by the
direction of incoming solar irradiance and position of the sensor (Pinty et al.,
2002)[20]. All these effects require special attention when the raw data is
transferred into surface reflectance and a normalization of such effects has to be
included into radiometric calibration and atmospheric correction. Moreover,
knowledge on the directionality of the fluorescence signal as emitted by canopies
is still very limited and possible influences cannot be estimated at the moment.
First attempts to compute reliable reflectance values from the HYPER images
showed a high degree of statistical noise and problems with the radiometric
calibration because of bad pixels and uneven radiometric response of the sensor.
The across track gradients caused be the smile effect appear to be dominant
(Figure 4.26, top). Therefore, it was not feasible to derive fluorescence in
physical values. As alternative we used an empirical normalization to account for
most of the disturbing effects and relative fluorescence values. This empirical
normalization used the fact, that the across track effects also exist in soil data,
which may be used as reference during the FLD method. For normalization bare
soil surfaces were manually selected in the image. The spectral information from
these soil surfaces was then used to derive an average soil signal for each
viewing angle. By incorporating this varying signal, the FLD was set up as a
function of view angle and normalized fluorescence values were derived for the
entire image. In doing so, the requirement of the reference signal being viewed
under identical illumination conditions as the target signal (Moya et al,
2004)[25] was met. However, differences in the directional behaviour of soils
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and vegetation, as well as knowledge gaps on the directionality of emitted
fluorescence limit the accuracy and an evaluation of absolute fluorescence value
is not feasible with this empirical approach.
Nevertheless, it was possible to evaluate the spatial distribution of fluorescence
and to achieve first insights on the spatial variations of fluorescence (Figure 4.26,
bottom). Clear differences in intra‐ and inner‐field variation of the fluorescence
signal were observed for agricultural areas near Marmande. Differences
correlate to some extent with traditional index‐based proxies for vegetation or
with vegetation fractions derived from spectral mixture analyses. However, such
index‐based measures often saturate at values where fluorescence still allows
differentiating photosynthetic activity. Moreover, the absolute fluorescence
signal differed clearly between different crop types having the same leaf area,
providing information that cannot be derived by traditional measures.

Figure 4.26 Relative distribution of Fs signal as derived from HYPER imaging spectroscopy data (30
June 2007) without correction of anisotropic crosstrack effects (top) and with empirical correction
of the effects (bottom). Results show Fs values for all corn fields in the Marmande area and have
been filtered with a 3x3 pixel mean filter to reduce statistical noise. (Rascher et al. 2009)[44]

UVAL GLOBAL CHANGE UNIT
With the objective of extracting fluorescence maps from Hyper airborne data a
previous study has been performed over the raw data. This consists in the
estimation of the Oxygen‐A depth (OAdepth) from the raw image, which is
considered as the fraction Lin/Lout, where Lin is the radiance into the
absorption band and Lout the radiance out of the absorption band. It must be
remarked that Lout is obtained interpolating the bands before and after the
absorption band and considering the same wavelength as Lin.
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In Figure 4.27 it is represented the NDVI map from the Hyper atmospherically
corrected image (Franch et al., 2009)[41] of 15 th of September. It is also
displayed in this map one of the Airflex fight lines, which has been considered to
represent NDVI an OAdepth profiles (Figure 4.28). Finally the OAdepth map can
be visualized in Figure 4.29.

Figure 4.27 NDVI from Hyper atmospherically corrected image from the flight line considered in
September
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Figure 4.28 NDVI and OAdepth measured through the AIRFLEX flight line considered
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Figure 4.29 OAdepth image from the flight line considered in September

4.4.3 REGIONAL MAP OF CHLOROPHYLL CONTENT FROM AHS
Derivation of chlorophyll content has been based on the Normalized Area Over
reflectance Curve (NAOC) index. This spectra‐derived index needs to be
calibrated against ground measurements. Leaf chlorophyll content data collected
during Mission 3 in September included more species and range of variation than
the rest of the campaigns. Therefore the analysis has focused in this date. The
airborne image used was AHS L2b from low‐altitude flightline P04BD, as it
overflew the Marmande test site.
NAOC is based on the relationship of chlorophyll content and light absorption in
the red region. It is calculated by integrating the reflectance curve in the
chlorophyll absorption range once normalized by its value at the NIR edge of the
absorption, then subtracted to unity:
NAOC= 1−

∫

b
a

ρ ⋅ dλ

ρ b (b − a)

In the first stage of the study it was selected the full range of Chlorophyll
absorption, from 560 to 800 nm, to calculate the NAOC index form the AHS
image. Then, using the GPS coordinates of the ground measurements, we have
extracted the corresponding values from the NAOC map, in order to find a
correlation between measured chlorophyll and the index.
The results showed a quick saturation of NAOC’s sensibility to chlorophyll
content above 40 μg/cm2, as reflected in Figure 4.30. In order to determine the
reason for this behavior we selected three points with diverse chlorophyll
content but similar NAOC value and we compared the corresponding spectra
(Figure 4.31) normalized to the reflectance at 800nm (as required by NAOC).
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Figure 4.30 When NAOC is obtained using the full Chl absoprion range the correlation with leaf
chlorophyll content shows a quick saturation.

From the graph it is clear that above certain chlorophyll content the differences
in spectra appear only around the red‐edge region, and these variations are only
slight. When using the spectral range from 560 to 800 nm to estimate the area
over the curve the contribution of the first third (green‐red region: 560‐640 nm)
is similar despite the different chl content and very large to the overall area over
the curve (more than 55%). The largest differences are found around the red‐
edge, but these variations are proportionally small with respect to the area
contributed by the lower wavelengths. Thus, reducing NAOC’s integration area to
the 640‐800 nm region would result in a increased significance of the variations
found at the red‐edge.

Figure 4.31 Spectral of samples with similar NAOC values but different Chlorophyll content (using
the 560800 nm range to calcúlate NAOC).

A new NAOC map was calculated using the new integration range (from 640 to
800 nm). The resulting correlation (Figure 4.32) presents a better relationship,
not so steep, for large chlorophyll contents, thus enabling the discrimination of
higher chlorophyll content. But some points with the highest levels of
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chlorophyll do not follow the trend. In order to better interpret the results the
points have been differentiated by crop type, showing that the misbehaving
points all correspond to kiwi trees. These trees have an open canopy and are
planted in separated rows. The images have a resolution of 3 m/pixel, thus those
pixels from the kiwi parcel correspond to mixed surfaces, and not to a close
dense canopy for which leaf‐level chlorophyll content migh be directly linked to
canopy chlorophyll content. Leaf Area Index (LAI) is an indicator of the amount
of leaves per unit of area in the surface; therefore, multiplying leaf chlorophyll
content by LAI it is possible to obtain total chlorophyll content per unit area, that
is total canopy chlorophyll.

Figure 4.32 (Left) Correlation of NAOC (640800 nm integration range) with leaf chlorophyll
content, differentiated by crop type. Anomalous points correspond to kiwi trees. (Right) Kiwi trees
at test site present stands widely separated and thin canopies.

The plot of NAOC against chlorophyll by LAI (Figure 4.33) shows a closer
grouping of the points; even those from kiwi are no longer standing apart. This
distribution has been best adjusted to an exponetial function (Figure 4.34),
which serves as calibration for the index. Once the index has been adjusted to the
in situ measurements it is possible to derive a canopy chlorophyll content map
from the NAOC map. The result is shown below in Figure 4.35.

Figure 4.33 Correlation of NAOC (640800 nm integration range) with leaf chlorophyll multiplied by
LAI, differentiated by crop type. Kiwi points are now better located.
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Figure 4.34 Fitting to an exponetial function

Figure 4.35 True color AHS image from the Marmande test site (left), and the corresponding map of
total canopy Chlorophyll content.

Finally the scatter plot between NAOC and NDVI in Figure 4.36 shows that
despite both indices are somehow related (both make use of Red and NIR bands)
they are in fact not correlated for higher half of the values, which are the ones
from green vegetation. Thus, the information provided by NAOC is different than
that by NDVI.
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Figure 4.36 Scatter plot between SEN2 derived NDVI and NAOC. Both index are related, but the
information contain differs, especially at high values, i.e. green vegetation.

4.4.4 DAILY EVAPOTRANSPIRATION MAP
Evapotranspiration refers to the water lost from the soil surface (evaporation)
and from the crop (transpiration). The knowledge of ET allows the irrigation
water use optimisation. It is important to remark that the estimation of ET by
solving the energy balance equation requires the availability of TIR data. Daily
ET in mm day‐1 has been retrieved according to the Simplified Surface Energy
Balance Index (SSEBI) model (Sobrino et al. 2005, Gomez et al. 2005 and Roerink
et al. 2000)[27][16] but applied to the AHS imagery (see Figure 4.37). This figure
shows high ET values for vegetated areas and low values for bare soils.
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AHS_070424_CFLS2_P04A2

Figure 4.37 Map of daily evapotranspiration which correspond to flights performed on April 24,
2007, at 10:34 UTC

To obtain Figure 4.37, we have developed a methodology that allows estimating
of net radiation (Rn) from in situ relative humidity, being this the only in situ
data (Sobrino and Hidalgo, 2009)[42].
AHS_070424_CFLS2_P04A2

Figure 4.38 Instantaneous net radiation map which correspond to flights performed on April 24,
2007, at 10:34 UTC

Finally Table 4.3 displays the results of the comparison between daily ET values
from consecutive flights along the day. It is observed that results are similar
along the same day, which gives confidence on the methodology developed.
Table 4.3 also shows the difference between the intensive field campaigns,
reporting a low ET value in April (1.3 to 1.6 mm/day) because at this time the
parcel is mainly bare soil and therefore these values only correspond to
evaporation, around 6 mm/day in June as the corn is in its mid‐season growth
stage, getting to its maximum values of evapotranspiration and finally, 3.4
mm/day in September where the corn is in the late season growth stage.
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Table 4.3 Table 2. ETd values for the flights of CEFLES2 campaign, average of the flights
through each day and standard desviation considering the same field (C1)

Date
(DD/MM/YYYY)
23/04/2007
24/04/2007

30/06/2007

15/09/2007

ETd AHS
(mmd-1)
1.3
1.2
1.6
1.5
1.6
1.7
6.1
6.1
5.8
6.5
3.1
3.6

Mean
(mmd-1)
1.3

St. Desv.
(mmd-1)
0.02

1.6

0.07

6.1

0.3

3.4

0.3

4.4.5 FLUORESCENCE AND GROSS PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY
(GPP) AT THE REGIONAL SCALE
One of the most critical aspects of the assessment of the potentials of RS sensors
is in the need of having extensive validation of the measurement concept at the
most appropriate level of scale. At present, only indirect methods, mainly based
on models, exist to fill the huge gap existing between laef to plot scale
measurements and the regional fluxes. The most up‐to‐date methodology
considers the fraction of absorbed photosynthetic active radiation (fAPAR)
which is estimated by remote sensing measurements made in the visible‐near
infrared region of the spectrum and then multiplies this value by a radiation use
efficiency term (RUE) which is derived from models or direct measurements
made at plot scale. But it is obvious that ground measurements made at single
locations or on limited footprint have limitations as they cannot take into
account the necessary variability that occurs at the level of scale at which the RS
sensors operates. The study made in the frame of CEFLES2 allowed to overcome
such limitation by performing a comparison between fluorescence and GPP
measurements taken at a comparable level of scale. Regional scale flux
measurements were made by an aircraft equipped with airborne eddy
covariance system and fluorescence was measured concurrently by a second
aircraft equipped with the AirFLEX sensor in its airborne configuration. Since the
study was be made in collaboration with the CarboEurope Regional Experiment
(CERES, Dolman et al., 2006) substantial ground infrastructure including flux
towers was used to integrate airborne measurements.

AIRCRAFT FLUX DATA
The calculation of mass, energy and momentum fluxes is made using the
conventional eddy correlation technique taking into account all the necessary
corrections for open‐path gas analyzers. The flux calculation procedure requires
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the wind components, the air temperature and the concentrations of the species
of interest to be sampled at high frequency.
Airborne and ground‐based eddy correlation use different averaging techniques.
It has been found that there is a correlation between vertical air motion and
aircraft ground speed, causing some type of turbulent structures being sampled
more densely than others; this can introduce bias up to 20% in the fluxes
computed simply by using a time average. Hence, turbulent fluctuations of wind
vertical component and associated scalars are calculated using means computed
over space rather than over time, where space indicates the integral of aircraft
ground speed over time. The lenght of the spatial scale requires turbulent
statistics to be computed over a proper distance, or in other words over a proper
space window capable of accounting for low frequency flux‐carrying eddies. Such
distance depends on atmospheric stability conditions, flight height, surface
roughness, and can be estimated with cospectral analysis. From past experience,
this lenght is in the order of 2 to 4 km. Flux footprint, i.e. the surface area
generating observed fluxes can be estimated with footprint models; in case of
aircraft fluxes, such area is in any case relatively large, with an upwind fetch of
some hundreds meters.
While on towers the partioning of NEE into GPP and R components is made
trough models that are driven by nocturnal observations of R, aircraft fluxes
require a different approach based on daytime data only, properly calibrating
and fitting light and temperature response functions to observations. This type
of approach has been adopted in this project.

EDDY COVARIANCE FOOTPRINT ESTIMATIONS
Several footprint models have been developed in the past years to describe the
relative contribution of each source/sink area upwind the measurement point to
the measured flux (Vesala, 2008), while methods have been specifically
developed to relate airborne flux measuremtns to land cover within the flux
footprint (Ogunjemiyo et al., 2003).
In this study, footprint calculations were made using an approximate analytical
model based on stochastic lagrangian dispersion model results combined with
dimensional analysis, that explicitly describes the relationship between
footprint, atmospheric stability, observation height, and surface roughness
within the surface layer (Hsieh et al., 2000). This model was choosen as it
provides a non ecosystem‐specific approach which is likely more applicable than
others to the different situations that were found during our flight campaigns. In
brief, flux and footprint are related, in the model, by
x

F ( x, z m ) =

∫ S ( x ) f ( x, z

m

)dx

−∞

where F is the scalar flux, f the footprint, S the source strength, zm the
measurement height, and x the horizontal coordinate aligned with the mean
wind direction. Flux and footprint are expressed as
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1−P ⎞
⎛ −1
F ( x, z m ) / S 0 = exp⎜ 2 Dz uP L ⎟
⎝k x
⎠

f ( x, z m ) =

1
1− P
1− P ⎞
⎛ −1
Dz uP L exp⎜ 2 Dz uP L ⎟
2
k x
⎝k x
⎠
2

where k (=0.4) is the von Karman constant, D and P are constants (D=0.28 and
P=0.59 for unstable conditions; D =0.97 and P =1 for near neutral and neutral
conditions; D =2.44 and P =1.33 for stable conditions), L is the Obukhov length,
and zu is a length scale defined from zm and the roughness length z0 as

z u = z m (ln( z m / z 0 ) − 1 + z 0 / z m )
In our study calculated footprints were superimposed to different information
layers that were available to the project:
-

land cover classification from Corine;

-

land cover classifications developed specifically for the project

-

satellite NDVI and fAPAR data (MODIS)

-

satellite SPOT data

In this way, the relative contribution of each mapped variable (i.e land cover, or
fAPAR, etc) to measured eddy fluxes can be investigated.

Figure 4.39 An example of footprint mismatch between airborne flux measurements and AirFlex data. The magnitude of
the mismatch depends on the wind direction as illustrated

When going from the leaf to the canopy and the region, a scale mismatch arises
between SIF and photosynthesis measurements (Figure 4.39): while on the leaf
scale photosynthesis and fluorescence are both measured on ideally the same
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target, on the canopy and regional scale SIF observations remain related to the
field of view of an optical instrument, while eddy covariance measurements are
linked to a footprint area (i.e the surface generating the observed flux) that
extends upwind the measurement point. Such area is a function of measurement
height, wind speed, stability conditions and surface roughness, and can be
estimated with specific footprint models (Vesala, 2008). Anyway it is typically
much larger than the remotely sensed area, and extends for lengths in the order
of hundreds of meters for tower eddy covariance, and few kilometres for
airborne eddy covariance. This is one of the main reasons why very
homogeneous land covers have been chosen as experimental study areas,
justifying a direct comparison of the two measurements that are made across an
homogeneous area. Nevertheless, and especially when working with the regional
scale, this difference has to be kept in mind when comparing and interpreting the
two datasets, and for this appropriate spatial analysis, based on land cover and
reflectance classification, has been carried out to verify the representativeness of
the remotely sensed spot with respect the eddy covariance footprint area.

MODELED AND MEASURED GPP: REGIONAL DATA FROM
FIELD SCALE
The recent challenging idea, to obtain direct information on RUE, plant and
canopy photosynthesis using the emission of fluorescence from the chlorophyll
of assimilating leaves was tested directly in this study. The concept behind this
approach relies upon current knowledge and information on the fate of energy
absorbed by the leaf. Part of the sun energy absorbed by chlorophyll is in fact not
used for carbon fixation, but re‐emitted at longer wavelengths as fluorescence.
Under conditions of excess light, an even larger fraction of the absorbed light is
dissipated by the plant as heat, through the action of leaf xanthophylls and the
induction of conformational changes in the pigment bed. Since the three
processes (photochemistry leading to photosynthesis, fluorescence and thermal
dissipation) compete against each other, the knowledge of any of them could
provide precious information on the other, provided the third factor is also
known (or can be neglected). Although over the last two decades fluorescence
measurements have provided useful information on photosynthetic processes at
the leaf level, the technique generally applied has not been suitable for Earth
Observation applications. Most studies at the leaf level have focused until
recently on a manipulative approach, known as the fluorescence induction (FI)
technique (Lazar 1999). In the FI technique, photochemical processes are
temporalily switched off by a saturating pulse of light, reducing the system to
two components only; a robust interpretative model has long existed for this
simplified system (Genty et al. 1989; Kramer et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2005). The
measurement and interpretation of solar‐induced fluorescence (SIF) could
overcome these limitations. The measurement of Solar Induced Fluorescence
(SIF) is a completely non‐invasive technique and would potentially open future
options for the remote observation of photosynthetic processes. Measurements
of leaf and canopy radiance in narrow regions of the visible and near‐infrared
spectrum, where most of the solar radiation is absorbed by atmospheric O2 (O
absorption bands, sometimes improperly referred to as ‘Fraunhofer lines’), can
be used to obtain the fluorescence signal, since in those regions the radiance
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apparently reflected by vegetation is in reality largely contributed by chlorophyll
fluorescence. SIF measurements have been already made at the leaf and canopy
level, but only very recent studies are demonstrating that the weak passive
fluorescence signal can be detected remotely and is possibly a reliable measure
of photosynthesis.
A rather large body of evidence has accumulated on fluorescence‐photosynthesis
relationship over the last decade, providing a solid basis for a more realistic
representation of fluorescence. Several experimental studies have analyzed the
relationship between leaf fluorescence and photosynthetic processes and not
only focusing on pulse‐saturated fluorescence and fluorescence induction for
which a robust interpretative model has long existed (Genty et al. 1989; Kramer
et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2005). SIF has also become the subject of intense research
and the absolute value of SIF and its spectrum have been considered explicitly. A
recently developed suite of models, which is based on this new knowledge, can
be used to predict the combined dynamics of photosynthesis, fluorescence and
reflectance in response to plant status and to the environment experienced by
the leaf. Such modelling framework is no longer limited to healthy leaves under
un‐stressed conditions (Rosema et al. 1998)[10], but can actually predict leaf
and canopy fluorescence in the field, under a range of conditions, including
stresses. Leaf optical characteristics are computed with a monthly temporal
resolution using the FluorMODleaf model. Assuming a known profile of specific
leaf area, water and chlorophyll content over the canopy, average leaf reflectance
in the VIS and NIR region of the spectrum are simulated for the different layers
of the MLFL model, using the PROSPECT model (Fourty et al. 1996) as
implemented in the FluorMODleaf model. The exponential variation in specific
leaf area and biochemical contents through the canopy, as a function of the
prevailing light environment, is taken into account explicitly (Kull et al. 1998;
Niinemets et al. 2003). The MLFL model SCOPE are then applied for the
computation of the daily and seasonal course of ecosystem C exchange using
A) the values of leaf optical properties, VIS‐NIR radiation transfer through
the multi‐layer canopy that are simulated internally by the MLFL model in
parallel with photosynthesis and gas‐exchange. The analytical solution
used in the SAIL model (Verhoef 1984; Verhoef et al. 2003) is adopted, so
as to retain a structure which is coherent with the FluorMOD model, but
with a computational efficiency which makes possible to simulate the
diurnal and seasonal course of light absorption
B) canopy temperature and bi‐directional TIR radiance that is simulated
using a 1‐dimensional energy transfer scheme derived from the SAIL
model
C) leaf photosynthesis that is computed for each layer, by the Farquhar
model and a suitable stomatal model as a function of absorbed radiation
and of boundary environmental conditions (temperature, air humidity,
soil water content, …).
Scalar fluxes are then summed‐up over the canopy for the estimation of
ecosystem gross primary production (GPP). While leaf level fluorescence is
estimated by newly developed Magnani model (ESA FLEX‐DVM ‐ ESA‐ESTEC
Contract No. 20678/07/NL/HE).
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When the model is run on yearly basis, taking into account all the combined
effects of radiation, temperature and leaf area on fluorescence emissions, stable
relationships are obtained between canopy‐scale GPP and fluorescence emission.
An example of such modelled relationship is reported in Figure 4.40.

Figure 4.40 Modelled relationship between GPP and canopy fluorescence. See text for explanation
(Courtesy F.Magnani)

A first set of results shows a comparison between GPP modeled using the general
relationship fitted to the data reported in Figure 4.40 and the GPP observations
made by flux towers on a selected crop (winter wheat, Lamasquére) and on a
pine plantation (Le Bray). The modeled data were fitted using a second degree
polynomium and the resulting equation was then used to estimate GPP on the
basis of AirFlex data in the O2A and O2B bands collected over a series of
individual fields of the selected crop/forest in the study region, during the April
2007 campaign. The results are shown in Figure 4.41 by plotting the amount of
photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by the canopy (APAR) versus
observed and modeled GPP. The red dots refer, in the figure, to the
measurements made by eddy correlation in the field of Lamasquére while the
black dots are estimates obtained using the Magnani model and AirFlex data.
APAR vales for Lamasquére were obtained as the product of FAPAR, i.e. the ratio
between measured incoming and outgoing photon flux density and the total
incoming Photosynthetically Active Radiation. APAR values for the different
fields selected along the aircraft routes were instead derived from NDVI
measurements made by AirFlex, using linear published relationship.
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Figure 4.41 The relationship between APAR and GPP for the flux tower of Lamasquére (red dots)
and corresponding values estimated By the AirFlex sensor mounted onboard of the Seneca aircraft.
See text for explanation
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Figure 4.42 Comparison between measured and estimated LUE (Light Use efficiency) calculated as
the the amount of Carbon fixed by the crop per unit of photon absorbed. The data show the
dependency of LUE on APAR

The match between the two data set is extremely good, considering in particular
that they are totally independent from each other and that there is an obvious
mismatch between the APAR/GPP relationship found for one individual field and
the same relationship observed for different areas at considerable distance from
the reference. Such good result strongly supports and reinforces the view that
fluorescence data, while integrated in a proper and well validated modelling
framework, are an excellent predictor for GPP, at least for wheat.
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When the same methodology was applied for the data obtained on selected pine
forest patches along the flight route and for the flux data obtained in the tower of
LeBray, the results were also good. These are shown in Figure 4.43 where again
the red dots refer to the tower data while the black dots are APAR and GPP
estimated obtained using AirFlex over a large number of pine forest patches
located along the routes of the aircraft. There is a slightly larger mismatch
between the two data sets than for wheat, but the discrepancy remains
acceptable.
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Figure 4.43 Relationship between GPP and APAR. Red dots refer to the tower data while black dots
are APAR and GPP estimated obtained using AirFlex pine forest.
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Figure 4.44 Relationship between LUE and APAR. Red dots refer to the tower data while black dots
are APAR and GPP estimated obtained using AirFlex pine forest.

It is interesting to observe that the overall variability in GPP (or LUE) that was
measured in the Lamasquére or Le Bray towers over a period of about 20 days is
comparable, in magnitude, to the variability that was calculated using AirFlex
data. This suggests that the “between‐fields” variability in fluorescence radiance
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has approximately the same magnitude that the “between‐days” variability
which is observed in the fluxes at one individual site. But while in the first case
the variability follows actual differences in the canopy response to
environmental drivers, in the second case, the variability is associated to both
such responses but also to changes in the inherent characteristics and structures
of the canopies. Nevertheless, the data obtained during the CEFLES2 campaign
strongly support the view that radiances in the fluorescence band are indeed
excellent predictors of GPP.

MODELED AND MEASURED GPP: INTEGRATED REGIONAL
DATA
In the previous paragraph the analysis was restricted to the comparison between
flux sites and airborne measurements of two main land covers. But the CEFLES2
campaign also addressed an unprecedented level of scale to answer one of the
crucial questions in solar‐induced fluorescence studies: does fluorescence scales
with GPP while considering regions? Answers to this key question also refer to
the “mixing pixel” problem, i.e. tentatively address the problem of a constant
coupling between fluorescence and GPP at higher spatial scales.
The use of flux aircraft, whose methodological aspects have been illustrated
above, allowed overcoming one of the main limitations that exists in this area of
research. Airborne eddy covariance integrates the fluxes that occur over areas of
several Km2 and originate from different surfaces and land cover types. The
fluorescence signal is instead taken nadirally by the AirFlex sensor thus
integrating a smaller source/sink area (footprint) but with comparable
variability in land use types. Such “footprint mismatch” concept is better
illustrated in the relevant section of this document and must be seen as a sort of
statistical approach attempting to relate the flux aircraft and the fluorescence
footprints.
Regional GPP was calculated from NEE (Net Ecosystem Exchange) data directly
measured by the flux aircraft in the following way:
GPP = ‐NEE – Reco
where Reco corresponds to Ecosystem respiration.
Reco can be reliably estimated from surface towers using a flux partitioning
approach. In the specific case of this study, Reco of the agricultural area was
assumed to scale linearly with NDVI from respiratory flux values measured over
a wheat crop (Lamasquére, Cesbio) and over bare soil (Marmande, Alterra). In
addition, such linear scaling was assumed to vary between the different days and
hours of the day, taking into account the daily courses of the fluxes measured by
the towers. In order to estimate GPP from solar induced fluorescence radiances,
the same approach used for the tower‐AirFlex comparison was adopted (see
above).
The results of the comparison between measured regional GPP and GPP
estimated from solar induce fluorescence are shown in Figure 4.45. The data
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only refer to areas in which agricultural land was occupies more than 75% of the
surface area of the flux footprint.
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Figure 4.45 Gross Primary Productivity measured by the flux aircraft is plotted versus
corresponding values obtained using solar induced fluorescence data from AirFlex and the Magnani
model. Regression equation is reported in the figure. The solid line is the regression between the two
data sets while the dotted line is the 1:1 line. The two empty symbols are considered as outliers and
not included in the regression calculation

Overall, the excellent match between GPP measured by the flux aircraft on a
large footprint of a few Km2 and GPP estimated from nadiral views of AirFlex,
suggests that:
1) Solar Induced Fluorescence is indeed a valuable proxy for regional GPP
2) GPP estimates can be scaled over agricultural land, i.e. the mean regional
SIF correlates with the mean regional GPP
When applied over the forest area, the same approach gave rather contrasting
results, as shown in Figure 4.46.
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Figure 4.46 Comparisson of GPP estimation between the flux aircraft and and AirFlex

The reason for such apparent mismatch between measured and estimated GPP is
likely attributable to the complexity in the response of multilayered canopies
that form a significant fraction of the surface area on which the fluxes are
actually measured. To support this conclusion, the fluorescence radiance of a
series of individual forest fields was carefully investigated. To finally observe
that sparse forest canopies, in which the understory likely contributed to the
overall fluorescence, had a higher fluorescence signal than the closed canopies.
Such an effect is illustrated with one example in the following Figure 4.47.
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Figure 4.47 Sparse forest canopies, in which the understory likely contributed to the overall
fluorescence, had a higher fluorescence signal than the closed canopies.

Figure 4.48Video frame from the sparse forest canopy (left) and closed canopy (right).
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5 RESULTS RELATED TO SENTINEL-2
5.1 SEN2 simulated images

Originally it was planned that Sentinel‐2 images had to be simulated from SIM‐
GA HYPER hyperspectral imagery; with AHS data providing support to the
results in case HYPER signal‐to‐noise in the SWIR was not sufficent.
The processing of HYPER data to L1b and L2b has been more chalenging than
first expected, so the simulation of SEN2 data had to be based entirely on AHS.

5.1.1 AHS BAND CONVOLUTION
Sentinel‐2 spectral data has been simulated from available AHS airborne data
porcessed to L2b (geographical information was availabe from IGM files).
Most of the SEN2 bands have a direct equivalent in the AHS bands, with the
exception of the bands B2, B8 and B12, with broader spectral width, needing to
be convolved from several adjacent AHS bands. The only band for which it was
impossible to find an equivalent was the cirrus band B10.
Table 5.1Band equivalence between SEN2 and AHS
SEN2
Band
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8a
9
10
11
12

λ center
(nm)
443
490
560
665
705
740
783
842
865
945
1375
1610
2190

Spectral width
(nm)
20
65
35
30
15
15
20
115
20
20
30
90
180

AHS
Band
1
1-3
5
8
10
11
13
13-16
15
18
21
34-45

λ center
(nm)
457.1
497
567.7
652.9
709.9
738.5
795.3
842
855.0
942.1
1589.7
2190

Spectral width
(nm)
29.4
55
32.1
32.0
32.4
31.3
31.4
115
32.2
32.4
90.9
180

The convolution of the broad bands B2, B8 and B12 was performed using:

∑c ⋅ B
=
∑c

AHS
i

i

BnSEN 2

i

i

i

where BSEN2 is the simulated band filter curve, BAHS is the band filter of each AHS
band and ci are the coefficients modulating each BAHS.
The coefficients ci were determined by adjusting the convolved curve to the
designed SEN2 band filter curves, so that the resulting band center and width are
the closest to the specifications, while minimizing the difference in area, as
reflected in Figure 5.1. The coefficients obtained are reported in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.1 SEN2 band filters obtained by convolving AHS bands

The resulting images have been used for the studies following in this chapter.

Table 5.2 Coefficients for AHS band convolution into SEN2 band
SEN2 B2
AHS
Ci
B1
0.19
B2
0.815
B3
0.87
Diff.
0.09%
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SEN2 B8
AHS
Ci
B13
0.92
B14
0.72
B15
0.60
B16
0.45
Diff.
3.82%

SEN2 B12
AHS
Ci
B34
0.87
B35
0.80
B36
0.85
B37
0.81
B38
0.83
B39
0.78
B40
0.74
B41
0.79
B42
0.80
B43
0.85
B44
0.79
B45
0.06
Diff.
1.49%
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5.2 Impact of SEN2 band selection
5.2.1 EFFECT OF REDEDGE BANDS IN CHLOROPHYLL MAP
Sentinel‐2 band configuration provides three bands at the red‐edge region:
bands B5 and B6 located at the sharp edge, and B7 that is located at the shoulder
of the NIR plateau. To estimate chlorophyl content we used NAOC, which
integrates the normalized reflectance from 640 to 800nm, as described in
Section 4.4.3. The SEN2 bands needed for NAOC are B4 to B7, including the red‐
edge bands. This study intends to reflect the impact of the presence of these
bands in chlorophyll estimation.

Figure 5.2 Sample vegetation spectrum from AHS, with SEN2 bands indicated by diamonds
(atmospheric bands by squares). SEN2 rededge bands in red. Spectral range for NAOC delimited by
vertical lines.

The data used corresponds to the Marmanmade test site in September (the same
portion of the image used in Section 4.4.3). NAOC has been calculated from the
AHS image, serving as reference; from the simulated SEN2 image using all the
bands, and also removing B5 and B6.
We produced scatter plots of both SEN2 NAOC maps against the reference AHS
NAOC map (Figure 5.3) in order to determine the degree of correlation in the
estimations. The NAOC derived from the full SEN2 image presents a high
correlation with AHS NAOC, indicating that the coarser spectral sampling of
SEN2 does not affect substantially to the results. Whereas the correlation with
SEN2 NAOC excluding the red‐edge bands is not so good, especially for the
higher values, which are the ones related to vegetation (green vegetation
corresponds to values greater than 0.35); and in those cases it can produce over‐
and under‐estimation indistinctly.
Chlorophyll maps are obtained applying the calibration function to the NAOC
maps. The results displayed in Figure 5.4 show that estimated chloropyll content
from SEN2 data is practically the same than the estimated from AHS, while the
chlorophyll map derived from SEN2 excluding the red‐edge presents clear
differences overestimating in some crops and underestimating others.
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Figure 5.3 Scatter plot of NAOC map obtained by AHS and those from SEN2 simulated data (left)
and SEN2 removing rededge bands (right). While the full SEN2 data produce similar results than
the reference, removing the rededge bands results in a larger dispersion of the points. Color
indicates density of points with the same values.

AHS

SEN2

SEN2 (no RedEdge)

Figure 5.4 Canopy chlorophyll content, derived from: AHS data (left), SEN2 simulated data (center),
and SEN2 removing the rededge bands B5 and B6. While AHS and SEN2 produce similar maps, if
the rededge bands are not taken into account some fields report higher or lower values than the
reference.

When the resulting canopy chlorophyll maps are combined in scatter plots one
can see that slight missestimations in NAOC due to the exclusion of red‐edge
bands are amplified by the exponential relationship between NAOC and
chlorophyll content to a point in which correlation is lost. At the same time the
map obtained using SEN2 (with a coarser spectral sampling than AHS) results in
small deviations while retaining the correlation.
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Figure 5.5 Scatter plots of chlorophyll maps: AHS against SEN2 (left) and against SEN2 excluding
rededge bands (right). The exponential relationship between canopy chlorophyll content and NAOC
produces a large dispersion if the rededge is not used, while only a small underestimation is due to
reduced spectral sampling in SEN2.

5.2.2 ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL RESOLUTION AND
CONFIGURATION IN BURNED AREA DETECTION

BANDS

Burned area detection analysis has been performed over a test area located in
the Alcalaten (Castellon, Spain) region, a typical semi‐arid Mediterranean region.
This area was affected by a fire in August 2007 (started on 28 th August and
ended on the 31st of the same month), and it was covered mainly by shrubs and
fruit‐tree fields, with a small part covered by pine and deciduous tree forest. In
the context of CEFLES2 activities, high‐resolution images were acquired on 27th
September 2007 using the Airborne Hyperspectral Scanner (AHS) sensor
operated by INTA.
The analysis included in this section is divided in three parts. The first part
shows the procedure developed to map burned areas at sub‐pixel level using
low‐resolution data (1.1 km) from the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) on board the NOAA platform. AVHRR imagery was
acquired in the Image Processing Laboratory (IPL) from the University of
Valencia from a receiving station, which allows a rapid response. The
methodology employed to map burned area was tested against the official
statistics provided by the Environmental Ministry of Spain, and also using the
high‐resolution imagery (6 m) provided by the AHS sensor.
The second part of the analysis focuses on the effect of bands configuration in
mapping burned areas, in particular the effect of using a SWIR band for a better
discrimination of burned areas. For this purpose, SENTINEL‐2 simulated images
have been used, considering different band configurations (for example taking
into account band configurations with or without SWIR bands).
In the third part, a brief analysis regarding the combination of two different
spatial resolutions (10 m for one bands and 20 m for other bands) is presented.
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5.2.2.1MAPPING SUBPIXEL BURNED PERCENTAGE USING LOW
RESOLUTION AVHRR DATA AND VALIDATION USING
HIGHRESOLUTION AHS IMAGERY
Three AVHRR images were used in this study, one taken the day before de event
(08/28/2007), another one four days after the fire (09/04/2007), and the last
one nine days afterwards, when the fire was officially declared extinct
(09/09/2007). The images were radiometrically corrected and the applied
georreference resulted in a root mean square error less than one pixel. A cloud
mask was also applied using the filters proposed by Saunders and Kriebel
(1998)[10]. Figure 5.6 shows the location of the study area in the Iberian
Peninsula AVHRR image. In order to estimate the sub‐pixel burned percentage a
Spectral Mixture Analysis (SMA) technique was used, which assumes that pixel
values are linear combinations of values from a limited set of constituent’s
elements or endmembers.
We use the statistics report created by the Department of Defense against the
Forest Fires of the General Secretary for Biodiversity depending on the
Environmental Ministry of Spain (Area de Defensa contra los Fuegos Forestales de
la Dirección General para la Biodiversidad del Ministerio del Medio Ambiente).
Statictics were used as validation data for the calculation of the total burned
area. This Department used Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) sensor with a spatial resolution of 250 m x 250 m for detecting and
quantifying areas affected by fire. The Department of Defense against the forest
Fires worked in collaboration with the European Commission’s Joint Research
Centre (Ispra, Italy), that also processed SPOT5 data for this case study, Within
the classification of vegetation affected by the fire by counties, the MMA could
provide us with an estimation of the area affected per vegetation class in the
study area, which we took into account for validation purposes. A total of 57 km2
affected by fire were estimated with the collaboration of both institutions using
SPOT and MODIS data.
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Figure 5.6 Location of study area in the inset marked with a white square in the Iberian Peninsula
AVHRR image.

The first step for the application of the proposed method is to define the whole
area affected by the fire, where the endmembers will be selected, avoiding the
rest of the area included in the satellite images. In this first approximation, four
methods were applied to determine this total burned area. Two of them were
simple false colour compositions, the most frequently used for burning
discrimination: the first was a visual approach based on a decorrelation stretch
technique that uses channels 1 (0.58‐0.68 μm), 2 (0.72‐1.1 μm) and 4 (10.3‐ 11.3
μm) of AVHRR assigned to red, green and blue (RGB) colours respectively; the
second one consisted on a composition based on the calculated difference of the
spectral values of channels 1 , 2 and 3 (1.57‐1.67 μm) of the images before and
after the fire event, assigned again to RGB. With both methods we digitized the
area manually and the estimation showed us near 72 km2 affected by the fire.
The third method consisted of a simple difference between the NDVI images pre‐
and post‐fire, but it was calculated for two different post‐fire images, 4th
September and 9th September. The total area, again digitizing manually, gave us
around 66 km2 of burnt area estimated with both dates. The fourth and last
approach was implemented automatically in IDL (Interactive Data Language),
and can be summarized in Figure 5.7, step 1: determination of the total burnt
area. To that end, the NDVI difference between post and pre‐fire images (ΔNDVI)
was calculated to identify a first estimate of the burnt area (as the area for which
ΔNDVI is lower than the average of the ΔNDVI image). This operation was
iterated by calculating a new NDVI difference between post and pre‐fire images
from which the burned area has been excluded. This procedure aimed at
selecting as burned pixel the ones for which the NDVI value had decreased
between the two acquisitions, through considering eventual changes in
observation
conditions
(sun‐target‐sensor
geometry,
atmospheric
contamination). Three iterations were needed to reach stability of the burned
area extension. The reason for this iterative process is that the NDVI difference
between pre and post fire conditions (excluding the burned area) depends of the
extension of the burned area, and therefore has to be estimated iteratively until
the extent of the burned area remains unchanged. Post‐fire image date was 9
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September 2007. A surrounding unburned area was also identified by
subtracting the burned area from a dilatation of the burned area. Later on we
compensated differences in acquisition conditions, which consisted in the
addition of a constant for each channel of the pre‐fire image. This constant was
calculated as the average of the difference between the values of the
corresponding channels in the post‐ and pre‐fire images over the surrounding
unburned area. This could be considered as a local correction of the differences
in image acquisition between the two considered dates. The total area affected
by the fire with this fourth automatic method was 77.44 km2, including
surrounding areas. Figure 5.8 shows the area estimated for each method.

Figure 5.7 Methodology chart. Step 1: total burned area extension first estimation. Step 2: Pre and
postfire image observation conditions matching for endmember selection. Step 3: subpixel burned
percentage estimation.

These four results cover a larger extent of area affected by the fire event than the
reference span calculated by the MMA of around 57 km2, but they were a
necessary approximation in order to develop the SMA method with the total
assurance of including all the area that could have been affected by the fire, but
at the same time avoiding the area that has not been affected for sure. We used
then the pixels of this limited area to select endmembers. Moreover, pixels
included in this burned area will probably show a low but positive percentage of
unburned area, which decreases the real burned area extension.
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Figure 5.8 Burned area estimation with fourth methods: RGB123 on topleft, decorrelation stretch
RGB124 on top right, NDVI differences on bottom left and automatic detection on bottom right.

We extracted endmembers spectral signatures from the satellite data, called
image endmembers using the NDVI calculated from the reflectance images. NDVI
has shown a high sensitivity to the presence of vegetation and it has been
frequently used in SMA (Kerdiles and Grondona 1995, Defries et al.
2000)[5][15]. Linear mixing predominates the nonlinear interaction for NDVI
values in mixed pixels. Appropriate endmembers must define a coherent set of
spectra representative of physical components of the surface (Coppin et al.
2004)[23]. This is the most critical stage of the SMA method because AVHRR has
a spatial resolution of 1.1 km x 1.1 km and the endmembers should represent a
unique type of cover. We decided to start selecting only two endmembers, one
representative of pure burnt area (100% burned) and the other one
representative of unaffected vegetation inside the burned area. Due to the fact
that there is not a unique and infallible method for discriminating pure pixels, we
tried different methods for endmember selection. The 100% burned pixel was
fixed and always the same for the tested methods, and its location was known,
verified with field work. The vegetation endmember varied within each of the
four following models: first we considered only one pixel of vegetation
representative of the whole area affected by the fire. This single pixel was always
taken from the pre‐fire image, and corresponds to a low NDVI value in the post‐
fire image to be completely sure that it had been burned in the fire. We tested
different values of NDVI (see Table 5.3), like the maximum NDVI in the first test,
the minimum NDVI in the second test, and the mean NDVI for a third, averaging
minimum and maximum values. The fourth test consisted of selecting the NDVI
value of each pixel from the pre‐fire image as the vegetation endmember, to be
precise, we did not consider a single NDVI value for the whole burned area but a
different value for every pixel inside the burned area. The atmospheric and
illumination changes between pre‐fire and post fire images were accounted for
by adding the averaged NDVI difference around the burned area before and after
fire (NDVI+AVGDIF in Table 5.3). In other words, this last method was
implemented considering each pixel as an independent endmember that could
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be used along with the burned endmember as inputs in the spectral unmixing
calculation. This method was designed in order to avoid the attribution of an
artificially high NDVI values for pre‐fire vegetation when the corresponding pixel
may not have shown such a high vegetation density. Therefore, the pre‐fire NDVI
value is adjusted to post‐fire observation conditions by matching the pre‐ and
post‐fire NDVI averages in the area surrounding the fire scar (Figure 5.7 step 2).
Then, for each pixel, the adjusted pre‐fire NDVI value is considered as the non‐
burned endmember, considered as a local and reliable pre‐fire condition. This
fourth test was chosen as the most accurate, because when calculating again the
total burned area extracted using those four models for selecting endmembers,
the values of total burned area were close to the number given by MMA (±54
km2). We calculated the area automatically using IDL procedure script. Results
are shown in Table 5.3 using two different post‐fire images, as explained above.
The fourth of the tested methods (NDVI+AVGDIF) provides the estimation
closest to the official burnt area with a good concordance for both post‐fire
dates.
Table 5.3 Results of the MSMA models
DATE

VEGETATION

AREA (ha)

ENDMEMBER
(NDVI component)
9 Sep 2007

NDVImax

5662.45

9 Sep 2007

NDVImean

3362.43

9 Sep 2007

NDVImin

2294.06

9 Sep 2007

NDVI+AVGDIF

5345.89

4 Sep 2007

NDVImax

4188.74

4 Sep 2007

NDVImean

3902.5

4 Sep 2007

NDVImin

1974.0

4 Sep 2007

NDVI+AVGDIF

5514.93

The SMA applied here uses images from different dates, and so it should be
considered a multi‐temporal SMA (MSMA). Good results have been obtained in
studies related to land cover change detection with this technique (Roberts et al.
1998)[9]. In this analysis we applied a MSMA model using the endmembers
previously explained, and as input bands, the NDVI and the land surface
temperature (LST) values extracted from the spectral images. We have applied
this new methodology considering the initial day of fire and two different final
dates as showed in Table 5.3 in order to test the variability of the results
depending on how many days had passed after the fire event. A total burned area
of 55 km2 was estimated for 4th September 2007, and 53 km2 for 9th September
2007, which agree with the results provided by the MMA of 57 km 2, 4.7 km2 of
trees and 53 km2 non trees (MMA, 2008). We finally chose the last day of
extinction (9th September 2007) as the end date to create and validate the sub‐
pixel percentage map because it was the official date of the fire extinction and of
which official statistics were extracted.
A map of the percentage of burned area per pixel was estimated by the MSMA,
and it is shown in Figure 5.9. As can be seen in the legend, the percentage of
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burnt area varies from pixels of areas almost completely burnt (93%) to others
less affected by the fire (15%). The mean value for the total area is 66% burned.
The pixels with more vegetation undamaged are located in the margin areas.

Figure 5.9 Map of the percentage of burned area (coordinates of central point 40°08’N, 0°10’W).

The percentage of burned area map obtained from AVHRR data (Figure 5.9) has
been validated using high resolution data acquired with the AHS sensor. For this
purpose, a supervised classification (maximum likelihood) has been considered,
in which the training classes were selected from visual inspection and the
knowledge of the test area acquired during a field visit. Nine different classes
were finally selected: vegetation, vegetation with shadows, burned 1, burned 1
with shadows, burned 2, burned 3, rocks, soils and clouds. Three different “burned”
classes were selected due to their different appearance on the RGB composition.
Classification was performed over the level 1b image, using the AHS 80 spectral
bands (VNIR+SWIR+MIR+TIR). The result is displayed in Figure 5.10. Then,
AVHRR pixels were overlapped to the AHS classified image in order to compare
percentage values presented in Figure 5.9 and those ones extracted from the
high‐resolution data. Only AVHRR pixels completely falling within the AHS image
were considered (leading to a total amount of 14 pixels for this validation, as
shown in Figure 5.10c). Percentage of burned area from AHS imagery was
extracted by combining burned classes (burned1, burned1 with shadows, burned2
and burned3). In addition, burned area was also estimated by combining burned
classes plus rocks and soils. We have included these two classes into burned class
because during the field visit we noticed that these kind of areas were commonly
covered by ashes, therefore rocks and soils can be sometimes confused with
burned area (see Figure 5.11), overall in the case of AVHRR due to its low
resolution. Results are provided in Table 5.4. When the 14 AVHRR pixels
included in the AHS image are considered, a Root Mean Square Error of 38% in
the first case and 27% in the second case is obtained. Note that the inclusion of
rocks and soils as burned area improves the results. The same analysis has been
made taking into account only 5 from the 14 AVHRR pixels. These five pixels
were selected because they are in the center of the burned area map (Figure 5.9),
thus avoiding huge differences due to geolocation displacements. From the 14
AVHRR pixels, those with a certain percentange of “clouds” class were also
removed in the analysis. In this way, the results improve significantly, with RMSE
of 13% in the first case or 6% in the second case. It should be noted that despite
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huge differences have been found for some of the 14 AVHRR pixels, at the end
the total area classified as “burned” is similar: 14.3 km2 from AVHRR
estimations, 11.2 km2 from AHS estimation in the first case, and 14.0 km2 from
AHS in the second case (including rocks and soils as burned areas).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.10 (a) RGB composition (bands 741) obtained from the AHS image acquired over the test area. (b)
Supervised classification of the test site. (c) AVHRR (1.1 km) pixels selected for validation overlapped to the
AHS image.
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Table 5.4 Comparison between percentages of burned area derived from AVHRR data and derived
from AHS data. AHS1 refers to percentage of burned areas (burned1, burned1+shadow, burned2
and burned3), and AHS2 refers to percentage burned areas plus rocks and soils. Δ1 is AVHRR minus
AHS1 and Δ2 is AVHRR minus AHS2.
# pixel

AVHRR

AHS1

AHS2

Δ1

Δ2

1*

52

78

99

-26

-47

2

92

87

92

5

0

3*

91

53

79

38

12

4*

78

97

98

-19

-20

5

98

86

91

12

7

6*

91

73

82

18

9

7

85

84

92

1

-7

8*

84

48

60

36

24

9*

83

67

78

16

5

10

91

77

97

14

-6

11

96

76

97

20

-1

12*

64

84

100

-20

-36

13*

84

15

58

69

26

14*

95

1

31

94

64

Bias
St. Dev.
RMSE

18 (10*)
33 (8*)
38 (13*)

2 (-1*)
27 (6*)
27 (6*)

(*) Selected pixels for which errors due to a geolocation problem is not expected
and pixels which are not contamined by clouds.
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Figure 5.11 Pictures taken during the field visit to the burned area. It can be observed that rocks
and soils can be confused with burned area in the classification procedure.

5.2.2.2EFFECT OF SWIR BANDS IN BURNED AREA DETECTION
FROM SIMULATED SENTINEL2 IMAGES
The availability of high spectral and spatial resolution data acquired by the AHS
sensor over the area affected by the fire event offered favorable conditions to
perform an assessment on the capacity of SENTINEL‐2 bands configuration in
land degradation studies such as the mapping of burned areas. In particular, it is
interesting to analysis the role of SWIR bands in this kind of studies. For this
purpose, SENTINEL‐2 bands configuration was simulated from the 80 AHS
spectral bands, as explained in Section 5.1.
The role of SWIR bands in mapping burned areas was analysed using a
classification image as a reference (ground‐truth), and then comparing
classification images obtained from different bands configurations against the
reference one. The different bands configurations considered in this analysis are
summarized in Table 5.5. Seven different configurations, which leaded to seven
different classification images, were considered in the analysis. Same training
classes as in the previous section were considered. Classification #1 uses a priori
the optimal bands (atmospheric bands such as channels 1, 9 and 10 are not
considered, neither the broadband channel 8), so this image was selected as a
reference or ground‐truth. Classification #2 differs from #1 in the change from
band 8a to 8, thus analyzing the effect of using the broader band instead of the
narrower one. Classification #3 removes bands located in the red‐edge region
(bands 5, 6 and 7). Classifications #4 and #5 only use on SWIR band (band 11 in
the first case and band 12 in the second case), whereas classification #6 does not
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used any SWIR band. Finally, classification #7 uses all the simulated SENTINEL2
bands. Table 5.6 to Table 5.11 provide the confusion matrices for each case. It
can be observed that the worst kappa coefficient is obtained for classification #7
(0.71), which is somehow expected since it includes a priori non‐optimal bands.
Except for this particular case, the worst results are obtained for classifications
#3 and #6 (0.85 and 0.86), thus indicating that the availability of bands in the
red edge region as well as bands in the SWIR region improve the results in this
case, albeit slightly. Classifications #4 and #5, which only use one SWIR band,
provide good results (0.91 and 0.94), but still not so good as classification #2
(0.98), which uses the two SWIR bands. Note that this classification (#2)
provides almost the same results than classification #1 (the one used as a
reference), so the use of the broader band 8 seems not to provide additional
information, at least in this classification analysis.
Table 5.5 SENTINEL2 bands used in the seven classifications analysed in this study.
SENTINEL2
BANDS

Classification #
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

X

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

X

8
8a

X
X

X
X

X

X

9

X

X
X

10
11

X

X

X

12

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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Table 5.6 Confusion matrix for classification #2 using #1 as a groundtruth (see Table 5.5).
Class

VEG

VEGS

BUR1

BUR1S

BUR2

BUR3

ROCKS

SOILS

CLOUDS

Total

VEG

98.65

3.95

0

0

0

0.17

0.17

0.46

0.27

13.74

VEGS

0.33

95.93

0

0

0

0.05

0.01

0.01

0

2.93

BUR1

0.01

0

98.85

1.14

6.39

0.05

0.58

0

0.79

37.28

BUR1S

0

0

0.17

98.06

2.26

0.6

0.02

0

0.29

7.05

BUR2

0

0

0.18

0.28

90.67

0

0.08

0

0

2.72

BUR3

0.02

0.04

0

0.41

0

99.1

0.01

0

0.22

3.48

ROCKS

0.11

0

0.76

0.06

0.51

0.01

97.93

2.08

1.56

18.55

SOILS

0.84

0.07

0

0.02

0.04

0

0.93

97.41

0.15

13.55

CLOUDS

0.05

0

0.03

0.03

0.14

0.02

0.27

0.03

96.7

0.69

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Overall accuracy: 98%
Kappa coefficient: 0.98

Table 5.7 Confusion matrix for classification #3 using #1 as a groundtruth (see Table 5.5).
Class

VEG

VEGS

BUR1

BUR1S

BUR2

BUR3

ROCKS

SOILS

CLOUDS

Total

VEG

86.51

6.31

0.01

0.02

0

0.02

0.66

1.93

1.55

12.45

VEGS

6.56

91.64

0

0

0

0

0

0.08

0

3.67

BUR1

0.29

0.01

92.63

0.73

7.54

0.34

3.51

0.01

9.1

35.6

BUR1S

0.08

0

2.4

93.84

7.8

4.67

0.89

0.59

11.86

8.21

BUR2

0

0

1.75

2.4

83.62

0

0.9

0

0.84

3.41

BUR3

0.65

1.28

0.01

2.8

0

94.89

0.03

0

0.19

3.63

ROCKS

2.97

0.26

3.12

0.06

0.79

0.03

87.24

20.16

3.59

20.35

SOILS

2.78

0.48

0

0.1

0.06

0

5.36

77.06

1.51

11.88

CLOUDS

0.15

0.03

0.08

0.06

0.19

0.05

1.41

0.16

71.36

0.79

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Overall accuracy: 88%
Kappa coefficient: 0.85

Table 5.8 Confusion matrix for classification #4 using #1 as a groundtruth (see Table 5.5).
Class

VEG

VEGS

BUR1

BUR1S

BUR2

BUR3

ROCKS

SOILS

CLOUDS

Total

VEG
VEGS

90.95

8.98

0.06

0

0

0.64

2.07

3.74

3.54

13.69

6.3

90.86

0

0

0

0.2

0

0.01

0.02

3.6

BUR1

0.12

0

97.19

2.81

5.61

0.22

3.36

0.24

1.1

37.32

BUR1S

0.01

0

1.03

94.61

4.81

0.85

0.05

0.03

2.33

7.24

BUR2

0

0

0.57

1.13

86.37

0

0.03

0.01

0.03

2.8

BUR3

0.03

0.06

0

1.07

0

97.82

0

0

0.1

3.48

ROCKS

0.63

0.04

0.31

0.12

0.15

0.06

88.44

5.19

3.85

17.14

SOILS

1.72

0.05

0

0.01

0.03

0

1.83

90.05

0.29

12.83

CLOUDS

0.25

0

0.83

0.26

3.03

0.2

4.22

0.73

88.74

1.89

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Overall accuracy: 93%
Kappa coefficient: 0.91
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Table 5.9 Confusion matrix for classification #5 using #1 as a groundtruth (see Table 5.5).
Class

VEG

VEGS

BUR1

BUR1S

BUR2

BUR3

ROCKS

SOILS

CLOUDS

Total

VEG

98.09

2.31

0.01

0.02

0

0.1

0.93

2.47

1.99

14.05

VEGS

0.72

97.48

0

0

0

0.03

0.01

0.03

0

3.04

BUR1

0.01

0

96.89

0.73

6.14

0.02

0.72

0.01

5.3

36.57

BUR1S

0

0

0.39

97.19

1.31

0.99

0.03

0.02

2.18

7.08

BUR2

0

0

1.62

1.13

90.09

0

0.28

0.01

2.27

3.36

BUR3

0.04

0.05

0.01

0.66

0

98.69

0.01

0

0.26

3.49

ROCKS

0.25

0.02

0.32

0.04

0.1

0.01

91.99

2.35

9.34

17.39

SOILS

0.59

0.14

0

0.01

0

0

0.8

93.95

0.57

13.02

CLOUDS

0.28

0

0.74

0.23

2.36

0.15

5.24

1.16

78.09

2.02

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Overall accuracy: 96%
Kappa coefficient: 0.94

Table 5.10 Confusion matrix for classification #6 using #1 as a groundtruth (see Table 5.5).
Class

VEG

VEGS

BUR1

BUR1S

BUR2

BUR3

ROCKS

SOILS

CLOUDS

Total

VEG

88.86

12.73

0.08

0

0

0.67

3.3

6.22

4.6

14.1

VEGS

7.7

86.96

0

0

0

0.15

0

0.03

0

3.68

BUR1

0.15

0

93.16

4.55

4.37

0.62

4.68

0.62

10.28

36.27

BUR1S

0.01

0

1.43

86.26

9.78

0.74

0.02

0

0.55

6.92

BUR2

0

0

4.2

6.34

84.75

0

1.41

0.13

11.76

4.82

BUR3

0.06

0.17

0.02

2.03

0

97.27

0

0

0.27

3.54

ROCKS

0.83

0.04

0.53

0.68

0.09

0.37

83.6

5.77

11.62

16.54

SOILS

2.16

0.1

0.02

0

0.01

0

2.69

86.56

0.65

12.58

CLOUDS

0.23

0

0.56

0.14

0.99

0.18

4.3

0.67

60.26

1.55

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Overall accuracy: 89%
Kappa coefficient: 0.86

Table 5.11 Confusion matrix for classification #7 using #1 as a groundtruth (see Table 5.5).
Class

VEG

VEGS

BUR1

BUR1S

BUR2

BUR3

ROCKS

SOILS

CLOUDS

Total

VEG

75.83

0

0.06

0.01

0

0

4.67

9.84

1.51

12.62

VEGS

19.51

99.85

0

0

0

0.01

0.19

0.49

0.17

5.78

BUR1

0.01

0

76.9

0.38

0.45

0

10.25

0.31

13.12

30.75

BUR1S

0.02

0

3.09

75.93

3.39

0.15

0.61

0.17

2.95

6.76

BUR2

0

0

19.07

19.13

95.99

0

3.63

0.11

6.68

11.96

BUR3

0.58

0.15

0.27

4.3

0

99.84

0.3

0.01

2.92

4.03

ROCKS

0.44

0

0.47

0.03

0.11

0

58.24

3.47

5.87

11.41

SOILS

3.6

0

0.01

0.01

0

0

20.33

85.19

0.77

15.82

CLOUDS

0.01

0

0.12

0.2

0.05

0.01

1.78

0.41

66.01

0.86

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Overall accuracy: 76%
Kappa coefficient: 0.71
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5.2.2.3EFFECT OF COMBINING TWO DIFFERENT SPATIAL
RESOLUTIONS
According to the SENTINEL‐2 technical specifications, bands 2, 3, 4 and 8 will
provide data at 10m spatial resolution, whereas bands 5, 6, 7, 8a, 11, 12 are
specified at 20m spatial resolution. In addition, bands 1, 9 and 10 are specified at
60m spatial resolution. Therefore, when classification products will be generated
from SENTINEL‐2 data using combination of different bands, as for example the
optimal combination of bands 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8a, 11 and 12 as presented in
previous section, different spatial resolutions will be mixed. Figure 5.12 shows
an example of images at the different spatial resolutions.
We have briefly analysed this effect by comparing a classification image obtained
from SENTINEL‐2 simulated image at 6m, which has been degraded to 10m, with
a classification image obtained from the SENTINEL‐2 simulated image at 6m,
which has been degraded to 10m for bands 2, 3, 4 and 8, and to 20m for bands 5,
6, 7, 8a, 11 and 12 (these last bands were again resampled to 10m). Table 5.12
includes the results obtained in the confusion matrix, with a kappa coefficient of
0.75 (overall accuracy of 82%). Despite that the agreement is good, the effect of
combining two different spatial resolutions is significant. Major confusion is
found between “Vegetation” and “Vegetation with shadows”, between “Burned 1”
and “Burned 1 with shadows”, between “Burned 1” and “Burned 2”, and between
“Soils” and “Rocks”. Note also that this confusion is not significant in terms of a
classification based only on “Burned” and “No Burned”.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5.12 Selected zone in the study area at different simulated spatial resolutions: a) 6 meters
(RGB composition from bands 432), b) 10 meters (RGB composition from bands 432), c) 20
meters (RGB composition from bands 765) and d) 60 meters (in grayscale from band 9).

Table 5.12 Confusion matrix for the classification obtained from bands at 10 and 20 m, using the classification
obtained from using all bands at 10 m as groundtruth.
Class

VEG

VEGS

BUR1

BUR1S

BUR2

BUR3

ROCKS

SOILS

CLOUDS

Total

VEG

74.6

36.82

0

0

0

0.59

1.01

2.26

1.77

11.58

VEGS

1.79

58.95

0

0

0

0.58

0.02

0.02

0.16

1.08

BUR1

0.02

0

94.62

26.7

58.09

0.94

8.99

0.39

11.04

44.8

BUR1S

0

0

1.73

67.05

4.43

9.53

0.05

0.03

2.5

4.08

BUR2

0

0

0.18

0.2

34.57

0

0.08

0

0.1

0.58

BUR3

0.48

1.93

0.01

2.19

0

86.84

0

0

0.87

2.38

ROCKS

7.02

1.53

1.79

0.32

1.04

0.05

63.34

15.95

14.28

14.1

SOILS

15.25

0.64

0.16

0.23

0.26

0

20.94

80.46

5.15

18.34

CLOUDS

0.83

0.13

1.51

3.32

1.61

1.48

5.57

0.88

64.13

3.06

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Overall accuracy: 82%
Kappa coefficient: 0.75
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 CEFLES2 Objectives

The objective of the CEFLES2 campaigns was to provide key reference data and
background knowledge for the preparatory phases of the Sentinel‐2 and FLEX
missions.
In particular, the objectives set in support of the FLEX mission were:
•

To provide extensive and spatially resolved validation of photosynthesis
estimates based on remote sensing fluorescence measurements.

•

To integrate airborne and ground measurements in order to provide well
calibrated photosynthesis responses to light, temperature and other
variables.

•

To analyze the performance of fluorescence detection and definition of
space observation techniques and quantitative requirements in terms of
effective fluorescence retrieval.

With regards to the Sentinel‐2 mission, some specific aspects were required:
•

To provide simulated Sentinel‐2 data over selected targets to support the
determination of acceptable compression ratios for each spectral band.

•

To analyse the performance of potential geo‐biophysical retrieval and
land cover classification algorithms.

The campaigns operated in conjunction with CERES (CarboEurope Regional
Experiment Strategy) and add to its findings.

6.2 Main Achievements
The analyses performed on the data collected in the three campaigns of the
project have produced many specific results. In some cases several teams have
worked on different aspects of the same subject complementing the results.
From all these, the main aspects can be summarized as follows:

FLEX
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•

Fluorescence signal levels and signal variability over agricultural and
forest areas have been measured, analyzing the variability between
species and within different fields of the same specie.

•

Different experiments have been carried out in order to study spatial
variability in fluorescence, at ground level in selected fields where
intensive measurements were performed (including complementary
parameters), and from AirFLEX airborne data that covered a large
number of crop types.
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•

Existing methods to retrieve fluorescence from spectral radiances have
been improved by making use of the continuous spectral information
when available.

•

Linking the fluorescence signal to photosynthetic activity and the carbon
cycle is an essential aspect for the FLEX mission. Efforts have been put on
measuring different photosynthesis parameters together with
fluorescence emission. At the same time, several possible ways for the
usage of fluorescence into photosynthesis/carbon models have been
studied, and several examples have been presented.

SENTINEL-2
•

Flight lines and locations were specifically designed and selected to cover
surfaces of different nature (natural vegetation, agricultural areas, urban,
burnt forest, coastal waters, etc) and orographic types from flat to highly
mountainous. The acquired airborne data were made available to
industrial teams to test data compression algorithms.

•

Sentinel‐2 data were simulated from airborne data in order to evaluate
some potential products from the mission, such as canopy chlorophyll
estimation using all the red‐edge bands, or classification of burnt areas. It
was also studied the impact of the new bands in the accuracy of the
results.

6.3 Addressed Aspects
FLEX
•

Structure and physiology of several crop types and forests were studied.

•

A good correlation has been found between chlorophyll content and
fluorescence, without saturation for high chlorophyll values, although
measurements covered only a limited number of cases.

•

Active and passive fluorescence measurements at leaf and canopy level on
the same target were acquired. Both methods showed similar trends in
fluorescente values.

•

Dedicated experiments to study diurnal courses of fluorescence together
with other photosynthetic parameters were conducted.

•

Some first approaches to put in evidence the correlation between
fluorescence and CO2 fluxes were tested by using campaign data.

•

Several teams measured fluorescence emission spectrum in the field in
order to determine the spectral variation of fluorescence intra/inter‐
species.
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•

The different measurements allow estimating fluorescence signal levels
and signal variability. They also allow studying the temporal versus
spatial variability of fluorescence emission.

•

An especial effort has been put in how to incorporate fluorescence as
inputs to regional carbon models.

•

The particular nature of the experiments performed during the campaign
required some instrumental developments (from laboratory to airborne,
as well as automatisation of measurements).

•

A close link with parallel modeling activities was already included in
CEFLES2 activities, but such link with modeling activities must be
pursued in future activities more in detail, particularly for the new models
developed quite recently with an improved parameterization of key
physiological processes.

SENTINEL-2
•

A dataset of representative surfaces and land types has been collected and
processed to be usable for data compression studies.

•

Land cover maps and GIS database have been created and made available
to facilitate further research and algorithms development.

•

Testing of new algorithms using Sentinel‐2 specifications has been
explored with the campaign dataset, including the role of the sensor’s
new bands specifically available in Sentinel‐2 but not available in
previous Landsat and Spot systems, such as the narrow bands around the
red‐edge.

CARBO-EUROPE
•

The comparability of flux tower data versus aircraft flux data has been
studied using CEFLES2 data.

•

Differences in data acquisition between tower and aircraft led to review
the footprint concept and to study the footprint mismatch more in detail.

•

The analysis of flux partitioning (GPP and NEE) by using not only flux data
and meteorological information but also remote sensing data and
information about land‐surface spatial structure derived from satellite /
airborne imagery was also analyzed.

Some of the problems with inversion of atmospheric CO2 concentration to get
surface fluxes could be overcome by using spatial maps of land surface status
(vegetation properties) together with the CO2 concentration and fluxes.
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6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
While the Sentinel‐2 activities are well within the frame of GMES developments
in the context of Sentinels missions, the results obtained from the analyses
performed in CEFLES2 point out to some aspects that need further study in
order to better address the open questions regarding the FLEX mission. Some of
the main aspects to be taken into account in future activities are discussed here.
First results from airborne data, and even at smaller scale from ground
measurement show that vegetation fluorescence can vary notably for different
plots of the same species. Therefore it is necessary to put additional efforts to
obtain a better description of spatial variability of fluorescence levels, especially
over natural targets, such as forests. This type of targets is difficult to measure
mostly due to their structural characteristics (canopy height, distribution of
elements, or mixed species composing the forest). Some efforts have been done
in the past to study fluorescence in forests, e.g. SIFLEX, and even in the present
campaign; but they have been very limited regarding the extension of the area
covered.
Fluorescence measurements have been taken over several day courses revealing
a complex behavior of the vegetation under changing environmental conditions.
Despite the fact that three campaigns have been carried out between spring and
summer, the duration of each was effectively less than a week, thus representing
only punctual stages in the phenological development of the vegetation. A
description of long‐term temporal variability in fluorescence levels over a given
target (time series), preferably measuring every day the full diurnal course,
completed with other biophysical and photosynthetic parameters, would be
desirable.
It has been found that canopy structure plays an important role in the
modulation of the signal, mostly but not only, by the changing proportion of
illuminated versus shadowed leafs. Changes introduced in the radiance will
affect the parameters retrieved from the spectral data; but also introduce
changes in the physiological status of the vegetation. Finally, canopy structure
needs to be considered at multiple scales: single plant, plot, and regional scale.
CEFLES2 has produced some examples of how to incorporate fluorescence in
existing models to improve their outputs. However, in order to fully integrate
fluorescence into photosynthesis and carbon models it is necessary to couple the
modeling activities with field campaigns through dedicated experiments.
Until recently the results reported about the link between fluorescence and
photosynthesis were somehow contradictory, as some experiments showed a
direct correlation between photosynthesis activity and fluorescence emission,
while others indicated an inverse relationship. Some of the results here
presented point to a more complex relationship between fluorescence and
photosynthesis, which depends on the light intensity, the time of the day and the
history of the previous hours of illumination, the health status, among others.
Thus, it is necessary to carefully design new experiments in both controlled and
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natural conditions to provide new evidences for the link between fluorescence
and photosynthesis.
Finally, despite the fact that the FLEX mission was not selected for Phase‐A
within the Earth Explorer Programme, the activities around the measurement of
fluorescence from space will continue with the same impulse as in the last years.
The recent achievements accomplished in passive measurement of fluorescence
with remote sensing techniques have translated in a growing interest of different
communities like ecologists, agronomists and even among global modelers, what
assures the continuity of the efforts in developing a space‐based fluorescence
system. Therefore, a new mission scenario must be addressed with the already
acquired dataset.
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